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THREE years of successful use have proved the New Type Gunners' Examina-
tions the logical answer to the problem of examining a unit quickly and ac-
curately. Battery commanders will welcome the news that an extensive re-

vision of the examinations has been completed and that the printed forms now await
their order.

~~ ~~t~

! for H

~ GUNNERS' EXAMINA liONS I
(HARBOR DEFENSE REGIMENTS) U

H

Form "B" has been added, thus giving an alternate selection to the users of Form
"A." :Moreover, Form "A" has been entirely revised and is to all intents and purposes
a new examination.

The organization using these forms is examining its men in accordance with the
latest thought. Here are a few of the advantages of the New Type Tests for Gunners'
Examinations :

1. They test more thoroughly than hit-or-
miss oral examinations. More questions are
asked and answered. At the end of the test,
the state of the candidate's training is known;
it has not been guessed at.

2. The candidate has more time for care-
ful thinking. He is not required to snap out
an instant answer. He is without the strain
that makes many soldiers forget all they ever
knew in the presence of an examiner or in-
spector.

3. The candidate works at a speed of his
own choosing. He is not harassed by a "hurry-
up" atmosphere.

4. All candidates take the same examina-
tion. All who fail know less about gunnery
than those who passed-something you are
not sure about in an oral examination.

5. The final rating is objective. The use
of keys for objective scoring eliminates guess-
work. Only the candidate's knowledge of
gunnery has been tested.

6. These examinations improve gunnery
instruction. An analysis of the tests will re-
veal a general weakness in certain subjects
among candidates from certain organizations.
Corrective measures may then be applied.

7. There is an objective record for head-
quarters. Moreover, the papers can be re-
turned to the battery commander for remedial
instruction of those examinees requiring it.

8. They save time and money, especially
in National Guard organizations where
boards generally call for extra-drill pay and
travel allowances. Moreover, the majority of
officers will welcome relief from this duty.

P R ICE S~1st Class Gunners' Examination " 7c postpaid
12d Class Gunners' Examination IDe postpaid
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By LieutenantColonel A. M. Prentiss, Chemical Warfare Service

attack will
threat to

the Future

The aero-chemical
constitute a serious
coast defenses in

coast emplacements nukes it possible to furnish their per-
sonnel with a far more elaborate and efficacious system of
:llHi-gas protection than is possible ro provide f~r troops
in the field.

Before examining these anti-gas means in detail, let us
first brieRy review the various ways and means that
chemicals may be emplo~'ed offensivel~' against and by
coast defenses.

In a purely seacraft naval attack on a seacoast fortifica-
tion, it is doubtful if simple gas shell would be employed
for the reason that naval projectiles are very inefficielH
chemical carriers. The high muzzle velocities of naval
guns necessitate a thick-walled shell of low cubic capacitv
so that onlv a relativel), small amount of aas is contained

J ~

in even the lar~est oliber shells. It would, therefore, re-
<Juire a very large expenditure of such ammunition to set
up an effective gas concentration. N(oreover, the Rat tra-
jecrorv of naval gunfire militates aready aaainst the ef-. ~ ~ . ~

\Vith the exception of the use of smoke in the British
naval attacks on Zeebrugge and Ostende in 1916 and
1918. the \Vorld War yicids no examples of the LIse of
chemicals in the attack or defel~se of a CO:1S[, Bur in the
light of our preselH knowledge of the capabilities and
limitations of chemicals in war, and the rapidly increasing
power of aero-chemical attack, roday it is becoming in-
creasingly apparent that chemical warfare constitutes one
of the major facrors ro be reckoned with in modern coast
defense.

The outstanding characteristic which renders penna-
nend." emplaced sea-coast defense peculiarly vulnerable
to chemical attack is their fixity of position. Another
characteristic of seacoast defenses hardlv less vital, is their
difficult\' of concealment. Nlost seacoa~t fortifications are
located 'in, or immediatelv adjacent ro, important harbors,
the topograph~' and general p1a!1 of which are known to
all nations. Thus, the oenera/location of such fortifications
. '"
IS a matter of universal knowledge while their exact lo-
cation can be readilv ascertained by aerial reconnaissance,
as they constitute ~vell-defined and extensive targets, al-
most impossible ro effectively camcuR:lge. Since troops in
coast defenses cannot avail themselves of mobilin' and
concealment-two of the most effective means of COUl~-

tering the effect of chemical attack-the~' must be pro-
tected from chemicals bv the most effective anti-gas means
that can be devised. Fortunatelv, the verv nature of sea-
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fectiye placement and proper dispersian af the gas cantent
af the shells.

There appear to. be but two. possibilities af using gas in
mval gun shell and then anl~', in a secondary way, to sup-
plement the primary high-explasive effects af the shell.
The first methad is to. insert in the regular high explasive
charge a small percentage af same type af gas which exists
in salid farm, will withstand the heat and pressure af
explasian, and is effective in law cancentratians.

The mast seriaus limitatian af this type af shell is that,
to be chemically effective, it must burst in an enclased
space where the released gas can be retained in sufficient
cancentratian to. produce its physialagical effects. When
burst in the apen air, the explasive farce af such shell is so.
great that the small chemical charge is taa widely scat-
tered to. be effective. The requirement af release in an en-
clased space is met when ships are firing against ather
ships, since any hits secured with armar-piercing shell are
apt to. explade inside af the hastile ship. But, when ships
are firing against land batteries, practically all shell will
burst in the apen air, so. that the chemical effect against
land batteries wauld be almast negligible ..

Anather attack an the prablem af producing an effective
naval gas shell has been to. find a type af high-explasive
which has all the pawer af the present standard explasives
and, at the same time, produces toxic gases as praducts af
explasian. As mast explasives generate same carbon man-
axide and hydrocyanic acid-bath very taxic gases-
it is nat hard to. find a compaund which will generate
a sufficient amaunt af these gases to. be physialogically ef-
fective under certain canditians and still not lase an ap-
preciable amaunt af its explasive farce.

The difficult}' in such a solutian of the problem arises
aut af the nature af the toxic gases generated. Bath carban
manaxide and hydracyanic acid are amang the mast
lethal gases knawn, and are very difficult to. pratect
against, but they are lighter than air and are extremely
nan-persistent, being dissipated within a few secands
after release into. the air. Hence, unless they are released
in same enclased place they are almast whally ineffective.
This requires that the shell burst in an enclased space,
which is possible in a battle between two. ships, but al-
mast impossible when ships are engaging land batteries.
Far this reasan, it is very improbable that shells af this
type wauld be emplayed against seacaast fartificatians
unless same new chemical campaund is discavered which
will generate a persistent type af gas. This possibility naw
seems remate but always remains a possibility.

Fram what has been said abave, it appears highly im-
probable that cambinatian high-explasive and gas shell
will be emplayed against seacaast fartificatians. This can-
clusian, hawever, is based anly an the types af shell men-
tianed abave and it must always be barne in mind that
same natian may discaver, ar" have already discavered,
same new and mare powerful chemical agent which will
meet the requirements af effective distributian from naval
type shell, even when expladed in the apen air.

In the case af smake, the situatian is quite different.

White phaspharus (WP), the best smake producer, is
a heavy, salid material which may be laaded into. shells
withOl~t le:.wing a vaid far expansi~n, as in case af a liquid
gas. Hence, cubic capacity is nat so. important far smake
shell as far gas shell, and effective smake cancentratians
may be established and maintained even by lang-range,
flat-trajectary fire with a relatively small number af shell.
The burst ~f a smake shell is a'isa easih' abserved even
at lang ranges, hence a smake shell ban1bardment fram
ships can be satisfactarily placed and cantrolled by abser-
vatian af the shell bursts, even thaugh the shells are im-
pacting an land and create no. splashes. Furthermare, the
smake cloud, ance faund, can be maintained oyer the de-
sired areas by abserving its limits, density and drift, and
adjusting the fire accardingly.

When an effective smake blanket is laid an a batten',
the resulting abscuratian nat anly greatly reduces rl~e
speed and efficiency with which the guns can be served.
but campletely cuts off the field af view af the battery.
Smake thus materially reduces the rate af fire af all types
af share batteries and may even campletely silence bat-
teries firing by direct aim an the target (Case I and II
fires) . Batteries employing Case III fire can, af course, can-
tinue to. fire at reduced rate if their abservatian statians
are nat abscured, but if the smake blanket also. cavers the
abservatian statians, ar such statians are simultaneausly
smaked b." ather naval guns, even mortar batteries will be
silenced.

When the batteries and abservation statians af a sea-
caast fartificatian are crowded into. a relatively small area,
as when farts are lacated an a small island ar restricted
peninsula, the amount af ammunitian required to. estab-
lish and maintain an effective smoke blanket an the farti.
ficatian is relatively small and conditions thus greatly
favar the use af smake by attacking ships. On the other
hand, where share batteries and abservatian stations are
widely scattered, the effective smoking af a fartification
requires a relatively large amaunt af ammunition which
may easily reach prahibitive prapartians.

The effectiveness af a smake aperatian is also. mare or
less dependent upan weather, althaugh nat to the extent
farmerly believed to be the case. Of the several weather
elements, wind directian and intensity have the gteatest
influence an the farmatian and maintenance of smake
screens. In general, a wind paralleling the front af the
target area, and blawing with a velocity between three and
twelve miles per hour, is the mast favarable far smake
screens. Steadiness af the wind is also. impartant with
screening smake, as varying winds cause turbulent air
canditians which produce breaks in the screen. Cool.
maist and avercast days also. favar the farmatian and
maintenance af smake screens, since the smake persists
langer and clings to. the ground better under such can-
ditians. The mast favorable weather canditians usually
accur at dawn. This is also. the mast appartune time to
launch a naval attack an a seacaast fartificatian. as the
approach to.effective battle dispositians can be made under
caver af darkness.
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While the foregoing meteorological conditions are the
most favorable for smoke, it must not be inferred that
smoke can only be used under such favorable conditions.
On the contr;ry, successful screening operations can be
carried out, with corresponding increases in ammunition,
in almost any weather except when winds exceed twelve
miles per hour and in torrential rains.

As an example of the influence of weather conditions
on smoke screen operations, there may be cited the am-
munition required for smoke screens in winds blowing
from different directions. For screening purposes, winds
are defined in terms of direction, in order of £avorabiliry,
as follows: a wind blowing parallel to the target front
and in general at right angles to the line of fire, is a
"flank" wind; a wind blowing at 45 degrees with the line
of fire, or target front, is a "quartering" wind; one blow-
ing directly from the target to the firing point is a "head"
wind; while one blowing directly from the firing point
to the target is a "following" wind.

With the winds thus defined, the number of smoke
(WP) shells, required for screening effects, is as follows:

SMOKE SCREEN AMMUNITION REQUIREMENTS

Rounds per minute, per hundred yards, of target front.
Flank Quartering Head Follo\ving
\'\ind Wind Wind Wind

3-inch gun shell 3 4 6 6
6-inch gun shell ,5 I 1.3 1.3

From the foregoing it will be noted that it requires from
two to two and a half times as much ammunition to main-
tain a smoke screen in the most adverse (following) wind
as in the most favorable (flank) wind.

In addition to its obscuring power, phosphorus (WP)
also has a considerable demoralizing effect and casualty
value against personnel, owing to the serious wounds in-
flicted by the pieces of burning phosphorus which are
scattered from each bursting shell. When these pieces
come in contact with a man, they adhere to his clothes and
if of sufficient size, burn throu"gh the clothing and pro-
duce incapacitating burns.

The question of whether or not smoke shell will be
used by surface vessels against shore batteries will depend
primarily upon the object of the attack and the extent to
which shore batteries and their observation stations are
dispersed. Where the object of the naval attack is to effect
a run-by of a shore battery; or to conceal other naval
operations, such as: (I) a raid on mine-fields; (2) the
sinking of a ship in the channel of a harbor; or (3) the
landing of troops within the range of the shore batteries;
smoke will undoubtedly be widely employed. It may
even be used in the direct bombardment of a seacoast
fortification to help neutralize and gain fire superiority
over the shore batteries. Extensive field tests of a ,30-
caliber rifle firing through smoke show that when the
target is obscured by smoke the percentage of hits falls
to one-third that are secured when the target is visible;
and when the firing point is covered b:' smoke, the per-
centage of hits falls to only eight per cent of those

normally obtained. Hence, if ships smoke shore batteries,
the ships will obtain thirty-three per cent hits while the
batteries will be able to secure only eight per cent, thus
giving the ships a four to one fire superiority. While smoke
(WP) shell may be effectively used by ships against
shore batteries, it is extremely difficult for the shore bat-
teries to use them effectively against ships.

Summarizing the foregoing discussion, we may say
that combination high--explosive and gas shell, but not
smoke shell, may be used effectively by shore batteries
against ships, while smoke (WP) shell, but not gas shell,
may be effectively used by ships against shore batteries.

As there is practically nothing inflammable in either
modern naval vessels or coast fortifications, incendiary
shell would appear to have no role in coast defense opera-
tions.

Up to this point we have considered only the action of
surface vessels against seacoast fortifications and find that
chemicals will probably play but a minor part. However,
when we explore the field of naval aircraft action against
coast defenses, we find the situation entirely different.
Here, it appears that chemicals are destined to pia:' a
major role and the resulting combination-aerochemical
attack-will probabl:' constitute one of the most serious
threats against coast defenses in the future.

Chemicals are used from airplanes in two general ways:
first, in drop bombs; and second, in the form of spray.
Bombs are particularly efficient for disseminating gas be-
cause, unlike an artillery shell, they do not have to with-
stand the shock of discharge and can therefore have much
thinner walls and higher cubic capacity. Thus, while the
most efficient artillery shell contains only from ten to
fifteen per cent of its total weight in chemicals, an air
bomb will hold from one-half to two-thirds of its total
weight in chemical filling. The chemical efficiency of the
air bomb is thus about five times that of the artillery shell.

As in other forms of chemical attack, for us~ in air
bombs, gases are generally divided into two main types
( I) non-persistent; and (2) persistent. Non-persistent
gases are generally quick-acting, attack the lungs and res-
piration passages, and are lethal in effect. They are usu-
ally very volatile, and when liberated are rapidly dissi-
pated in the air; hence they remain dangerous in the
vicinity of the point released for a very short period,
usually less than ten minutes. Examples of such gases are:
chlorine (Cl), phosgene (CG) , and irritant gases and
smokes (such as DM), derived from various arsenical
compounds ..

On the other hand, persistent casualty gases are gen-
erally slow-acting, attack all surfaces of the body, pro-
ducing burns that are disabling but seldom fatal. They
are usually non-volatile liquids which, when released,
evaporate slowly and continue to give off toxic vapor for
many hours in summer to even weeks in winter. Ex-
amples of such gases are: mustard gas (HS) and Lewisite
(MI).

Smoke also may be used from aircraft, both in drop
bombs and by spraying~ The most efficient smoke agent
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for bombs is white phosphorus (\VP), while the best
liquid smoke producer for spraying operations is sulphur
trioxide solution (FS). Both of these substances rc.,ct
with the oxygen and moisture in the air and produce
dense white smoke which generally persists for from five
to ten minutes.

In addition to gas and smoke, incendiary agents are
emplo."ed in air bombs. The most effective incendiary
materials are thermite and magnesium. On ignition, both
of these materials burn vigorously, producing a white hot
molten mass, with a temperature exceeding 3,000° C
which readily ignites all combustible materials with which
it comes in contact.

Gas bombs var." in weight from 3o-1bs. to 300--lbs., de-
pending upon the type of gas filling. In general. the
smaller bombs are more efficient for the persistent ?"ases,
while the larger bombs are more effective for the non-
persistent gases. The chief difference between the use of
large and small bombs is in the distribution of contami-
n.lted spots over the target area. For the same load on the
airplane, large bombs produce a relatively small number
of well defined and heavily contaminated spots, while
small bombs produce a larger number of centers of con-
tamination which are more difficult to locate and decon-
taminate.

In the case of non-persistent gas, the whole contents of
the bomb will form near the point of impact a cloud
nucleus which immediately begins to expand and drift
down-wind. The size of the cloud nucleus first formed is
relatively small and of maximum gas concentration. As
the cloud is swept along by the wind, it becomes diluted
with more and more air, thus increasing its size and re-
ducing its concentration. After traveling a considerable
distance, the gas will become mixed with so much air
that it becomes harmless. The rate at which this process
of drift and dilution proceeds depends upon the weather
and particularly the strength of the wind.

In winds exceeding twelve miles per hour, a cloud of
non-persistent gas will be rapidly broken up and dissi-
pated. For this reason, non-persistent gas is not ordinarily
released when the wind exceeds twelve to fifteen miles
per hour.

On the other hand, calm weather with little or no wind,
presents the most dangerous situation with non-persistent
gases, although the danger area is smaller. Under these
conditions a dense cloud of gas will be formed at the
point of burst and will remain in that area until it is
gradually dissipated through expansion and diffusion
into the atmosphere. In the meantime it will flow into all
low places and depressions in the ground and will pene-
trate into any inclosed structure which is not gas-tight.
Once the gas has penetrated into a confined space, it is
not subject to the influence of the wind and air currents
prevailing outside and is not as easily cleared as the gas
in the open. Hence, it may continue to be dangerous long
after the gas in the outside air has become harmless.

Non-persistent, irritant ?;:lses, such as Adamsite
(DM), may also be disseminated by air bombs which

contain some form of generator for dispersing the chemi-
cal in the form of a particulate cloud or toxic smoke. The
gas is emitted from such bombs for several minutes
after they strike the ground and the distance from the
point of impact to which the gas cloud will travel with an
effective concentration is generally considerably greater
than with the other types of non-persistent gases. The
irritant gases (toxic smokes) are highly penetrative to
gas masks and are, therefore, one of the most difficult
types of gases to protect against.

A bomb containing persistent gas, such as mustard,
will make a large splash of liquid at the place where the
bomb strikes the ground or other object. A larger con-
centric area will also be covered with fine droplets, while
the finer mist and vapor will drift down-wind from the
point of impact. The size of the area infected and the
degree of contamination of the ground and air are de-
pendent upon the size and type of the bomb, the nature
of the ground on which it falls, and the strength of the
wind. On hard ground, the bomb penetration will be
slight, and the liquid will be more widely scattered over
the surrounding area. Again, if the wind is fairly strong,
(i.e. over twelve miles per hour), the droplets and vapor
formed by the bursting; of the bomb will be carried down-
wind for' a considerable distance. Thus, a dangerous con-
centration of persistent gas (HS), may travel down-
wind in exactly the same wa." as a cloud of non-persistent
gas, (CG).

A 3o-pound mustard gas bomb, bursting on average
ground, scatters its liquid contents over an area approxi-
mately forty yards in diameter. However, for a:1 effective
(though not lethal) concentration only one of such bombs
is required per square (100 yards x 100 yards) when the
target area is wooded. When the target area cO:Isists of
open terrain two 3D-pound mustard bombs per square are
required to insure an effective concentration. If the
weather is cold (i.e. below 50° F.) the quantity of mus-
tard bombs required to effectively gas a given area must
be increased by twenty-five per cent.

A bomb filled with persistent tear gas, such as Camite,
(CA), will splash over the ground in the same manner
as one filled with mustard. Since tear gases are effective
in extremely low concentrations, the contents of a single
small bomb will produce a cloud of tear gas sufficient to
render a large area intolerable to troops who have no pro-
tection for their eyes. Thus, if its contents were evenl"
distributed, one 3D-pound bomb containing CA could
cover with an intolerable concentration a circular area two
miles in diameter.

Since tear gas produces no casmlties, many believe
that it has no role in war and will not be used. This view
is undoubtedly sound where tear g;as is considered alone.
However, in conjunction with other forms of attack, ir
may still serve a very useful purpose, by forcing the
enem\" to mask in the heat of battle and thus add to his
diffic~lties" It is estimated that even the most improved
modern mask causes a twenty-five per cent reduction in a
soldier's physical vigor and combat ethciency. When to
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Figure I: Alfack airplallc (A.li) (lFilb cbemical sprt/)' It/Ilks).

rim IS added the element of surprise and the resulting
confusion and effect on morale, the extremelv small
Cj ll,IIHit:, of tear gas re<]uired to produce result~ would
leem to be well worth while when used in conjunction
with high explosives and other chemical agents.

-Yon-persistent gas bombs may be dropped from
uther light or heav:' bombers. With full fuel load, the
(/verage bomb toad of the light bomber is about 1.200

pounds and of the heavy bomber about 2-400 pounds. so
that .1 light bOlllber can carry four, and a heavy bomber
eight. Joo-pound g;1s bombs. or a proportionately hrger
number of smaller bombs. ?vlodern airplane developments
.1re rapidly increasing bomb loads so th;1t subst;1ntially
larger bomb-c;1rr:'ing capacities may be expected in the
ne.lr future.

Theoretic;11 computations indicHe dl;1t. under most
£.1\ arable conditions, one 300-pound phosgene (CG)
bomb can est;1blish a lethal concentration over ;1circular
Jre;1 200 vards in di;1meter, or one hundred such bombs
C.1I1 effectively cover one square mile. In order to insure
a lethal conc~ntr;1tion, double this gU;1ntity of phosgene
would be used under averaee conditions, so we ma\' say
that an average of two h-undred 3oo-pound pho~gel;e
bombs will effectively cover ;1narea of one s<]uare mile. To
drop these bombs would require twenty-five heavv bomb-
ers (about two s<]uadrons) ,'or fifty lig!1t bomber~ (about
four sgu;1drons). These figures ;1re significant for the
following re;1sons:

\\'hen ;1 lethal concentr;1tion of ;1 non-persistent u-as,
h ~

suc ;1Sphosgene, is established on ;1n area, it means th:lt
even' unprotected man :ll1d ;1nin1;11rem;1inino- in the ;1re;1. 0
for the period of persistence of the gas-about ten minutes
-Will become a serious casualty and over 11;1lfof them
will die. ~ loreover. the gas drifting down-wind will
gradu;1llv cover an additional ;1rea, at le;1st egual in size

to the oriu-inal area. with a concentration which, althougho .>

not fatal. will still produce serious casualties.
Nor is this all. for experience in the \VorId \Var

showed that non-persistent gases, such as phosgene, con-
tinued to C;1usea large percentage of casualties long after
adeguate gas mask protection was available. Thus, the
American gas mask was full:' adegu;1te to protect :lgainst
non-persistent gases. such as phosgene, yet twenty-five
per cent of the gas casualties sustained by our arm:' in
Fr;1nce were caused by this t.vpe of gas. Investigation
showed that over ninet:,.five per cent of casualties caused
by tl~e W orId War non-persistent g;1ses were attribmed
to poor gas discipline and causes other than the adecluacy
of the mask. This human element will alwavs be an im-
portant factor in an:' fmure war. .

Lethal concentrations of non-persistent gases have the
most penetr;1ting and searching effect over the area covered
and constitute the most severe test of the efficiency of the
chemical defense of a command, since the slightes~ failure
of personnel or materiel may be fatal.

Persistent gas bombs are usuallv dropped on land
forces from attack airplanes. If employed b:' a naval force
against a seacoast fortification, the)' would probablv be
used from light bombers which most nearly approach the
army attack tvpe of plane. This tvpe of aircraft has a pay
load of about 500 to 600 pounds and a speed of ;1bollt
200 miles per hour. With a pa:' load of 600 pounds, each
plane can carry twe Ilt:, 3o-pound mustard gas bombs
which is sufficient to establish an effective (though not
[eth:!l) concentration over twenty sguares (100 yds. x
100 yds.) of wooded area, or 10 squares of open terrain .
At this rare. one sguare mite of wooded are] would re-
guire sixteen planes and a square mile of open terrain
thirtv-rwo planes. As there are generally about twent:'-
seven planes in an attack squadron, one squadron can d-
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fecrively musrardize a square mile of Ilverage terram.
panl:' wooded :md p:mly open.

For spraying from aircrafr ani:' rhe persisrent gases
(HS. ~vIL CA) :lre used. since non-persistent gases suffer
prohibitive evaporarion losses before re:lChing rhe ground.
In addirion to persistent gas. liquid smoke (FS). and
incendiar:' agents (liquid phosphorus and oil) ma.v also
be spra:'ed from aircraft.

The appararus for spra:'ing comprises one or more lighr
metal ranks containing chemicals with the necessar:' elec-
rricall:' controlled valves for regularing the emission of
rhe chemicals.

The tanks are generall:' suspended under the wings of
the plane. as shown in Figure I. Since rhe pa:' load of the
arrack type plane is about 500 pounds, the spray tanks for
these planes have a maximum capaciry of twent:'-two
gallons, or 250 pounds each. depending on the specific
gravity of the chemical contents.

In rhe spraying apparatus. the speed of the plane is re-
lied upon to atomize the chemical agent and to build up
the necessary pressure through vents in the top of the
tank. The sizes of vent and discharge pipe derermine rhe
time required to empty the tank. which generall:' varies
from about five seconds for a small tank to about fifteen
seconds for a large one. When the discharge valve is
opened in Righr. the chemical agent Rows out and is
broken up by rhe air currents in the slip-srream of the
plane into droplets which fall to the ground like rain.
(Figure 2.)

The larger drops fall nearly vertically. while the smaller
droplets are carried farther down-wind. The widrh of rhe
area covered varies with the altitude of the plane and the
velocity and direction of the wind, while the length of rhe

area depends on the speed of rhe plane and rhe amount of
chemical released. The mcsr favorable winds are from five
to fifreen miles per hour and rhe best spraying altirude
is from 50 to 150 feet above ground. Under these con-
ditions. rhe average area covered by an attack plane. using
one r:lI1k at a time. is 1.000 :'ards long by 200 to }OO yards
wide. If evenly distributed over the area. the chemicals
carried by six~een :ltrack planes can cover one square
mile of targer.

As compared to bombing. mustard spra:'ing produces
a higher initial concentration in the air but less persistencv
on the ground. This is due to the atomization of the liquid
into small droplets which rapidly evaporate while falling
through the air and hence a considerable portion of the
liquid is converted into vapor before it reaches the ground.
For this reason the persistenc:' is lowered and in summer
an open area sprayed with mustard can be safel:' entered
after twenty-four hours, whereas a mustard bombed area
would not be safe for seventv-two to ninety-six hours. The
high initial concentration ~f mustard v~por and liquid
droplets in the air make the spray one of the most danger-
ous forms of gas attack. This is particularly true since
mustard spray may fall directly on the face. neck and anv
exposed parts of the body without being noticed, and
even the vapor will penetrate ordinary clothing, including
leather and rubber. As mustard attacks all surfaces of the
bod:' with which it comes in contact. gas masks alone do
not afford adegu:lte protection and means must be pro-
vided for protecting the entire body. This greatly compli-
cates the problem of anti-gas protection.

From what has been said above. it seems clear that per-
sistent gas sprays will ordinarily be used against persOIllld
unprotected by overhead cover, while persistent gas bombs

Figure 2: Affack Plane laying smoke b1al/ket.
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will be used where personnel is protected by overhead
cover, such as trees, foliage and light wooden structures.
Gas bombs will also be used in conjunction with high ex-
plosi\Oebombs to heavily contaminate places and struc-
mres v,hich have been damaged by high explosive bomb-
ing, in order to delay repairs and increase casualties.

As applied to naval attack on seacoast fortifications,
both gas bombing and spraying seem destined to play
an important part. Seacoast batteries are well-defined,
fixed targets which cannot readily be concealed and are
very vulnerable to gas attacks unless prepared to counter
them.

Gas bombs may be expected to be used to heavily con-
taminate gun and mortar emplacements and against ob-
servers and other personnel sheltered by light wooden
structures, while the spray will be very effective against
gun crews, ammunition handlers, and other personnel
who must work in the open air. The spray will also be
used for general contamination of the area surrounding
the batteries. Blanket contamination of this kind is ex-
tremely difficult to neutralize and is apt to cause heav."
casualties before it can be cleared up.

The principal limitation on the use of persistent gas,
(such as mustard), against coast defenses is the time re-
quired for it to produce casualties. As a rule, mustard gas
requires from two to six hours to produce incapacitating
effects. This delay would preclude its use in a rapidly de-
livered attack where the whole engagement may be over
in one or two hours. On the other hand, its delayed action
is far less important in a serious investment of a coast de-
fense where the action may extend over many days, as at
the Dardanelles, in the W~rld War. Here, tl;e daily casu-
alties will be cumulative and will rapidly become ~riticaL

Not all persistent gases are as slow acting as mustard.
Thus, Lewisite is about twice as quick as mustard, but it
is still a matter of hours before it produces incapacitating
symptoms. Other gases have also been used which are
still quicker, but far less powerful in effect than mustard
gas. In the past, the increase in rapidity of action has al-
ways been at the expense of virulence in effect, so the net
gain was doubtful. However, in a rapidly developing
science, such as chemical warfare, it is not safe to judge
the future by the past, and we must constantly bear in
mind that new and more powerful gases are always a pos-
sibility.

An~ther limitation on the airplane spray attack is the
vulnerability of the plane when flying at low altitudes.
However. this may be largely overcome by the use of
caver in approaching targets, by diving quickly on the
target from high altitudes, and by attacking under cover
of smoke laid by other airplanes. This last technique seems
to hold out considerable promise and, if its possibilities
are fully developed, may well prove to be the answer to
the small caliber antiaircraft gun and machine gun.

It is generally admitted that the large caliber antiair-
craft guns (i.e. 75-mm. and up) are unable to engage
smaIL fast attack planes and light bombers when flying
only a few hundred feet above the ground: To meet this

type of attack reliance must be had on small caliber (e.g.
37-mm.), rapid fire guns and machine guns. In order to
make hits, these guns must be sighted on individual
planes which must be continuously in view during the
firing. If a smoke screen is interposed between the attack-
ing planes and the antiaircraft guns, the guns are blinded
and their percentage of hits will be reduced to almost
zero. By approaching the target under cover of masking
hills, clouds, etc., or by diving from high altitudes on
the target, smoke protection is required for only a few
seconds while the planes are within range of the guns,
i.e., almost directly over the target.

From one to three planes per flight of attack or light
bombardment aviation is generally sufficient for adequate
smoke protection during a low-flying attack, the number
of smoking planes required being chiefly dependent upon
the wind conditions during the attack. If the prevailing
wind is generally parallel to the line of flight, and the
planes are flying in dose formation, only the leading
plane in each flight is necessary to lay the smoke screen.
If, however, the wind is oblique or perpendicular to the
line of flight, or the planes are flying in more open forma-
tion, three planes per flight may be required for screen-
ing purposes. The smoking planes then fly on the wind-
ward side of the flight. If the smoke operation is properly
executed onl." the nose of the leading or windward plane
in a flight is visible from the ground, and it is said that
with automatic controls this plane would probably drift
a sufficient distance to protect the other planes with smoke,
even if its pilot were killed while flying over the target
area.

By diving on the target, attack and light bombardment
planes may attain a speed of 240 miles per hour. At this
speed they cover one mile in fifteen seconds. Since a small
chemical tank is emptied in five seconds, each attack plane
can screen a distance of one-third mile if the tanks are dis-
charged simultaneously, or two-thirds of a mile, if they
are discharged successively. When flying in ordinary
squadron formation, the tanks are discharged simultane-
ously in order to obtain the maximum width of smoke
bla~ket from each smoking plane. The number of smok-
ing planes required per flight of attacking planes is, there-
fore, also a function of the length of the screen required
to protect the squadron during the attack. By approaching
the target under cover of masking hills, or clouds, or by
diving from a high altitude, smoke screens exceeding
one mile in length will seldom be required. Such screens
can be furnished by two smoking planes per flight, each
plane discharging its own tanks simultaneously, but suc-
cessively after the other, in the line of flight.

Of course, smoke also cuts off the view of the target
from the planes, but when bombing at altitudes of a few
hundred feet, sights are not essential and bombs can be
fairly accurately placed within a desired area by dead
reckoning. ::<Vfoveover,for chemical bombing and sprav-
ing, it is not necessary to hit material objects but simply
to cover an area. This can be easily accomplished through
an intervening smoke blanket. In order not to blind the
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pilots by enveloping them in smoke, the smoking planes
fl~' echeloned in altitude just below the bombing and gas
spraying planes so that the latter are in the clear above
the smoke blanket

From what has been shown above reg:lrding the rel-
atively small number of attack planes required to gas a
comparatively large area, and the probable effectiveness
of such operations, it is apparent that this form of attack
is very economical of military effort as compared to the
tactical results obtained. For this reason, if for no other,
aero-chemical attack will probably figure prominently in
future naval operations against coast defenses.

There are, however, additional reasons for expecting
chemical attacks from the air in conjunction with naval
attacks on seacoast fortifications. A fleet air force is a
component p:lrt of every first class navy. This force com-
prises not only bombing planes, but also the other classes
of light, fast combat planes which are necessary to protect
the bombers from hostile aircraft. These auxilhry planes
are usually equipped to carry small high-explosive bombs
which would be almost wholly ineffective against the mas-
sive construction of modern seacoast emplacements. If,
however, gas and smoke bombs and sprays are substituted
for the small high-explosive bombs, these light planes be-
come very effective in supporting the attack of the heav~'
bombers since chemicals act on personnel even when pro-
tected against high explosives by the most massive fortifi-
cations.

Aside from the ability of smoking planes to protect
the heavy bombers from antiaircraft fire during an attack
on a coast defense, smoke screens from such planes may
serve as powerful aids to various forms of naval operations.
By blinding the shore batteries, smoke helps the ships to
gain and maintain fire superiority during an engagement,
and by cutting off the field view of shore observation sta-
tions, smoke protects ships while raiding mine fields,
running by batteries, and even when landing troops with-
in the range of the seacoast guns.

Of course, if smoke blankets could be placed on the
ships by the coast defenses, it would work an equal dis-
advantage to the fleet. But here there are technical diffi-
culties which are due to the inherent differences between
ships and shore batteries. It has been mentioned that it is
impracticable to establish smoke screens over the water by
gun fire, so the only way in which a coast defense could
smoke a fleet would be by using attack planes. But here
again the difficulties of smoking a fleet are enormous,
owing to its wide-spread disposition in battle and the fa-
cility with which the ships can change position and
quickly move out of any smoke screen that might be bid
down by land planes. Also, smoke screens can best be
established by planes when they can approach the target
behind an initial smoke screen established by gun fire;
this is feasible for the fleet, but not for the coast defense.

All things considered, it appears that the manifold ad-
vantages of smoke are heavily in favor of the fleet and
this fact alone constitutes a se~ious problem for the Coast
Artillery. It means that coast defenses must eith~r devise

some means of working effectively in and through smoke
screens, or prevent their establishment by attacking
vessels. Both of these are formidable tasks.

\Vhat has been said regarding the fleet's advantage,; in
the use of smoke also applies, to a greater or less extent, to
the use of gas. ~foving targets, such as ships, are much
more difficult to gas than fixed targets, such as shore bat-
teries. Also, it is easier to provide adequate anti-g:::s pro-
tection for a ship, as it is a single, compact, unitary struc-
ture, without surrounding objects, such as vegetation, to
hold and multiply the effect of gas. Again, gas and smoke
go hand in hand in battle and, without the protection of
smoke to aid in putting down gas, the use of the latter
becomes far more difficult.

An important part of coast defense is the protection of
landing beaches, particularly those outside the range of
the coast defense batteries. Here chemicals can be ad-
vantageously employed by both the landing force and the
beach defense.

In landing on a hostile shore the approach to the shore
is generally made under cover of darkness, but experience
at Gallipoli has shown that it is extremely difficult to exe-
cute the landing operation itself in darkness. Lack of
visibility adds greatly to the general confusion of landing
and in making a coordinated attack to establish a beach
head. For this reason, it is generally believed to be better
to make the small-boat run- to the heach just at dawn, so
as to effect the actual landing in da~'light. Under these
circumstances, the most dangerous part of the landing
operation is in the last thousand yards of the approach
run to the beach when the boats come under effective
rifle and machine-gun fire from the shore. Here the best
protection for the landing force is a smoke screen placed
on the beach just back of the water line, so as to blanket
the beach defense forces but leave the water line of the
beach visible to facilitate landing of the men from the
boats.

This smoke screen can be established b:' gun fire from
supporting naval vessels, but is much more quickly and
easily laid with small, fast, smoking planes. If smoke is
successfully laid on the beach defense machine-gun po-
sitions and riflemen, it not only screens the landina opera-~ tJ
tion, but gives the landing force a four-to-one fire superi-
ority as long as the smoke screen is maintained.

The beach defense usually concentrates its efforts
against the larger units of a l;nding party as they come
within range. Since the approach of the small boats is
generally made in successive staggered waves, each boat
zigzagging at high speed, they are very difficult targets
to hit with field artillery, even when using shrapnel.
Hence, the boats do not, as a rule, come under effective
fire from the shore until they get within machine-Run
range. \Vhile attack planes may be used to some effect
to oppose the approach of the boats with machine-gun
fire, their small fragmentation bombs are not effective
since these bombs must score a direct hit on a boat to
cause casualties. This is even more difficult than securing
direct hits with high-explosive artillery shell. v
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Since gas does not haye to score direct hits on physical

objects, but has merely to cover an area in order to be
effective, it is far mor~ efficacious than impact weapons
in opposing a landing operation.

Attack planes can readily spray with persistent gas,
such as mustard, a water area of such dimensions as to
insure the inclusion of the landing of boats within its
boundaries. As the boats are usually open boats, every
occupant is affected. Also the spraying planes can heavily
contaminate the landing beaches and thereby greatly
increase the casualties among the landing force. To
further supplement the beach defense, mustard gas b2r-
riers can be laid down with chemical land mines across
the routes of approach from the beach inland. The beach
defense artillery can also assist in mustardizing landing
beaches and in establishing gas barriers across appro:lch
routes.

In crossing these barriers the landing forces will sustain
heavy casualties, unless fully protected by masks and
protective clothing. Even if so protected, the landing
force is at a serious disadvantage in having to fight in
such impedimenta against an enemy not so encumbered.
All things considered, chemicals appear to afford one of
the most effective means available for opposing a landing
on a hostile shore.

Having explored the field of the aggressive use of
chemicals in naval operations against coast defenses, we
may now pass to a brief consideration of the purely de-
fensive measures that may be taken by the coast defenses
to counter hostile chemical attacks.

Anti-gas protection generally comprises: (I) indi-
vidual protection; (2) collective protection; and (3) tac-
tical protection. Since tactical protection makes use of
dispersion, concealment and mobility, none of which is
usually available to garrisons manning fixed fortifications,
coast artillery must rely almost wholly upon individual
and collective protection to withstand chemical attacks.

Individual protectioa comprises the anti-gas equipment
of the individual soldier; knowledge of how to use this
equipment; ability to carry on his combat duties effective-
ly in gas and smoke concentrations; and last, but not
least, a high degree of gas discipline.

Individual anti-gas equipment consists essentially of the
gas mask and protective clothing. Gas masks are of three
types: (I) the service mask; (2) the diaphragm mask;
and (3) the optical mask. The service mask is the sim-
plest form and is for general use. The diaphragm mask
closely resembles the service mask, but is equipped with
a sound-transmitting diaphragm to facilitate oral com-
mands and telephone conversation, and is supplied to
unit commanders and those whose combat duties require
the use of the telephone. The optical mask is a mask
especially designed to facilitate the use of optical instru-
ments such as telescopes and range finders, and is fur-
nished only to those having these special duties.

A gas-proof clothing consists essentially of a coverall
made of gas-proof fabric and a hood of the same material
to cover the space between the neckband of the coverall

and the gas mask. This co\'erall is supplemented with
shoes and gloves which have been specially treated to
render them resistant to mustard gas.

When properly worn this equipment affords several
hours protection against the heayiest concentration of mus-
tard gas, even including the liquid itself. The great dis-
advantage of these protective suits is that they preclude
body ventilation and can, therefore, be worn for onIv a
few hours without exhaustion of the wearer. Men, s~ch
as gunners, decontamination squads, and others who must
work in the open air and remain at their posts regardless of
enemy activities, and who have to wear protective suits,
must be relieved at frequent intervals. As a rule, this
means about two hours on duty, with four hours off duty,
for all such personnel during ~ctive periods ..

In addition to adequate masks and gas-proof clothing,
soldiers must be taught not only when and how to use this
equipment properly, but also how to maint1in their com-
bat efficiency when using it. It has already been men-
tioned that simply wearing a mask lowers the physical
vigor and stamina of a man. The magnitude of this re-
duction depends largely upon the amount of previous
training and experience in wearing the mask. The more
a man becomes accustomed to breathing through a mask,
the stronger his lungs become and the less the mask inter-
feres with his breathing and physical exertion. Learning
to work in a mask is, therefore, very much like learning to
march; the proficiency attained in each is almost in direct
proportion to the amount of training received.

In addition to wearing a mask without exhaustion, each
individual soldier must also learn how to carry on his
combat duties, when masked, with the minimum de-
crease in efficiency. Gas masks necessarily interfere to
some extent with 'vision and this operates in many ways
to reduce combat efficiency. Thus, it has been determined
by extensive field tests that simply wearing a mask re-
duces the fire efficiency of riHemen by 17 per cent, a:1d
firing in smoke, reduces it by 92 per cent.

While no definitive tests are known to have been con-
ducted with artillery firing, the same general results have
been experienced with field batteries firing in smoke, and
it stands to reason that subsrantially the same adverse
effect is exerted by masks and smoke on seacoast artillery
fire efficiency. The only situation in which smoke might
prove somewhat of a less handicap in seacoast artiller;'
fire is in the case of mortars which are fired by indirect
laying. Here, some semblance of fire effectiveness might
be maintained as long as observation stations were not
blinded by smoke. When, to the disadvantages of operat-
ing in smoke, gas is added, the problem becomes even
more difficult. This is believed to be a very serious prob-
lem for the Coast Artillery, in view of the relative ease
with which hostile naval se~ and aircraft can place effective
concentrations of gas and smoke on seacoast batteries.
Some means for solving this problem must be found and
frequent target practice conducted to test battery firing
efficiency in gas and smoke.

No matter how effective gas masks and protective cloth-
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ing may be, there are certain kinds of work which cannot
be efficiently performed in masks, such as the plotting
of moving targets, and there are periods when men must
be able to remove their masks and gas-tight clothing, such
as when eating, sleeping, and even resting between duty
periods. To meet these requirements, collective protection
is provided by gas-proofing certain vital elements of each
emplacement and constructing gas-proof shelters in each
coast defense. A plotting room, shelter, or other enclosed
space may be gas-proofed by simply closing all extraneous
openings and providing a continuous supply of pure air to
the enclosed space. The air supply is most simply ob-
tained by pumping outside air into the inclosure through
a chemical filter.

A special machine has been devised for this purpose
and is known as a "Collective Protector." It consists
essentially of a power-driven fan connected by pipes,
through a large canister, to the outside atmosphere and
equipped with valves and controls for regulating the
amount of air drawn into the room. This machine main-
tains a small superatmospheric pressure in the room and
the escape of air through any extraneous openings that
may exist prevents gas-contaminated air outside the room
from entering.

Double doors are generally provided at the entrance to
the room to form an air lock. This helps to prevent an
undue escape of air from the room when the door is
momentarily opened and, when the air lock is equipped
with an air blast from the collective protector, it also pro-
vides a means for removing adhering gas from the cloth-
ing of persons before entering the room.

The principle of collective protection has recently been
very extensively developed in Europe, where each country
is providing thousands of public gas shelters, equipped
with collective protectors, for the civilian population, in
case of hostile air raids on the big cities. These European
collective protectors are generall~' designed to supply gas
shelters with from one-half to one cubic foot of pure air,
per man, per minute, and vary in size from a small man-
driven apparatus, having an air capacity for about twenty-
five persons, to a large electrically-driven installation hav-
ing a capacity of 8,000 persons.

The air purifying units of these collective protectors
operate on the same principle as a gas mask canister. They
comprise a compartment containing activated charcoal for
removing toxic vapors and a mechanical filter for re-
moving toxic smokes from the air. The larger sized air
purifiers are composed of a battery of smaller units ar-
ranged parallel with the main airduct.

As applied to foreign defenses, collective protection is
usually provided for plotting rooms, power casements,
signal communications, restrooms, and mess facilities. In
general, collective protection is afforded all personnel
when the defenses are not in action. When action begins,
a large percentage of personnel are unavoidably exposed
to chemical attack, since it is impossible to protect gun
emplacements, ammunition rooms, and observation sta-
tions. For all such personnel only individual protection

can be provided while the~' are on duty.
Effective collective protection is more difficult to apply

to coast defenses that are not modern, since they do not
lend themselves to modification for this purpose'. There-
fore, the older fortifications do not usuallv have the deo-ree. 0
of protection found in modern installations. To the extent
that collective protection is lacking in a coast defense, the
burden of the defending garrison is increased, and the
percentage of casualties resulting from enemy chemical
attacks will be correspondingly greater.

In addition to sufficient collective protectors, every coast
defense should have an adequate gas alarm system, in-
cluding gas sentries trained to detect and identify gases in
low concentrations, and sufficient decontamination per-
sonnel and material to quickly clean up any mustardized
areas in the coast defense.

The principle of decontamination is simple and consists
essentiall~' of treating all contaminated surfaces with a
neutralizing chemical which will destroy the gas. The
chief difficulties encountered are determining the location
and extent of highl:' contaminated areas, reaching inacces-
sible contaminated surfaces, and being sure that all COIl-

taminated surfaces have been treated. The best neutraliz-
ing chemical for mustard gas and Lewisite is chloride of
lime which may be applied to the contaminated surface
in either powder or liquid form. For well defined, heavily
contaminated areas, such as shell holes and bomb crater~,
the powdered chloride of lime is preferred, while for
extensive areas lightly contaminated, the liquid chloride
of lime solution is more convenient to apply.

About five per cent of a garrison should be specially
designated and trained to perform decontamination work.
It is essential that decontamination personnel be well or-
ganized and trained for this duty, as decontamination
work must be very thoroughly exe~uted with a full under-
standing of the dangers involved and the technique re-
quired to obtain the best results. They must also be fully
equipped with the best clothing a~d with special ap-
paratus for applying the decontaminating gas-proof ma-
terials. (Figure 3')

\Vhile anti-gas measures will not completely neutralize
the effect of a chemical attack, and some casualties mav
always be expected, a well organized system of individu:~l
and collective protection will reduce the effect of such at-
tacks to a minimum and enable a garrison to survive and
stav in action.

CONCLUSIONS

I. In a purel:' seacraft naval attack on a coast defense
it is improbable that gas shell would be employed on ac-
count of the technical difficulties involved.

2. On the contrary, smoke (WP) shell would un-
doubtedly be used by ships against shore batteries and
observation stations, to reduce the fire effectiveness of the
guns, ttJ screen the movements of the ships, and to secure
casualties.

3, Combination high-explosive and gas shell, but not
smoke shell, Olav be used effectively by shore batteries
against ships. ' ..
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Figure 3: Squad decrJ/ltamillating mustard gas sbell bole.

+ Incendiary sbell would probabl:' have no role in navy
vs. coast defense operations.

". In naval aircraft action against CO:lstdefenses chemi-
Clls are destined to playa major rare and aerocbemical at-
t,lCk will probabl v constitute one of the most serious
threats against coa~t defenses in the future.

6. Gas may be effectivel:' emplo:'ed in both drop
bombs and sprays. LVonpersistent gas, such as phosgene,
will probably be used in mediu m size (e.g. 300-pound)
bombs. while persistent gas, such as mustard, will be used
in small (e.g. 3o-pound) bombs and in sprays.

/- Irritant and even tear gases might also be used to a
limited extent in small drop bombs, owing to their wide-
spread effectiveness in extremely low concentrations.

8. Smoke (FS) will also be 'employed in the form of
spray but not likely in drop bombs.

9. Attlck and light bombardment planes will prob-
ably be utilized to lay down gas and smoke concentrations,
Sincethese types of planes always support heav:' bombers
and their high-explosive armament is too light to be ef-
fective against heavy seacoast fortifications.

10. Gas and smoke constitute serious handicaps to the
effective functioning of coast defenses and ma:' even com-
pletelv neutralize them, unless effective measures are
taken' to Counteract the action of these chemicals.

I J. Smoke constitutes one of the most effective means
of facilitating a landing on a hostile shore while persistent
gas affords a most formidable means for opposing such

an operation. Hence, we may expect smoke to be used
by the landing force and persistent gas by the beach de-
fense.

12. Since coast artillerv in fixed fortifications cannot
utilize dispersion, cOllceal~nent or mobility for protection
against chemical attack, it must rely almost wholly upon
individual :md collective protection for this purpose. This
emphasizes the neccssit.v for bringing individual and
collectivc protection up to thcir highcst degree of ef-
ficiencv.

13. ~The most efficicnt anti-gas equipmcnt, including
gas masks, of special design where required, and gas-proof
clothing are essential for all coast defense garrisons, and
an excellent state of gas discipline nlllst be maintained.

14- An adequate gas alarm system and gas sentries
should be available in each coast defense and special or-
ganization, training and equipment are required for de-
contamination personnel.

15. While effective anti-gas measures will not prevent
chemical attacks they will greatly lessen their severity and
will enable a coast defense to remain in action.

16. All in all, chemicals constitute one of the major
factors to be reckoned with in modern coast defense.

Note: In general. the developments outlined in this
article are based upon world-wide trends and do not re-
Aect the situation in an:' particular country. The views
expressed herein are also solely those of the author and
are in no sense the official \.jews of the \Var Departmenr.



By Lieutenant Jack W. Rudolph
Infantry

\Veeks before the fall of Hankow an authoritative ob-
servcr of Far Eastern affairs, \Villiam He;1rv Chamberlin,
wrote that the Yangtze campaign might be' the laSt opcra-
tion in which JJp:1l1'SmilitJry superiorit." W:1Sparamou:1t.
Thc Japanese were making their supreme bid for a b'.ldly
needed decisio:l. China's reaction to thc loss of Hankow
would be the key to the ultimate issue.

Hankow fell nine months :lgo. The war is in its third
year, with China apparently more determined than ever,
despite an almost unbroken series of defeats. The Dr:lg-
on h:ls not collapsed milit:lrily, soci:llly, or hn:lnci:lll:',
The conflict has entered a new :lnd importa:1t phase,
during which the J:lpJIlese :lrm)' m:lY dis-::over th:lt the
eye ;lctlIJlly em be bigger than the stom:lch.

ONE-Two PUt'\'CH It'\' ASIA

Six hundred miles south of the Y:lngtze-ki:lng, :It the
b:lse of :l gre:lt v:llle)' formed by the convergenc:' of the
principal rivers of Somh China. Canton domin:ltes the
Pe:lrl River at the SC:l. A paradoxical metropolis of mod-
ern skyscrapers :lnd miserable hovels, C:lntO:1 Ius been for
centuries the focus of life below the Y:lngtze bsin. The
commerce of a third of Chin:l once flowed throuO'h its

::>
strategic:llly placed lurbor.

\Vhen Shangh:li fell, Canton became Chil11's ~ole
remaining outlet to the sea. The recently completed C:ln-
ron-Hankow railroad constituted Chi:lng Kai-shek's life-
line over which he drew :In estimated sixty per cent of his
heavy munitions. Proximity to Hona KOIw was Can-• . ::> ~

The Chinese soldier
is convinced of his
man-for-man supe-

riorit y » » » » » » »

ton's best defense, for the Japanese n~l\':' could not block-
:Ide the British port, which bec:lme a gigantic g:lteway for
supplies pouring through Canto:l to the north. In spite
of repeated bomb:lrdment, the railroads cominued to
function so effectively that destrunion of Chi:lng's suppl~'
artery became :l military necessity.

A' hundred miles so'uthe:lst of Canton, the wooded.
hill-rimmed shores of tropical Bi:ls Ba:' once sheltered
hordes of coast:ll pir:ltes. Just before cbylight on October
'2, '938, bo:nloJds of J:lp:lnese soldiers swept in toward
the sleeping village of l-bchung from tr:l:1sIX)ftS lying
offshore under the gullS of J n:lv:lI convo)'.

Behind the adnnce gu:ud followed longboats packed
with inbntr)', barges loaded with held guns, light tanks,
trucks, and supplies. Into the greJt beJch-head formed,
:l stream of men Jnd munitions poured in orderly torre:lt
for thirty-six hours. B:' the morning of October '4, a
"model" army of two divisions-40'ooo men, with :lrtil-
lery and mechanized we:lpons-wJS poised for its d:lsh
to Canton.

Striking north, the force moved toward \Vaichow,
thirty-hve miles aWJV on the Canton-Swatow highw:l)'.
\Vhile the mJin bod)' swept virtuJll.,' unopposed to its
objective, a sm:lll column rJced westw:lrd across countrv
Jnd two dJVS bter severed the Kowloon-Canton railro3d
about hftee;l miles north of the Hong Kong border, join-
ing another force which had bnded on the opposite side
of the peninsula. The unite...! columns the:l turned north
up the rJilway .
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Gmera! Map

Entering Waichow after rhe ciry had been razed by rhe railroad, rhen srruck wesr toward rhe Boca Tigris forcs
bombing, rhe Japanese crossed Easr River and approached guarding Canton harbor.
Canton astride rhe paved Swarow highway. Parr of rhe From Canton, seerhing wirh rumor and panic, one of
force moved parallel along rhe sourh bank until it reached rhe gre:lt mass Rights of hisror;o began as over a million
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T be Fall of Call/Oil

people abandoned their homes, For three days and nights
the principal avenue of the city was choked by humanity
fleeing into the western hills, its flow :lccelerated by
swarms of J:lpanese planes. B:lrricades and trenches bd-
dered the streets :lS the g:lrrison dug in for house-to-house
defense.

First intimation that resist:lnce h:ld colbpsed C:ll11eon
the morning of October 2 I when the $8.000,000 Pe:lrl
River bridge W:lS unexpectedly dynamited. All morn-
ing the practically deserted city rocked as the retiring
Chinese blew up :lmmunition dumps, railro:ld yards.
public buildings. and utilities. Fires sprang up and swept
unchecked through native districts.

Shortl~' after noon, Japanese tanks appeared from the
north c10selv followed bv motorized inbntrv and artil-
lery. and rolled down th~ East Bund to hoist the A:lg of
the Rising Sun. By nightbl! the main :lrmy W:lSpouring
in from cast and south. Next day Japane£e w:lrships.
h:lving silenced the forts, ste:lmed into the w:lterfronr.

A whirlwind campaign of less dun ten days had netted
a most importanr objective :lnd made inevitable the
speedy fall of :1l10ther. China's last important rail and
sea communications h:ld been throttled.

The force of the blow registered !lve hundred miles to

the north. where the main Chinese armies were clinging
ro Hankow. \Vhen the Bias Bav operation began. the

Jul} -.1UgUSt

J:lp:mese were still :1hun-
dred miles from H:lnkow
and :ld":lncing so slowk
it was conside~ed safe f~r
:It le:lst :lnother mOnth.
Five da\'s after rhe fall of
C:lnton', Hankow W:lS in
J:lpanese h:lnds. Further
defense was useless with
all railwavs cur. Further-
more, m~st of the sup-
plies :lnd m:1chinery pre-
viousl" concentrated at
Hank'ow had been tr:lns-
ferred deeper into the in-
tenor.

\Vhen the n1.lin ele-
ments of the Chinese
armies had safek cleared,
H:lnkow's covering forces
sil11pl~, melted a\~av be-
fore the Japanese. Col-
umns reaching the rail-
road south of \\'uchang
matched strides with
troops coming down on
Hankow from the north
to be the first to enter,
while the n:lVV forced its
W:l)' up the s;vift Yang-
tze as bst as current and
defensive obstacles would

permit. On October 25 advance guards scouted cautious-
ly imo the ruined and burning cities.

The double capture of GlIlton :1l1d Hankow W:lS the
greatest blow Japan had struck since Nanking. China's
last railroad had been choked off. stopping rhe How of at
le:lst sixty per cem of Chiang Kai-shek's supplies. The
defense h:td been driven b:lck into a rugged :ll1d unde-
veloped himerbnd in which it could nor hope to recoup
the loss of modern communications. Cont:lcr between
north and south China, though not severed. had been
made extremelv difficulr.

China's am{ies having oxe more escaped destruction.
were :lble :lnd willing to continue the conRict. Their re-
tirement was not the retreat of a beaten amw. :\s long
as they remained org:lnized and managed to sl;ppl~' then~-
selves with the means to fight. the war was not over.

AFTER~IATH OF HAl\'KOW

Spurred by General Hata's thre:lt to destro~ Chiang
Kai-shek if he had to chase him all the wa,' to Chung-
king. the we:lry. victorious army conrinued the purs;it
up the Yangtze, bnning out to the north, west. and
south. It failed to c:ltch its foe but drove well bevond
Yochow and threatened the import:lnr Clungsh; r:lil
:lnd supply base.

The rapidit:" of the advance frightened the defender~
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of ChangsllJ into precipit.lte destruction of tile cit~: while
the Japanese were still more than fifty miles away. But
the retreat halted and then swept the invaders back with
:l sudden counter-thrust. The Nipponese retired to estab-
lish lines about thirty miles south of Yochow.

Far behind the spearhead of invasion. a determined
Chinese defense continued to hold west of Lake Poyang.
where nearl" six months of stead" attacks had netted the
Japanese o~ly negligible gains.' \Vorking around the
Chinese left, exposed by the break-through to Hankow.
the Japanese finall~' drove the defenders from T eian. An
orderly withdrawal stopped south of T eian and continued
co impede the advance on Nanchang, forty miles away.

t ~feanwhile, in South China the captors of Canton
spread out in a huge semicircle of some fifty miles, until
mountain defenses and wide dispersion called a halt.

During the winter. the situation remained static. In
Canton the Japanese patrolled a ghost cit)' to whose ruins

\ less than 25.0<X> inhabitants returned.
North of the Yellow River, the Eighth Route Army

continued to block Japanese exploitation of North China.
Communist-trained partisan battalions roamed Hopei.
Shansi. and Shantung. During January the Japanese re-
ported more than one hundred serious clashes in Shansi
alone. Counter-guerilla operations achieved some suc-
cess in southern Shantung and in the Shanghai-Nanking-
Hangchow triangle, but partisans held their own else-
where.

Early in November the Japanese tried to drive the
former Red army from its stronghold in the W utai
~ lountains, Six columns reported steady progress IntO

the \'er" heart of the Communist posmon. SuddenlY.
all ne\\;s of them ceased. \\'eeks later. Eighth Rou'te
Army headquarters announced annihilation of the force
with a loss of over 6.0<x>men. The report was probably
exaggerated, but it appears certain that the Reds had
achieved another victory under conditions advantageous
to their tactics.

~ fost significant event of the winter was the sudden
occupation of Hainan Island in February. The island.
strategically placed athwart French and British sea
lanes. was seized with little difficult". This invasion
was followed, on Nfarch 31, by Japan's 'formal annexation
of the Sprad~, Islands, a group of seven small islands
claimed by France. lying 700 miles south of Hainan and
within 650 miles of the great British naval base at
Singapore.

Renewal of bickering between the USSR and Japan,
which nearly precipitated war laSt summer, again threat-
ened. Several clashes were reponed along the Soviet-
tvfanchukuo boundary, while anti-Russian sentiment
again Aared in Japan. Hallet Abend of the LVew York
Times wrote in mid-February that Japan was quietly
withdrawing troops from China and concentrating on the
Soviet border. \Var with Russia was freely predicted in
Japan. but a crisis was averted through agreement.

THE PICTURE CHAl'>GES

Thus one phase of the conflict closed and another open-
ed. The Japanese. in control of all seaports and most im-
portant rail centers, announced a halt in the pursuit of
Chiang Kai-shek and the beginning of a campaign to

Tbe Hal/kol/" Area
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consolidate their gains. The Chinese began harassing.
mobilc warfare to foil consolidation and to enable them to

raise new armies for an cvcntual counter-offensive.
Admitting that the Chinese armies had not been de-

stroyed, the Nipponese strategists based their plans on
the premise that they were no longer a menacc; that cut
off from adequate supplies Chiang's troops were power-
less. Operating from the keypoints in their possession,
the Japanese would exterminate the guerrillas swarming
behind and between their far-Rung lines.

Although natives within conquered areas wcre hostile
and uncooperative, the invaders counted upon absence of
patriotism, combined with other weaknesses, for eventual
success. Sooner or later desire for trade and profit would
lure them into the Japanese-held trading centers. ?vfean-
while, a "reform" administration headed by amenable
Chinese would take over the functions of gov~rnment.

The scheme presupposed Chiang Kai-shek's utter
impotency. It ignored or eliminated the probability of
continued and coordinated action among the guerrillas
and of Chiang's opening new avenues of suppl~'. ~.rore
important, it discounted the possibilit~, that although the
Chinese might lack patriotism in the full sense, the~'
hated J:tpan.

From its mountain fastncss at Chungking, another
sc\'en hundred miles up the Y:lIlgtze, the Chinese gov-
ernment proclaimed the "second phase" of its resistance.
New armies were to be raised, trained, and equipped as
fast as communications could be pushed west into Burma.
In the meantime, hundreds of thous:mds of partisans,
specially trained in guerrilla warfare and reinforced by
a million regular troops organized and equipped for
mobile tactics, would be unleashed upon Japanese sup-
ply lines. These fighters would prolong the expensive
and morale-shattering war, and would arm and educate I

the peasant masses for increased resistance.
\Vithin two years, according to Chungking computa-

tions, supply lines would be functioning and armies
ready. Some time in 1941 a host of three million trained
men would sweep over the mountains and drive the in-
vaders into the sea. An optimistic picture, but even more
of a gamble than the Nipponese program.

SPRING COI-IES TO THE ORIENT

The winter stalemate ended earl\' in Nfarch. Large-
scale operations began north of the Yangtze and quickl~'
spread to at least five widel~, separated fronts. It was
estimated that before the first of April, more than twO
million men were in action in central, south, east, and
north China.

North of Hankow Japanese columns struck west from
the Pinghan railroad. aiming at the Yangtze river cities
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of Shansi and lchang. about two hundred miles abO\'e
Hankow. The attack smashed through to the Han River.
almost halfway to its first objective, then bogged down
before the water barrier and determined resistance.

In Chekiang Province, the Japanese moved south from
Hangchow, crossed the Chientang River, and advanced
on the seaport of Ningpo. supported by naval bombard-
ment. The dtive made small headway and stopped when
the Chinese 88th Division crossed the Chientang and
counter-attacked on the Rank. In Shantung the Japa-
nese finally occupied Haichow, eastern terminal of the
Lunghai railroad and important supply center for irregu-
lars south of the Yellow River. This seriouslv handi-
capped guerrilla operations in southern Shantung.

The situation in Shansi and Hopei remained un-
changed. Here where partisan resistance was most active,
the Japanese experienced the greatest difficult)' in supply-
ing their troops for any large-scale movements. Occupied
cities and railroads were attacked regularly. A fifth cam-
paign to drive the Eighth Army from Shansi met the
same fate as the earlier efforts. Plans for a crossing of
the Yellow River and a drive on Sian have repeatedly
been postponed. Partisan activity in Shansi during April
brought 338 battles in less than thirty days. according to
Japanese reports.

A Nipponese offensive across the Pearl River west of
Canton was routed by a surprise Chinese counter blow
that cost the invaders a reported 3,000 casualties. At the
battle's height the village of Kongmoon changed hands
four times within a week. Apparently the defense forces
of South China, believed to be native KwanlTsi divisions

tJ
commanded bv Pai Chung--hsi. were of hilTh caliber and.~ b

numerically far superior to the Japanese forces there.
South of the Yangtze the Japanese struck on a Iso-mile

front, extending from Yochow to Lake Po;'ang. The
main blow fell against the Nineteenth Arm;' defending
Nanchang, Chinese air base, where five heavily mechan-
ized Japanese divisions forced the Siao River, stormed
\Vucheng, last important defensive position north of
Nanchang, and swung west to occup;' Fengsin. Out-
Ranked, the defenders in Nanchang withdrew swiftly.
leaving another ruined cicy for the invaders.

This loss cut a valuabie supply line for regulars and
guerrillas operating in the lower valley and necessitated
a complete revision of the supply system in central China.
It eliminated the threat of a Chinese counter drive against
Hankow, and it placed the invaders in favorable position
to coordinate a push south from Yochow with a westward
offensive against Changsha. last important rail center still
held bv the defenders.

In this battle reappeared the Chinese air force after
months of eclipse. Japanese bombers, whose raids against
troops and cities had been unopposed since before the
capture of Hankow, now found their way disputed by
new pursuit sguadrons. Chinese bombardment and at-
tack planes raided Japanese supply bases and airdromes.
The Tokyo government even reestablished air-raid pre-
cautions in Japanese cities.

\Vest of Fengsin the attackers pushed on to the pivotal
city of Wuning and took it after savage fighting. With
the right half of the Chinese line bent sharply back,

Tbe Japanese landing parties at Bias
Bay jllst before tbe pllsb to Couto"
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the Japanese launched a converging atuck against Chang-
sha from north and e:m. The maneuver was halted. how-
ever. by imense coumer-attacks against Yochow threat-
ening the Japanese right.

B~' mid-April the Chinese had wrested the initiative
from the innders and were hammering them in a series of
local offensives along a "300-mile front from Shansi to

the southern sea. How serious the situation actualh- be-
came, it was impossible to determine, for rigid cens~rship
was suddenl~' placed b~. the Japanese upon all news from
the front. Earl:' in ?\ 13:' the Japanese announced the
complete repulse of a major offensive. The Chinese. ad-
mitting that their attacks were beaten off. said the:' were
merel:' a series of "strength-testing" operations. It ap-
pelred. however. that a large-scale attack actuall:' was
bunched to recapture Nanchang. where fifteen divisions
drove almost to the city. Chinese reports differed greatly
from the Japanese. and stated that more th:ln five hun-
dred separate engagements had been fought.

THE THREE ~d'sOF CHINA

For two years the J:lpanese w:lr machine has rollecl
steadil:' deeper imo China. Over a million Chinese
soldiers h:lve died and unnumbered thousands h:l\'e been

maimed in the unequal struggle of flesh against steel.
Unbeaten and defiant. China has pitted her numbers
against Japan's machines and is still confident.

The question is not how soon China will collapse but
what her capacity is for continued resistance. The Out-

come depends largely upon three factors: the strength of
China's fighting forces. her means. and the determination
of her people. It is a m:Jtter of men. munitions. and
morale.

!lIen. In Jul}', '937. China had more men under arms
and fewer soldiers than alw other nation. wrore than a
million were enrolled in a s~ore or more provinci:ll armies,
in all stages of equipment and training. Except for
Chiang Kai-shek's personal troops there was no nation:ll
:lrm)'. and there was no cemral control over the provincial
war lords. Artillerv, antiaircraft batteries. mechanized
units. suppl:' and ~1edical services were virtually non-
existent. The Kuominrang air force. widel:' publicized,
was small and not overl\' efficient.

During the opening phases of the war. this poorly di-
rected military mixture suffered terrific casualties. \Vith-

Japallese troops file up the mOU/ltaiIlO1lS terraill
tbat leads from tbe Coast at Bias Ba)' to Call tOil
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out defense before airplanes and tanks, pounded by artil-
lery to which they could but feebly reply, pawns in the
provincial bickerings and corrupt politics of incompetent
aenerals, these coolie soldiers died by tens of thousands.
Those who survived became the core of a vastly different
war machine, still far from ideal by occidentai standards
but a stouter fighting force than China had ever known
-her first truly national army_

According to the dispatches of an unnamed Associated
Press correspondent who spent months behind the
Chinese lines, the Chinese combat forces at the end of
1938 consisted of 198 full-strength divisions of 10,000
men. In addition there were 400,000 men in training
camps and an estimated half million irregulars operating
behind the Japanese lines. Except in the backbone of the
field armies, the twenty-eight divisions trained by Chi-
ang's former German advisers, the quality of these di-
visions varied little.

Steadily increasing in importance and now the main-
spring of Chiang Kai-shek's mobile campaign, are the
guerrilla bands formed in villages throughout Japanese-
occupied territory. Led by selected officerstrained in guer-
rilla tactics at special schools, these wage incessant and
savage war against supply lines, killing sentries, wiping
out small parties, and destroying railroads, bridges, and
supply trains. Pai Chung-hsi, deputy chief of the Chinese
general staff, has estimated that Japanese casualties be-
hind the lines are now greater than in open battle and ex-
ceed more than 500 men a day.

Equipment for this huge and scattered force is meager.
Supporting an army of 3,000,000, Chiang is estimated to
have some 1,500 pieces of artillery and practically no anti-
aircraft or antimechanized equipment. He has no tanks.
The air force has been replenished with machines but
lacks a competent ground establishment.

The supply of small arms and ammunition, in the
opinion of informed sources, appears adequate for another
year. Reserves on hand, plus ammunition trickling
through from the USSR and the output of China's one
remaining arsenal, are deemed sufficient for two years of
mobile warfare.

Lacking railroads, China must rely upon motor cara-
vans. The total number of trucks now in use must be over
10,000. "Mortality due to general mechanical ignorance
is high, the life of a motor vehicle rarely exceeding 8,000
miles. A great problem is motor fuel. To conserve fuel,
trucks are used only on main supply lines. Within the
zone of the interior China uses her age-old methods-
mule cart, river junk, and the backs of men.

Perhaps the worst inefficiency is in the medical service.
In January, according to the anonymous AP reporter,
there were 380 base hospitals with 220,000 beds to care
for over a million wounded. Their staffs, totaling 216,-
000, included only 6,800 classified "doctors," many with
little knowledge of medicine. Some base hospitals were
directed by coolies promoted from the grade of stretcher-
bearer without regard to qualification. Red Cross surgical
units, which furnish about the only efficient service, are

few and their directors have no authority.
Regardless of his deficiencies in weapons, the Chinese

soldier is convinced of his man-for-man superiority. For-
eign observers unanimously rate him a first-class fighting
man. One American officerhas called him the best com-
bat soldier in the world, capable of outmarching and out-
fighting any other troops on earth, if properly led.

Although generally well-trained, the majoriry of the
Chinese officers have the weaknesses of conceit, inexperi-
ence in battle, and what Edgar A. Mowrer calls an "over-
develope? sense of self-preservation." There are, of
course, many excellent leaders, some of whom have risen
to authority, but in general they are not recognized and
promoted as in other armies.

Most of the disasters and blunders of the war can be
attributed to the incompetent generals Chiang Kai-shek
retains in command. The Chinese field armies contain
about one hundred corps and two hundred division com-
manders. Of the corps commanders, at least half are old
war lords who owe their posts to the politics which Chiang
shows a regrettable tendency to play. A few executions for
failure to carry out instructions have taken place, some
incompetents have been cashiered or kicked upstairs to
posts with resounding titles and little authority, but on
the whole, the conduct of major operations has been en-
trusted to a group of feudal relics.

Lack of efficient staff work and a proper chain of com-
mand are other basic defects. Chiang makes all important
decisions personally and issues all battle orders. Instruc-
tions are issued to armies, corps, and even divisions with-
out regard to sequence or proper channels.

Chiang's general headquarters, divided between Chung-
king, Kweiyang, and Kweilin, employs about four hun-
dred staff officers in administrative duties. Four men
comprise the most influential group about the commander
in chief, two of them old enemies for whom Chiang has
a healthy respect. Blunt, hard-driving Pai Chung-hsi of
Kwangsi, a tough, quiet man, is deputy chief of staff and
most frequently mentioned for supreme command in
case anything happens to Chiang. Another former enemy
is the Communist diplomat Chou En-lai, universally ac-
knowledged one of the best brains in China. The o'thers
are the chief of staff, General Chen Cheng, and General
Ho Ying-chin, minister of war.

China today has a fighting force of nearly four million
men. Even this great mass, however, represents less than
two per cent of the population and could probably be
doubled overnight if Chiang had the equipment to arm it.
On the basis of American World War mobilization,
China could raise an army of 15,000,000. An approach to
Germany's effort would give her 40,000,000. China has
scarcely tapped her vast human resources.

Munitions. China is a huge and diverse country, rich
in resources but lacking means to convert raw materials.
Dependent upon imports, the loss of her ports and rail-
roads has necessitated the creation of new outlets on an
unparalleled scale. Meanwhile she must fight with what
she has. Her success in establishing and maintaining new
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supply lines. as well as her ability and will to carryon
until they are ready, will determine the outcome.

When the Chinese forces abandoned Hankow they
withdrew into their last and strongest line of defense. the
mountainous southwest. The citadel of what Nfowrer
has dubbed a "Rump" China embraces a most colorful
regIOn.

Even by Chinese standards the four southwest prov-
inces are "backward" areas. NIountain rampans have
protected thcm from the impact of modern life. Yet from
these primitive and feudal provinces has Rowed for cen-
turies the trade upon which has been built the wealth of
Canton and Shanghai.

Rugged Kweichow produces good soldiers and possesses
untapped deposits of antimony. iron. copper, and coal,
and land for cattle grazing. fruit growing. and lumbering.
Neighboring Yunnan, bordering on Burma and Indo-
China. has valuable minerals including tungsten and
enough tin to satisfy twent~'-five per cent of the world's
peacetime needs. Agricultural products are fruits. leg-
umes. and every type of cereal.

Treasure house of
"Rump" China is Szech-
wan. whose incrediblv
fertile soil. ~'ielding tw~
and more crops a year.
produces practically
everything grown else-
where in China. Its rice
crop is more than suffi-
cient to feed its sixty mil-
lions, and tobacco~ cot-
ton, sugar cane. and silk
are important products.
TIlere are reported to be
large deposits of iron.
coal. copper. zinc, and
nickel, and gold enough
to produce 80.000 ounces
a year. Near the prov-
ince's famous salt domes
have been located petro-
lcum deposits. Other
products are tung oil and
live stock.

In spitc of considerable
progress already made. it
will be years before a
reasonably adequate in-
dustrial system can be
built in the southwest.
Lack of machinery is onl"
one technical d'ifficul~.
further burdened bv i:l-
adequate transportation.
Although thousands of
tons of factory machinery
were evacuated ahead of
the great retreat, much of

it has been damaged or lost in transit. Little new machin-
ery can be imported as long as the limited trade routes
are clogged with munitions. For a long time to come.
China must fight with what she has.

It is little enough. The one arsenal in operation is
producing a small amount of infantry weapons and am-
munition. There are no plants for artillery or planes, and
only makeshift powder mills. The lone steel mill at
Chungking. of uncertain efficiency. lacks ore and scrap.

The loss of sea and rail communications left Chiang
only the long motor road to the northwest frontier. East-
ern terminal of this highway, which winds 2.000 miles
across mountain and desert wilderness to the Soviet
border. is Sian. capital of Shensi. Crossing the Yellow
River at Lanchow, the road stretches northwest to the
NIongol city of Hami, where it splits into two branches,
extending to Alma Ata and Sergiopol on the T urkish-
Siberian railroad. Now well along, the highway has been
in continuous use for many months.

An extension of the disrupted Urga-Kalgan line has
recentI~' been pll5hed south to join this "Red Route" at
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clothing cause little concern. The coolie soldier requires
little of either. Nor is China apparently in danger of
financial collapse. Her currency has held up well and has
even resisted Japanese efforts to drive it out of circulation.
Recent American and British loans have strengthened her
credit and stability.

f11ora/e. "The 'reason wh:' ... China is not going to
be conquered ... is that, not only is Japan not the
lvfanchus or Mongols of other centuries, but also China
is not the ancient, formless mass conquered by the Mon-
gols and the lvfanchlls ... we can say that China's
nationalism is an accomplished fact, and China is assured
of unity and leadership and determination to fight till the
final victory, even if it takes years." Thus does Dr. Lin
Y lI-tang sum lip China's moral strength in his My
Country and lily People.

China has not onl:' withstood Nanking and Hankow
but her central government appears stronger than ever,
even extending into areas nominall:, controlled by the
Japanese.

Even the most pessimistic observers concede that
Chinese unit:, has been astonishing, China has displayed
none of the traditional defeatism and provincial cleavages
lIpon which Japan counted for a cheap and speedy vic-
ror:'. From mandarin to coolie there appears to be an un-

Lanchow. which has be-
come a great distributing
point and air base for
North China. Stretches of
the now useless Lunghai
railroad still in Chinese
hands have been torn up
for a rail extension west of
Sian, which has now reach-
ed Paoki. From Paoki a
surbce highwa:' rum south
to Chengtu in Szechwan.

A magnificent feat of
primitive engineering has
been the construction of a
motor highwa:' across the
mountains to the Yunnan-
Burma border. One hun-
dred and sixty thousand
coolies built the road al-
most entirely by hand in a
little over seven months.
Frederick T. Birchall, writ-
ing in the New York
Times for April 20, de-
scribed the new highway
as traversing a series of pla-
teaus of varying elevations,
separated by deep valleys.
The road now twenty-four
feet wide and eventually
thirty feet, in places runs Japallese illtmllr)' combillg a bamboo grol'e ill search ot guerillas
above the clouds. Seventy-
five thousand laborers are now at work on a parallel rail-
way from Lashio to Kunming, but it will be two and a
half years before the line is ready for ttaffic.

From Chungking the new road runs to Kwei:'ang in
Kwangsi Province, then west through Kunming almost to
the old Shan cicy of Talifu, and across the Burmese
border to Lashio, railhead of the Burma railwav. It has
officially been open since December, but is still' far from
completed. There are grave doubts that it can continue in
operation through the rainy season, which between May
and October averages 208 inches of rain. 1110usands of
coolies have been assembled in work camps to deal with
expected landslides and washouts.

Munitions and less bulky supplies are usually landed
in Rangoon, shipped by train to Lashio, and then sent
by truck to depots on the Chinese side of the border,
where they are relayed over the mountains to Kunming.
It has been reported that four hundred }-ton trucks are
on this run. Trucks and heavier materials are sent bv
boat up the Irriwaddy River to Bhamo, thence across a~
old border road, impassable during the rainy season, to
the new highway, and into China.

Until these new communications become adequate and
reliable, China's basic resources are sufficient for the type
of defense upon which she has embarked. Food and
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broken front. The soldier, once on a par with the common
criminal, is now a narional hero. It is generally admitted
that no responsible government would dare arrange a
peace on the basis of a Japanese victory.

Upon his return to the United States last winter, Am-
bassador Nelson Johnson told the press that nowhere in
China had he found war hysteria but everywhere de-
termination to resist and eventually defeat the Japanese.
Even Japanese leaders minimizing China's morale have
warned their people that the war will be long and costly.

JAPAN TIGHTENS ITs HELMET STRAP

Although their movements have been cloaked in rigid
censorship, at least thirty Japanese divisions have seen
action. Concentration of an additional half million troops
in Manchukuo brings Japan's mainland strength to more
than a million soldiers.

Japanese losses, also carefully concealed, can only be
approximated. The government has admitted 51,000

dead. Estimates of neutral observers vary from 125,000

to 450,000 killed. Disease and weather have taken even
greater toll than Chinese bullets.

For Japan, the Chinese war is a major military effort.
At least thirty per cent of her trained manpower is under
arms, her economic and political life has been strictly
regimented, and her moral fiber strengthened for pro-
longed sacrifice.

In the summer of 1937, Japan's economic collapsewas
freely predicted if her national debt ever reached ten
billion yen. The war has lasted two years, the national
debt stands at sixteen billion yen and is expected to top
twenty billions by 1940, and there is no sign of financial
breakdown...

Japan's finances are, nevertheless, the weak chinks in
her armor. Export trade has failed to keep pace with
heavy imports of munitions and raw materials. Denied
credit throughout the world, Japan has been forced to
trade on a cash-and-carrv basis that has drained her
treasury of most of its gold.

Notwithstanding rising taxes and shrinking incomes,
Japan faces no actual famine, for she is self-sufficientin
foodstuffs. There is some acute destitution, but it would
take famine-or decisive military defeat-to break her
national morale..

The Japanese people are undoubtedly tired of a con-
quest they never desired and for which propaganda has
not been able to whip up enthusiasm. However, they are
dominated by a powerful military government that
shows no sign of cracking.

War-weariness, if carried to the armies in the field,
does contain elements of danger. Some observers are of
the opinion that man:' units of the army have already
suffered a slackening of discipline and morale. Disrepu-
tably dirty bivouacs, slovenly garrisons. and long hospital
lists are cited as evidence-highly relevant in western
armiesbut of uncertain indications among oriental troops.

The China war has undoubtedly lost its picnic aspect, but
how far disillusionment has weakened morale it is impos-
sible to determine.

On the other hand, the courage and endurance of
Japanese troops have been splendid. Staff work, as evi-
denced by the Bias Bay operation, is excellent although
stereotyped and without flexibility under unusual con-
ditions. The state of Japanese equipment is unimportant,
since only second-grade stuff has been used and has suf-
ficed.

"After victory, tighten your helmet strap."
Thus significantly did War Minister Itagaki, after the

fall of Hankow, warn Japan to be prepared for further
sacrifice.

CONCLUSION

A year before the outbreak of the war, the leader of
the Chinese Communists, Mao Tse-tung, outlined to
Edgar Snow the Reds' conception of the strategy to use
against Japan. Except for minor changes and certain mis-
calculations, that plan is now being employed by Chiang
Kai-shek.

As the Communists foresaw, the first stages of the
war were overwhelmingly favorable to the militarily su-
perior Japanese. The Chinese armies have improved but
are still incapable of defeating the invaders in the open
field. Lacking equipment and communications, they are
forced to a campaign of attrition until their armaments
permit offensive operations. Since that may be a matter
of years, China's hope of victory lies in her ability to
preserve a united front.

The invaders have been drawn deeper and deeper into
a quicksand from which a struggle ending in complete
victory can extricate them. They may assert repeatedly
that their advance is over, but they cannot stop until
Chiang is crushed.

It is doubtful, however, whether Japan can penetrate
much deeper into the interior without a considerable ex-
pansion of forces. Less than a million men, spread over
600,000 square miles, are trying to subdue 200,000,000

people, and have not made much of a successof their oc-
cupation. Their influence extends no further than the
range of their guns, and those guns are plentiful only in
the principal cities and along the main communications
lines.

As T. A. Bisson analyzes the problem in Japan in
China, perhaps the most exhaustive study yet written on
the Asiat\c war, the test of strength is between two
"qualitatively different techniques and objectives." Japan's
aim must continue to be a smashing victory and the col-
lapse of China's resistance, objectives whose chance of
success decreases with every additional month of war.
China must refuse to admit defeat even in the face of
apparent disaster. Fighting in self-defense and with a
united country at his back, the Chinese soldier holds the
moral adv;1nt;ge.



Economic reserves are criti-
cal factors of a war to come

veloped into one of the richest creditor countries in the
world, She came immediately after Great Britain and
rivaled France for second pl;ce in the list of creditor
countries, Her capital exports increased from year to year.

[n the five years which immediately preceded the out-
break of hostilities Germany's import surplus was over
seven billion gold marks, Despite this big passive foreign-
trade balance. her balance of foreign payments was
active, because, together with revenue from her shipping

A few weeks ago, Der Deutsche Volkswirt, a well-
known German periodical on economics formerly con-
sidered the mouthpiece of Dr. Schacht, ex-president of
the Reichsbank, published an important article by Dr.
Otto Barbarino, one of Germany's leading economists. At
the beginning of his article Dr. Barbarino remarks that
the objective is to examine "the probable maximum of
war-needs from the economic point of view, that is to
say, to determine how much of an economic system of
given size and structure can be used in time of war."

This German expert then proceeds to examine how
much German economy, left to itself within the confines
of the frontiers, is capable of producing. He says: "There
are certainly means by which the state can obtain goods
in excess of what it produces. Nfost important of these
sources are when, at the outbreak of hostilities, the state
has either large reserves of internationally accepted cur-
rency, that is to say, gold and foreign exchange, or an
ability to procure foreign credits. Large blocks of foreign
stocks, bonds and the like, in so far as they are not con-
fiscated by enemy countries but can be sold unrestrictedl)',
may also be of great advantage."

For Germany today an economic support by means of
gold foreign exchange and foreign assets is possible only
to a very limited extent. In this connection Dr. Barbarino
points out: "Since it appears improbable that Germany's
present position with respect to gold and foreign currency
reserves will undergo any considerable change in the near
future; and further, since under present circumstances
one cannot expect a sizable foreign loan but instead a
hostile blockade, such possibilities of an equalization must
be ruled out."

[n this respect the posmon of today's Germany is de-
cisivelv worse than at the outbreak of the World War.

A detailed analysis of this point is necessary because
fundamental changes have taken place in this respect since
the pre-war period, and because the importance of gold
and currency reserves, and foreign assets of all sorts for
the prosecution of a long war can hardly be over-esti-
mated,

In the years preceding the \Vorld War Germany de-
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her capital invested abroad brought back more in interest fact that even at the end of 1918 Germany still possessed
than the total import surplus. TIlere is no accurate in- gold reservesamounting to 2.26 billion marks. Accordin?;
formation concerning German capital invested abroad be- to Gruger the passivebalance of Germanv's foreign trad~
fore the War, but Bernhard Harmsl writes: was met as follows: -

"German capital invested in foreign undertakings plus I. By gold exports: 1 billion marks.
foreign securities in German hands were estimated at 25 B h I f
billion marks in 1905 by Ballod and at 40 billion marks 2. y t e sa e a 3 billion marks in foreign securities
by Steinmann-Bucher ... Let us assume, therefore, that ::;~s~illion marks in German securitiesabroad: 4 billion
all in all Germany had invested about 35 billion marks
worth of her capital abroad ... Taking an annual rate 3, By contracting debt in foreign currencies: 3 to 4
f f

billion marks.
a interest a 5 per cent this would mean an annual return
of about 1.75 billion marks." 4. By contracting debt in marks: 6 to 7 billion marks.

In view of the fact that throughout the whole of the Totaling between 14 and 16 billion marks.
post-war period Germany was a debtor country, the cir- It is characteristic that during the World War Ger~
cumstance that before the WarId War she was one of many's passive.foreign-trade balance was met chiefly by
the richest creditor countries is liable to be overlooked. credIts (apprOXimatelytwo-thirds) and that these credits
Perh~ps the estimated total of 35 billion marks is put were chiefly in marks. Thanks to her unbroken credit in
too high, but at least, the sum total of Germany's foreign times of p~ace, and to her big resourcesin gold, foreign
assets before the outbreak of the World War must have currency and foreign assets,Germany had to draw on only
exceeded 25 billion marks. one-third of these resources to meet her obligations f~r

Added to these big foreign assets there were very con- goods supplied during the war. Germany had credit.
siderable reserves of gold at home. Like the Western However, the position of the Allied Powers was still
Powers, Germany before the World War was a country more favorable. British capital investments abroad before
of liberal capitalism, a country in which there were n"o the World War were estimated at about 3,5 billion gold
legal restrictions on currency ~nd gold transactions, and pounds, or about 70 billion marks. French capital invest-
in which the Reichsbankwas legally obliged to exchange ments abroadwere at least as great as the German, so that
its banknotes against their facevalue in gold. The quanti- ~reat Britain and France together possessed about three
ties of gold in private hands were therefore considerable. tunes as much as Germany. The Allied gold reserves

According to the Reichsarchiv:~ were alsomuch greater than those of the Central Powers.
"On. 23 Ju.ne 1914 the Reichsbank held 1.71 billion The big foreign-capital assets of Germany, her gold

marks tn preCIOUSmetals, including 1.37 billion marks in reser:es and the fact that ~er credit with neutral powers
gold, against a note circulation of 1.8 billion marks. was mtact were the most important factors which con-
Further, ~?erewas about 2 billion marks worth of gold in tributed to making up in some respects, despite the pro-
currency. tra~ted nat~re of the war, for the lack of economicprepa-
. Hohenzollern G.ermanyentered the war with big for- rattons. With an averageimport surplus of 4 billion marks

eign assets and With gold reserves in the hands of the annually up to the very last year of the war it is clear that
Reichsbank which rose (owing to the surrender of pri- the enemy blockade of Germany was not fully effective,
'lately held gold during the course of the war) to 2.53 and that large supplies of foodstuffs and raw materials
billion marks in July, 1917. As Germany had never ex- were still being obtained.
perienced a moratorium up to the World War, as her Germany during the WorId War has often been C011l-
-c~editw~thneutral powerswas intact, and as she possessed pared to a besieged fortress, but it must be pointed out
big foreign assets she was enabled to increaseher import that the variousfinancialfactorswith which we have dealt
su.rplusestremendou~lyduring the war years as compared here enabled her to raise the siegeto a considerableextent.
WIth the pre-warpenod. In 1915 her surplus amounted to Today, Germany's situation in this field is inferior
no less than 4 billion marks, in 1916 it was +6 billion bey?n.d comparison. What is the position of National
marks, and in 1917 it was 3,7 billion marks. For the Socia!tst Germany? It can be ,summed up in a word:
whole of the war period Germany's import surplus is esti- Germany was a rich creditor country; she is now a poor
mated at approximately 16 billion gold marks. This pas- debtor country. There is no accurate information avail-
sive.balance :v~scovered by gold exports, by the sale of ~ble ~oncerni~gGermany's present foreign assets, but it
foreign secuntIes, by the sale of German securities and IS qUIte certa11lthat during the World War and as a
shar~s, and by debts both in marks and in foreign cur- direct or indirect result of it, Germany lost the greater
renCIes. Neutral countries were willing to lend money part of them, and it is also quite certain that the total of
and .grant credit because in years of satisfactory trading her indebtedness to other countries is much greater than
relatiOnsthey had come to regard German credit as un- the total of her foreign assets. In 1931a decreewas issued
shakable. They were supported in this opinion by the by the Bruning Government obliging all Germans to
___ render an exact account of whatever holdings they might

~Bernhard Harms, "Prob1eme der 'We1twirtschaft," Volks- have abroad. Dr. Hans Priester3 o1vesthe toral sum of
Wlrtschaft und Weltwirtschaft (Jena, 1912). 0-

"Reic~sarc~iv, Der Weltkrieg 1914-18.Vol. I. "Kriegsriistunc
:und Knegswlrtschaft" (Berlin. 1930)..
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German foreign assets accounted for in this way as ap-
proximately 1.5 billion marks, and he points out that
they consisted to a large extent of pounds, dollars, etc.,
and shares and rentes of the gold-bloc countries so that in
the meantime they have naturally depreciated. Further,
German industry has used part of its foreign assets to
buy back its own promisory notes, and to obtain raw ma-
terials. In view of all these facts Priester estimates the
sum total of foreign securities in German hands at be-
tween 300 and 400 million marks only.

The estimate is probably too low. Bruning's methods
of discoveringthe extent of Germany's foreign assetswere
by no means so effective as those since adopted by the
National Socialist authorities, and in all probability
further quite considerable sums have probably been dis-
covered under the stricter probe of National Socialism.
However, even if we assume that Priester's estimate is
much too low, and that Germany's foreign assets are still
somewherebetween 1.5 and 2 billion marks, the fact still
remains that they represent only a fraction of Hohenzol-
lern Germany's foreign assets.

The same is true of Germany's gold reserve. The only
figuresavailableare those of the Reichsbank, and we may
assume that in addition to the officially admitted gold
reservesthere are quite considerable quantities of gold in
Germany. However, both the officialand unofficial gold
reservescan hardly amount together to more than a bil-
lion marks. Before'the war gold coins circulated in Ger-
many so that large sums in gold were in the hands of the
general public, and it is quite certain that Germany's
total gold reserves, official reserves and secret hoards,
amount only to a very small fraction of the gold in the
hands of Hohenzollern Germany at the beginning of the
war.

In a probable future war Germany could finance her
import surplus as she did throughout the World War for
no longer than six months. Dr. Barbarino is thus correct:
Germany will depend almost entirely on domestic produc-
tion to corral the goods for her war needs.

But has not her position improved in this very respect?
Is not Germany's present production as well as her na-
tional income today in excess of the figures of 1911-' 14
when Hohenzollern Germany entered the World War?

GERMANY'S NATIONAL INCOME COMPARED WITH 1913
In this same article Dr. Barbarino compares Germany's

present national incomewith her national income in 1913'
a comparison which, by the way, is important not only
for analysis of economics in war, but for any study con-
cerning the German nation's present condition.

Dr. Barbarino writes: "In 1913, the German national
income was 50 billion marks for the then entire territory
of the Reich. This figure, pro-rated for the Reich's post-
war territory, shrinks to 46 billion marks. The nominal
amount of Germany's national income in 1938 [said to
be between 77 and 78 billion marks1 is accordingly 67-
70% higher than that of 1913. This difference disap-
pears as a real increasehowever when one takes into con-

sideration that cost of living to the German individual
has gone up considerably during the same time since pre-
war days. Despite price reductions of the deRationyears,
prices are still one-quarter higher than they were before
the \\>'orld War. Expressed in the purchasing power of
1913, the German national income of 1938 was not more
than 61 }Iz-62 billion marks.

"In addition, one must consider that today there are
more persons living in the same territory than in 1913'
The per-capita national income, which we must calculate
so as to exclude this difference in the count of the popu-
lation, was, expressed in terms of pre-war purchasing
power, 900"910 marks in 1938, and thus only 18% above
the corresponding figure for 1913 when it amounted to
766 marks. Since the pre-war years the age distribution
of the German population has also changed considerably.
The proportion of children who consume less has de-
creased, while the number of full-consumer adults has
increased. After taking this into consideration and thus
calculating the per-capita income per adult for 1938, one
reaches, again expressed in terms of the purchasing
power of 1913' the sum of approximately l,agO marks as
compared with the 1913 figure of 992 marks. Conse-
quently, the income index of the German people (by
such calculations corrected) was but 10% higher in
1938 than it was in 1913.

''Taking these figures into consideration, two further
facts must be considered even though their volume can-
not be determined in actual figures. First we must point
out that the value of the 1938 income was undoubtedly
determined by somewhat too favorable calculationsowing
to certain inaccuraciesin the indicesd..the cost of living.
These indices are by no means erroneousyet fail to express
those changes in quality [Dr. Barbarino means deteriora-
tion of quality] which occurred in several fields of con-
sumption during the past few years in Germany."

Secondly, Barbarino points out that in today's Ger-
many the total income can be ascertainedbetter than be-
fore.

"Altogether," Dr. Barbarino concludes, "we may ac-
cept that although the per-capita distribution of income in
1938 somewhat exceeded that in 1913, the increase was
a moderate one, and remained below 10%. For the Ger-
man people the 77-78 billion marks mean as potential
consumption only little more than the 50 billion marks
of the last pre-war year."

These conclusions of Dr. Barharino are extraordinarily
interesting. It is a frank admission by a responsible Ger-
man source (in a publication where it is least expected).
that the officialGerman indices of the cost of living are
incorrect and that in their computation there has not been
taken into account the deterioration in quality of con-
sumer goods in the past few years. Barbarino further
maintains that the German national income is only
slightly above the national income of 1913' The increase
of income is far from being the 67-70 % which is so
insistently advertised by German publicity but, IXcord-
ing to a careful study of a prominent German economic
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~xpert, it is considerably I~ss tban I o~ 0' If one remembers
that in Hohenzollern Germany the state took only 10° °
of the national income in tax~s while today the German
state seizes more than 5°° 0' it becomes' obvious that
Germany's present standard of living falls definitely short
of what it was in the Hohenzollern Germany that existed
at the outbreak of the \ Vorld \Var. .

Let us conclude from this. the first of two articles by
Dr. Barbarino, that, contrary to her position at the begin-
nin<Tof the \Vorld \Var. Germany today has no consider-~ ..
able reserves of gold. foreign currency and foreign assets;
in addition, the German national income of today. which
ultimately will have to carry the entire economic burden
of the co~ing war. is high~r than that of 1913 only to a
negligible degree.

How GER~IANY FINANCED THE WORLD WAR

In a second article published by Der Deutscb~ Volk-
swirt Dr. Barbarino attempts an examination of the eco-
nomic burdens brought on the people of Germany and
England respectively by the World War. On means of
complicated calculations, Dr. Barbarino finds that Ger-
many appropriated about 12% of its entire national in-
come in 1913. "It was this levy on the national income."
he writes. "that covered the cost of the World War."

How much, then. were the actual costs of the war?

Billion marks
In the fiscal year of 191+ including eight

war months, close to .
In the fiscal year of 1915. more than .
In the fiscal year of 1916. close to .
In the fiscal year of 1917. more than .
In the fiscal year of 1918. when a consider-

able amount of the additional expendi-
ture went toward the costs of demobili-
zation after the armistice. more than ..

Now, a billion marks spent in the World War must
not be put on a par with a billion marks in 1913. since
the value of the mark had fallen during the war. Dr.
Barbarino computes the war-billions into the values of
1913' and comes to the following conclusions:

"The increase of receipts which the Reich and its federal
states realized from taxes and loans above the income of
the fiscal year of 1913 can be appraised, when expressed
in the purchasing power of 1913. in the following sums:

Billion marks
In the fiscal year of 1914, with onl:, eight

war months .
In the fiscal year of 1915 .
In the fiscal year of 1916 .
In the fiscal year of 1917 .
In the fiscal year of 1918. with the

armIstice .

These represent the following percentages
tiona I income of 19 I3:

In the fiscal year of 1914 22 ole

In the fiscal year of 1915 28-36~0
In the fiscal year of 1916 34-40° ~
In the fiscal year of 1917 42-52°0
In the fiscal ;'ear of 1918 50-00° ~ -4

In the last ,'ear of the war, the German state devoted
approximatel;: two-thirds of the total national inco~e di-
recdy to war economy. A further increase of thIS per-
cent~<Te is hardly pos;ible, since the civilian population.~ .
too. has to live, even in times of war.

To illustrate the somewhat abstract explanations of ~
the German economist. we are publishing a few diagrams
which show the state's share in the German national in-
come. calculated on the basis of 1913 values, in the first
and in the last war years respectively .. ,

FINANCING THE WAR IN ENGLAND ,

According to Dr. Barbarino. a development similar to
Germany's financing of the war took place in England as
well. The English state's share in the national income was
somewhat below that of Germany in 1913- According to

Dr. Barbarino "the actual share of the public treasury in
the national income of England was below 10%, some- •
where around 8%."

How did England finance the war?
England's position was somewhat better than that of

Germany, since she was the foremost creditor country of
the world and received considerable financial support
from the United States. Dr. Barbarino writes: "Contrary
to Germany, England, beginning from the earliest period
of the World War, based her financing of that war on an
expansion of the taxation. Nevertheless. she had to depend
on the credit market as well.

"The English national debt increased from £706 mil-
lion at the end of March 1914, to £7481 million by the
end of ivrarch 1919, thus more than tenfold .... In ad-

1. Germany in 1913.

12% of Ihe l1aliO'lal income appropritlled by Ihe slate
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33% of the 1/atio1/al ;1/come appropriated by the state

dition, at the outbreak of the war, England controlled the
foremost and most efficient credit market of the world.
fed by itself, a wealthy state in its own right as well as
from other sources all over the world. Finally-and this is
the most important point--one must consider that
England had at her disposal huge quantities of foreign,
and especially American credit. When we calculate war
costs in relationship to national income, we must deduct
American credits. Practically, however, we can ascertain
England's visible foreign loans only. But England secured
considerable amounts in invisible loans as well, by selling
abroad parts of her considerable blocks of foreign shares,
bonds, assets and the like. One must also consider that
America's debt to England which was quite considerable
before the war was completely paid up in the course of the
W ~rld .War by the United States redeeming her English
obligatIOns on the London stock market. This alone
amounted to £500 million."

"Summarizing all the income the English state col-
lected from taxes and loans during the war years ... the
total amount of increase above the last peace-year of 1913
was:

Billion £
In the fiscal year of 1914 0.5
In the fiscal year of 1915 1.2
In the fiscal year of 1916 2.2
In the fiscal year of 1917 2.3
In the fiscal year of 1918 2.2.
Dr. Barbarino here again computes the English war

~osts to the pound's purchasing power in 1913' and relates
It to the English national income. According to these
figures, to cover the costs of war the English state appro-
priated from the national income

In the fiscal year of 1914 22%

66% of the 1/at;o1/al ;1/come appropriated by the state

In the fiscal year of 1915 40%
In the fiscal year of 1916 58%
In the fiscal year of 1917 42%
In the fiscal year of 1918 42%

"Even though the methods employed to finance the
war were widely different in the two countries, the actual
~ums of the increased receipts attained by England dur-
mg the war and especially the corresponding percentage
as related to the English national income bear similarities
to those of Germany. The only difference is in the time
at which these sums reached their peak. While Germany's
revenue income did not reach its height until the last year
of the War, Great Britain's greatest financial strain came
in the third year of the war. The easing of the British
financial burden thereafter is attributable chiefly to
America's entrance into the war at that time with the re-
sult that American military, economic and financial sup-
port began to show actual effectiveness."

The following two diagrams show the extent of the
state's sector in England's national income in the last
pre-war year and again in the last year of the war:

Dr. Barbarino's careful study sho~s that the burden of
the World War carried by England was somewhat less
than its burden to Germam., the latter beina forced to

• t>

use two-thirds of her total production for the purposes of
war in the final year of the World War.

THE STATE'S SECTOR IN GER~IANY AND IN

ENGLAND TODA Y

Has this rather comprehensive srudy of the financing
of the World War only academic importance? No-<>n
the contrary! Today, such a study is as of great practic:ll
use in surveying the economics of war preparations as the
:lctual conduct of a war to come. In concluding his sec-
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ond article. Dr. Barbarino states: "The financial record
of the \ \' orld \ \. ar must be considered as a starting point
rather than an average norm .... It would indeed consti-
tute the limit of what is altogether attainable if the public
treasurv'.'j share in the national income were to reach twO-
thirds ~f its total in the first year of the coming war."

According to this statement, therefore, two-thirds taken
from the national income for the purposes of war-economy
represents the maximum attainable figure. Such is the
final conclusion of the German expert economist.

\Vhile he thus reveals the maximum of the state's
attainable share in the national income, he fails to disclose
the German state's present take, which is the inroad made
on the national income during a time of preparation for
war; he simply takes for granted that his readers are aware
of this figure.

Therefore, let us examine the state's share in the na-
tional income today. Der lVirtschaftsring, a German
periodical reRecting the spirit of those conservative circles
which are gathered in Herr von Papen's Herrenklub,
recently published an article dealing with "the changed
structure of the public household." The writer of that
piece correctly states that "the present turnover of the
tax-burden is much greater than it was previous to the
world economic crisis." And in the summary of his de-
tailed analysis he states: "In the fiscal year of 1937-38,
the total amount of taxes and duties, of social and other
contributions to various public agencies reached the sum
of 26 billion marks. Since, according to tentative esti-
mates, the sum total of the National income in 1937 was
68,5 billion marks, the treasury claimed in taxes and other
contributions about 38~Sof the national income."

A comparison between these figures and the figures of
the pre-war period mentioned earlier is striking indeed.

4. England in 1913

85( of tbe l1atiol1a/ il1come appropriated bJ the state

\\'hile in 1913 the German state appropriated onl\' a
little more than we ° of the entire total of the nati~na!
income, today it takes nearl~' 40° 0' But even this figure
is far from being comprehensive. It represents merel~. the
Reich's regular budget. wirh none of the extraordinary
expenditures included. It is well known that despite d{e
huge increase in Reich tax revenue, calculated to cover
the COStof its tremendous re-armament program, the Gov-
ernment is unable to meet expenditures with revenue.
Unlike the Democratic states, unlike the Hohenzollerns'
Reich or the German~' of Stresemann and Bruning, the
Nazis fail to publish their complete budget. This is by no
means accidental. It is due. indeed. to the fact that the"
are reluctant to admit that to cover expenditures untold
billions in loans were collected and that their indebtedness
on short term promisor:' notes has increased to a tremend- ,
ous extent. The German press estimates the combined cir-
culation of such notes at 20 billion marks. Of course, a cer-
tain proportion of these are genuine commercial paper.
The article of Der lVirtscht1ftsring presumes, however.
that "more than half of the above mentioned circulation
of bills falls into the category of public liabilities."

It is impossible to sa~' whether these estimates in the
German press are right or wrong. It is probable, however,
that the shon term indebtedness occasioned by re-arma-
ment is even greater. In any case, the figures represent
the floor rather than the ceiling of this heavy indebtedness.

We have already mentioned that today the German
state controls two-fifths of the national income by way of
taxation, duties, social contributions, etc. Beyond that, the
state comrols an additional portion which is taken off by
means of public loans and short term notes. In this con-
nection Der ~Virtschaftsring remarks: "If to these expend-
itures are added the cost of social insurance as well as the

5. England in 1918

jOC (- of tbe l1atiol1a/ il1come appropriated b)' the state
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."State and Economy," by Dr. Rudolph Brinkmann. Secretary
of State in the Ministry of Economy. A lecture. published as a
brochure by von Kuhlhammer.

National income Taxes, duties and social
contributions

In billion In % of the
If! billion marks marks national income

England's share in 1935 is assumed by Secretary Brink-
mann to be 28%, having increased considerably through
the growth of her armament expenditures. A conservative
estimate brings the state's share in the English national
income up to 33% at the present time. Here are a few
diagrams which show Germany's share in the national
income today and in a probable war of the future; and
also the position of Great Britain today and in a war to
come. (See diagrams 6, 7, 8 and 9.)

These diagrams suggest the following conclusions:
( I) The state's share in Germany has increased so tre-

fortunately often similar to thAt between the infantry and
artillery at the beginning of the war. The infantry then
saw, owing to a few genuine or suspected short-shoots.
the more dangerous of two foes in its own artillery, while
the artillery believed that the infantry maliciously furn-
ished them cover far too weak."

German enterprise perceives that already today it is
falling into the clutches of war economy and from time
to time there is a slight opposition. In a long article the
Frankfurter Zeitung asks: "Where is progress?" It reports
a lecture delivered by Colonel von ScheU, Field Marshal
Goering's supervisor-general of the German automobile
economy before representatives of the Rhine-Main group
of businessmen. Particular emphasis is laid on the state-
ment of Colonel von Schell that the whole of German
trucking industry must be re-organized. German trucks
must "be produced in only four sizes and there must be
but one type in each size-group."

To this the Frankfurter Zeitung adds: "German motor-
car industry must thus study a new art of thinking. If so
far construction methods of cars in process of develop-
ment wer€:kept secret, and it was considered improper for
engineers to change employers in the same branch of
business, then this year the shifting of rypes will demand
that aU plants place their experience, part of their ma-
chinery and groups of their engineers and foremen at the
disposal of other plants which have no experience with the
approved rype." It is then added: "In each one of such
plans and plannings the question is brought up: 'Where
is progress?' If manufacturers are instructed what they
mayor may not produce, will the incentive to develop
technique further remain?"

German enterprise thus feels the ever increasing influ-
ence of the state. If Secretary Brinkmann said that entre-
preneurs perceive in the stat~ "the more dangerous of the
two foes," the last few months has served only to in-
tensify this feeling.

As the German state already controls two-thirds of the
national income, similar tendencies are apparent in the
economy of the Western-European powers though de-
cisive differences in quantity are as yet difficult to perceive.
For England and France, Secretary Brinkmann publishes
the following figures:

1913
Great Britain 12%
France 17~~

33,5

11.3

22.2

1913 45'~
1925 59'98
1937 , 70.97.
The state's control over the national income is, 01:

course, much larger. Immediately following the above
statistics, Brinkmann wrote: "Figuring the financial needs
of all public agencies which fulfill politico-social duties,
the figure of 35-40 billion marks is reached, or more than
half of the national income. The expenditures of public
industries included, the public hand controls about 45
billion marks, or two-thirds of the German income."

A responsible German source thus confirms that the
German state has already today financial needs which
force it to seize more than half and to control altogether
two-thirds of the national income.

In this connection it is important to point to a situation
in the Reich which consists of the fact that already before
a war the forced expansion of the state's sector in the na-
tional income has resulted in not inconsiderable tension
between the State on the one side, and the private enter-
prise on the other side. In this connection Secretary Brink-
mann makes quite frank statements. "Each of the two
entities, economy and state, has its particular institutions
and functionaries. The state acts through its departments
and officials--economy through businessmen .... Still
the relationship between officials and businessmen is un-

expensesof all other public agencies which fulfill politicaL
social and economic duties; and which satisfy collective
needs; and then municipalities and the provi~ces which.
like the Reich, constitute the administration in the broad-
est sense, expenditutes during the past fiscal year amount
to 35-40 billion marks. This indicates that the financial
needs of Germany's public administration required more
than half of the national income of 1937-38."

But even this does not exhaust the state's direct control
over the German national income. This figure still fails
to account for the accumulated expenditures of the Ger-
man public industries. Der Wirtschaftsring's estimate of
8 billion marks for these latter expenditures can be con-
sidered as accurate. What is then the sum total? "By their
inclusion," Der Wirtschaftsring states, "the public ex-
penditure in the broadest sense amounts to a sum which
can be estimated at 45 billion marks during the last fiscal
year. This figure reveals that in 1937-38 the public treas-
ury was able to control about two-thirds of Germany's
total national income."

These statements of a German paper are by no means
private estimates. Dr. Brinkmann, formerly Secretary of
State in the German Ministrv of Economics, offered the
following figures concerning ~ational income, and revenue
from taxes, duties and social contributions:4
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mendously alread~' now in preparation for war that a
further increase is possible only to a very limited extent;

(2) In England. too. the state's sector has increased
far above the increase of 1914. yet a further increase
during a future war is still possible to a large extent.

This increase means exceptionally difficult problems
for Germany. It seems to be ver~' significant that in the
same Deutscher l'olkswirt, which we have quoted so ex-
tensively. this problem is discussed even though onl:' be-
tween the lines. Its editors stated in an introduction to
an article b~' Dr. \\'. Tormberg. on ~la~' 26th, 1939:

"After Dr. 0. Barbarino in his article The productive
capacity of German economics during the \\Torld \Var,'
published in the last issue of this paper, examined the
real value of war-costs of the two countries :ll1d appraised
their share in the n:1tional income, the present article
brings goods and production into the foreground. These
are to be ascertained with the help of various financing
methods and are to be divided between the needs of the
military leadership and the civilian population."

The article makes no mention of Germanv. All state-
ments are quite general. Yet, the two preceding articles
referred to in the introductOlY notes, make it obvious that
the conclusions concern Ger;nanv. Dr. T ormberO" points• t:>
out that war-needs can be covered in four fashions:

" (I) By the transposition of enterprises workinO" for
• t:>

pnvate consumption to war production, or by its equiva-
lent: the extreme limitation of all civilian demands in
favor of war-economy needs;

(2) Through ren'unciation of all investments outside
of war economy;

(3) By using up reserve stocks hoarded in peace;
(4) By imports which, however, represent a real sup-

plement only if they can be financed with gold and for-

6. Germany in 1938-39

55r-r of l/atiOl/al income already appropriated b) tbe stale

eign exchange. foreign assets and credits instead of b\
exports." (This fourth possibilit~. is-as we have sho\\ n
-more or less ruled out in toda~,'s Germany.)

Dr. T ormberg establishes that toda~' war finances and •
the politics of war economics are inseparabl~' tied together.
And then he examines the favorable conditions for a
total transposition from a Peace-Econom~' to a \\'ar-
Econom~', and writes: "The success of such a transpo-
sition of the entire econom\' from civilian to military de-
mands bv means of war fil;ancirw. e.g. the placinO" ~t the. t:> ~ t:>
disposal of the military leadership the largest possible
quantity of goods depends on two ver~r important con-
ditions, both falling into the sphere of production:

(I) The volume of disposable goods must be as large
as possible;

(2) At the moment of the outbreak of war the civilian 1

sector sharing in the distribution of O"oods as much as
• u t>

pOSSIble.
Yet in the preceding anal~'sis it was admitted that the

German national income today is hardly above that of
1913, and that the civilian sec~or in Ger~nany is insigni-
ficant, the state already controlling two-thirds of the
national income. Dr. T ormbera reiterates his theor\'. And~ .
since this question is of decisive importance in the world
sitllation, we quote him rather extensively.

He writes in one of his articles: "The transposition of
the productive capacity from the civilian sector to the sec-
tor of war economy will be better possible and easier ...
the less the tax and capital market reserves of the states
are burdened.

"To raise the largest possible part of war expenditures
by tax:1tion in case of war is more difficult today than it
was in the World War because in almost all countries the
tax-burden is far greater today than it was before the war.

7. Germany in a coming war

Onl} 01/ mcrease of 11'j possible in case of future II'PT
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33";- of the national income already appropriated by the
state

..In almost all countries the national indebtedness has
increased steadily. In former years the most decisive rea-
son for such a development was to cover the state's ex-
penditure for supporting and priming industry in times of
economic crises. Since at the beginning of the wave of re-
armament the already heavily burdened taxation could
not be increased to any considerable extent, the financing
had to be done by intensified borrowing which increases
from year to year. Due to the continuous progress in the
types and manufacture in the implements of war d1is
borrowing becomes the source of continuous new big
financial demands. This development means, of course, a
serious advance burden for the future and raises problems
concerning the possibility of financing a future war. In
England, for instance, the finance-political discussions
show the worries which prevail in connection with the
coverage of armament expenditures through taxes and
loans. These expenditures strain the saving power of the
English people.

"The process of the financial end of economy corre-
sponds to a similar process on a production end of it. The
states' growing demand for the purpose of armament, re-
gardless of whether it is satisfied by taxes or by loans, re-
sults in repressing the needs of civilians, since state and
populace share the national income with each other. This
can be relative as well as absolute, especially if economy is
already at work to its fullest extent and a further rapid
expansion of production appears impossible. Such shifting
in favor of the needs of armament of course reduces the
reserves in goods stocked to cover military needs. They
can, at the same time, mean the weakening of the state's
economical efficiency which, being the final source of its
financial strength, secures its competitive capacit~, with

An increase of 33% is still possible

foreign lands and thus guarantees the supply of foreign
products.

"This study shows clearly the problems which, owing
to the extensive limitation of the civilian sector already in
peacetime, arise for the war. This exhaustion of the tax
and capital reserves at the beginning of a war, which cor-
responds with the repression of civilian needs in favor of
economically unproductive needs of the state at the end of
its productive capacity, is already today a war-economical
problem of the first magnitude."

These statements are as clear as they can be under pres-
ent German censorship. German experts realize that never
before was the civilian sector in peace restricted to the ex-
tent it is in today's Germany; further they realize that
tax and capital reserves were never before so exhausted as
they are today. They know that accordingly a further in-
crease in wartime appears possible only to a very limited
extent and see therefore, to repeat the definition of Dr.
T ormberg, "a war-economical problem of the first magni-
tude." Here in the light of exact researches and investiga-
tions it is stated by German experts that in case of war
Germany would have at her disposition considerably less
economic reserves than would the Western Powers.

The conclusion is that should Germany fail to gain
decisive victories during the first six months of a war,
its position would seriously deteriorate to the advantage of
the Western powers. This is a conclusion often drawn by
various quarters. Yet it is of extraordinary importance that
this conclusion can now be confirmed by analyses of Ger-
man experts, published in German periodicals. And it is
further significant that these articles are published at a
time when the question of \Var or Peace has gone beyond
the stage of academic discussion. Jnd has become the most
,'ital question of our da~'.
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The times are uneas\'. Only btelv war's red shadow
fell straight across Eur~pe whiie the ~\'hole world C:ll~ghr
its breath expecting the entire continent to blaze .I~r?
war-a war that might mark the end of European CIVIlI-
zation. A sicyh came when the crisis passed; but the re-
lief was only ~emporar;'. For we are far from the placidiC(
of the Nineteenth Centur;'. Today all the world IS
feverishlv armincy; powers have grouped, oriented, and
alicyned 'themseh~es, developed converging policies, and
are~pushing on to the da~' of final reckoning. \Var is not
so far away.

On this' future dav unless a miracle intervenes, naked
force will be unleasl~~d, and the end no one can foresee.
\Ve in the United States are like a people who have had
warnings of a hurricane. It may not strike us, but. we
cannot wait until the bst moment before prepanng.
Recently Europe gave us a grim lesson of the futili~)' of
such a policy. }Aonev will not bring immediate delIvery
of the mechanisms ~f war or the trained soldiery to
manipulate them. Without these things a nation, no
matter what its wealth, is impotent in a harsh world.

But what is this army th:Jt will fight the future w:Jr,
one may ask? Th:Jt is not possible to say precisely, for
a mode~n :Jrn1\' h:Js no prototype. It is unique. It is an
outgrowth of ~he people, st:Jmped with the ideology of
the times. The mechanistic world of which it is a part
roars along engulfing the professional soldier under a
cataract of machines that he strives to convert to war.
Never in all the world's hisrory has the like of the present
culture developed, never has the soldier a more complex
or perplexing task. He must look :Jt the present and

By Major J. Halpin Connolly
Illustrated by Hobart Britton

Once wa~swe.'Lewon b~
deteatin9 an a~m~; tI1.e
next wa~ma~ be won b~
ded~o~in9 a people

IN A MECI
strive to penetrate the future. The study of. the .dist:Jnt
past is futile; the answer is not there. Nothll1g IS surer
than the army of tomorrow will differ vastly from the
army of )'esterda)'-or today.

Today, we do not know what new weapon or device
our high-speed industrial society will evolve that can be
converted into a potent instrument of war. In 1900 who
could ever predict the modern radio, the automobile, the
tank, the warpbne? Even now, so rapid has been their
development, we cannot state with finality their position
in war. The war use of radio broadcasting, for instance, is
a subject that needs deep study. Judging from the'
(wsterical reception given recently to a realistic radio pro-
CY~amof war one can easilv see that radio is a powerfulb' , .I

offensive weapon. Its use for interior communication for
military operatiom is relatively a small problem, yet so
rapid are modern developments, one cannot by down
with finality how radio will be used even there. Every-
thincy seems to be in a state of flux.~

History cannot give us the answer. Study of the times
:Hld its material and spiritual trends, is our only hope.
T rue, history can give us a picture of man and his natural
reactions, but it cannot give us an accurate indication even
of his reaction to future war. For past wars are feeble
things compared to the catastrophic character foreshad-
owed for the next war; we do not know precisely how this
modern war will be waged, nor the fury it will unleash,
nor the people it will crush.

In the past, armies were composed of a professional
corps which formed but a small proportion of the to~al
popubtion. These long-service armies under rigid diS-
cipline moved back and forth sedately as the generals
fenced and side-stepped. Strategy and tactics became
:Jlmost a formal military courtesy. But then came Na-
poleon leading the nation in arms, and soon he smas~ed
this almost ritualistic method of waging war. The Im-
pact of his personality rocked all Europe. There was great
cyenius in the man not understood completelv even today.~ .

The part that this mental captivation of humans pla~'ed
in Napoleon's actual game of war has been almost com-
pletely overlooked or misunderstood. For instance, 1'a-



palcoll's first Italian campaign is a militar:' classic. It
shows dearl\' his mil italY astuteness, but fundamentall\'
what won t1~evictories \~'as his skill in arousing a supio'e
arm~'. inflaming it with fanatic zeal. and leading it
blazing across North Ital~', The geometr:' of the cam-
paign means little without this background. Unfortun-
ateh-. the militar\' writers-Clausewitz and the rest-all
but' ignote this ~motional power of war. They Jet as if
wars were fought in test-tubes. or a battle had a formula
of the benzine-ring type. In a huge. modern war-army
the emotional factor is greater than in the da~'s of small

~NISTIC CIViliZATION
armies of skilled soldiers. \ Var was a trade then and so
practiced. Now it is an emotion--often hysterical-and
participated in by whole peoples. It is here the sociologist
and the soldier err grievously, for let a rabble rouser with
great military skill and an iron will emerge, and the
prophecies of Spengler may come true. The military op-
portunist may dominate the modern state--or even world.

T aday a war army is not a relatively small professional
corps. It is gigantic and needs an inspiring mass leader.
That is the first reason why the study of the technique
of past wars is of no great value in predicting the shape of
future war. The second is the Industrial Revolution which
is still going on, and which, by the mechanism it Sp3WI1S,
renders the chain of past wars pr3ctically sterile in predict-
ing the tactics of future war. Napoleon might be studied
with some profit, for he was not simply a general but a
le3der of gre3t m3sses; he W3S 3 Great Captain-the last
one--of the pre-mechanistic cra. But his tools, his
mcthod of warfarc, compared to what will come, were
archaic. Our Civil War was the first great war strongly
affected by the mechanistic civilization that the Industrial
Revolution was building and is still building. The Euro-
pean soldiers could not see the great significance of this
war. Only lately are some waking up, but only to the
skill of the generals, not the type of the war. They have
not ~'et comprehended the Civil War or World War, for
the military formulas of a pre-mechanistic civilization will
not fit either.

In the Civil War the American people tentatively, but
with much ingenuity, fitted the products of a young 013-
chine age to war-railroads, telegraph, breech-loaders,
ironclads, steam. Here occurred the first meshing of the
gears of a mechanistic culture to an army, and this is one
of the great lessons of all time-and least understood, On
the tactical side one st3rk fact stands out: Thc human
would submit to only 3 certain amount of the modern
fire-power before hc would take to the earth like a badger.
Consequently, as /lre-power and human masses were in-
creased, we could expect a war of trenches, This lesson
was tilere in the Civil War for am'one to see if not blind-
ed b~' previous wars of history-but the;' were. Position



warbre was evoking: the war of maneuver declining. That is something. but not
much, for it does not give us the tactical data to help erect a war mechanism to win
future conflicts. The Prussian wars that came later were too shon. TI1e\' were verita-
ble parades surrounded b~' a Frederician-Napoleon aura that obscured'the machine-
age effect. Thus the soldier failed to see the weird shape war was taking. The high
command started the \Vorld \Var with Napoleonic eclat, but when the great test
came the soldier burrowed into the earth and took the war Out of the hands of the
generals. One cannot be roo harsh with these leaders. for even the keenest thinkers
today have failed to plan wisel~, the society and industry of a mechanized world. The~'
are more baffled than the \Vorld \Var high commands. And so the world wobbles.

\ Vhat are the essentials of an army of the mechanized world? Let us take a glance
around. 1\ [odem war means the mobilization of the full destructive power of the
state. The professional soldier takes the human product of the state and inducts him
into the arm~'. This human has 3 certain mental make-up produced by his prior
soci3l processing. On this the profession31 builds his 3rm:-'. One with certJin milit3C:'
ideals and 3 definite unit:-, of thought. The next thing is supplying the w3r-soldicr
with the proper 3rms. This depends on the industr~' of the countc:'. Without proper
arms 3nd 3 veritable avalanche of W3r supplies, even 3n arm)' of sterling hun1Jn qual-
ity will meet defeat. [ndustc:' 3nd the social order. therefore. produce the products
which the professional soldier t3kes and welds into 3n arm~', and with this 3rm~' fights
a W3r. Thus, as it C3n be seen, the components of 3 modern war machine are the
army, the industr~' that supplies its materials, and the people-the soldier reservoir.
Those elements are not separate; they are integral and correlated parts of one whole
-the war power of a people. Attack any element, and war is being made. Attack
them all at the propitious moment, and the totalitarian W3r is under way. And this
totalitarian war is not field armies fighting but cultures at war using evec:' possible
agency for damaging all three war elements-arm~', people, industry.

In peace it is possible to attack the two b3sic elements of a nation's war power.
First, its industry can be sapped. Not b~' the crude sabotage of agents, but by the
insidious, even, ilow capture or its foreign markets. TIle diminishing of foreign sales
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me:lOs the gradual \vitheting of ptoducing agencies.
These alTencies in an indusrrial state are vitallv neces-~ "

sary for life and war. Thev prepare materiel and keep
up'the population. It is eve'n possible for one nation, b:-,
making direct war on another nation. ro cripple seri-
ously a rival third nation. For in the war it can bar a huge
market to the (Toads of this third nation. This is going on~ ~ ~
roday if one cares ro look about.

The second peacetime method of diminishing an
enemy's power is to arrack the people's ideology, thus
splirtinlT the mental unin' of the enen1\' nation. For in-~ , "

srance, insidious propaganda against democracy can be
and is preached daily in our rowns. There is much cry
about Communist activity in the United States, yet it is
doubtful if this doctrine has as many believers as a shad-
ow,- tvpe of Fascism, which is ready "tocoalesce into some-

• thi;lg'menacing. In any event, th~re is an effort ro estab-
lish such quasi-religions-they are no more than that-
in this country. The roots have not spread widely, but
rhe plants are there. Racialism is another disintegrating
dogma-particularly for this country-that is rearing its
ulTly head. This much is fundamental: A nation cannottJ ,

build an army from elements part Communistic, part
Fascistic, part Democratic. The soldiers must have a
unity of mental background. Thus, part of our war prepa-
ration is the inculcation of democracy-a Rexible one if
you will, but democracy. We may have to inculcate a

~ religious fervor in its proponents for one cannot fight
the religion of "isms" by reason. The direction of war
requires reason; the waging of it not.

As noted, of the three engines of war-army, people,
industry-two are always under subtle attack in peace-
an arrack in many cases controlled and directed by a
state. But the most serious danger in a democracy such as
ours is not outside attack, but the facile half-thinker who
with eloquent words promotes pet phobias which can and
do lead to national weakness, by affecting the thinking
of the people. For instance, war is a dreadful thing, to be
sure. but the preaching of pacifism does not prevent its
steady approach. T nIl)', the preacher of pacifism may
ch:1I1gehis mind, as many have today, but the converts
who have been indoctrinated do not change so easily and
will live on as a source of weakness to the nation. Flatly,
let it be stated: In a modern world nations exist by force,
and pacifism only prepares a state for utter destnIcrion.
As a consequence, the democracies of the world must de-
velop a type of human that can be turned into a war-
soldier, stand up in batrle, and return to civil life. That is
nor a soldier's job but the task of the statesman and
~cholar. If democracies cannot see this, or seeing it, can-
not or will not do it, the)' are all doomed. Democracy's
era in history will be brief. Our liberals should recog-
nize this and prepare the liberal democracy for survival
in a world of strife, not a Golden Age. The furure is
dark-and red with war.

The coming wars will be immense in scope; the army
will be only the cutting edge of the nation. Materiel will
be consumed in vast quantities. It will Row from the
factories to the from in a swirling torrent. In the factories
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women and even children will be producing the war sup-
plies. If this flow of materiel is reduced to a trickle, the
fighting front will be in a precarious condition. In our
Civil War the North used Sherman to destroy the in-
dustrial organization of the South. They could not defeat
Lee on the battlefield, but they destroyed the industry
and supply behind him and the army fell. This is but a
shadow of what may be expected in the future.

The air bombing of any industrial plant will appear
highly desirable if we cannot reach and crush the army
readily. And, as will be seen later, we cannot. The kill-
ing of noncombatants may be expected in wholesale lots.
To the materialists this can be easily justified. Further-
more, the fewer of the enemy left after the war, the easier
it is for the victor to reorganize his world.

Here we encounter a strange thing produced by our
machine civilization. Once wars were waged to win
bartles, but not to slaughter entire peoples-if we except
the Mongol method. Why? Because land was the object
of war and one needed serfs to cultivate it. Why kill
them? Silly, to be sure. And so the Saxons lived. Today
this does not apply. Machines take the place of men.
So enemy masses are only in the way. The more that are
eliminated by war, the bss are left to starve to death after
war. Certain powerfuf nations today cannot exist without
foreign trade. That trade they will not retain after a losing
war. For, never fear, the winner will seize all markets
and in many cases will monopolize the domestic market
of the defeated. It is being done this day. It is not
pleasant to figure what will happen when an industrial
nation of forty million is forced to subsist by agriculture in
land that will support but fifteen million or ~o.

Once wars were won by defeating an army. The next
war may be won by destroying the people that furnish
the army. The war will come directly against the people,
not its engine of war, for this engine of war may be tob
difficult to reach. This will bear a little study.

Think of an army in trenches of steel and concrete,
living in manufactured caverns and able to cover its front
with obstacles of concrete and belts of thick, barbed wire.
A recent German test proved that it took a mortar battery
a half day to disable one located pillbox. A clean break
through a Maginot-type zone would mean the quickest
destruction of thousands of unlocated pillboxes-a gigan-
tic task. Tanks will not do it. They too face barriers.
Think of this deep fortified front covered within and
without with interlacing, interlocking fires. An army
in such a position is formidable-and safe. Nations fac-
ing a probable war have just such lines backed by a web
of mechanistic communications. Then consider the war
materiel that must be manufactured in the rear in open
cities, the people that rear the soldiers for the army also
in open places, and remember the agile aircraft that can
leap the fortified zone. Surely the enemy will strike not
the fortified position but the basis of the whole army-
industry and the people. It is sound tactics to strike weak-
ness, not strengrh, and now nations. cultures, make war,
not armies alone. Therefore. it is not the weakness of the

army that will be assiduously sought and struck. but the
weakness of the nation.

Each side, with aircraft, will pound and batrer the
targets within reach in hopes that the destruction will be
so great that it will be possible to deprive the enemy army
of munitions and morale, lead to a weakness of the forti-
fied zone, and the eventual cracking of the line through
which will pour the foot soldiers. For let the air soldier
say what he will, nothing is won until the ground soldier
places his foot on it.

True, the air attacks may only lead to a mutual attrition
of industry and man-power for it is far easier to strike mass
installations than massed air forces. They may destroy'
great cities and disrupt the country of each contestaryt
without leading to a decision. For a decision is only ob-
tained when a way is opened for the infantry. It may
eventuate in a clean smash-up of both contestants, yet
with a preponderance of air-power, one side will take
the chance and may eventually win through. Who
knows? But in any event, no military man will throw an
army against an intact Maginot-type line. He will but
commit suicide. And since both contestants have a for-
tified zone, what can one expect? It is a stalemate except
for the air arm, a new and untried tool. The air arm has
not proved it can do much to the fortified line, but its
bombs can wreak havoc with the people and the factories.
No doubt of that.

It is idle to be appalled by thought of the dreadful
scenes of carnage in the rear. We can expect a pitiless war
against a nation not against an army alone. It will very
likely come in our time-the dress rehearsal is now going
on. The user of air-power who primarily directs his energy
against industry and the people may make a great mis-
take. Who can tell? But this much is sure: The air force
will get a thorough tryout in the next war, and its war
function will be finally decided. Douhet's Theory that an
air force could decide wars by breaking enemy civilian
morale, has received little modern proof. But its full
power to annihilate people and destroy industry and thus
lead to winning a war, has yet to be tested. It will be.

lt is more than useless to decry the terrible casualties
that aircraft will cause among noncombatants. That
feeling comes from the day when warfare had a certain
honot, even dignity. Today it has little: tomorrow none.
Honor and chivalry is leaving war as science enters. \\That
is a combatant? To the logical person of the mechanistic

~world, it is anyone who can help his opponent-men
who make munitions, women who toil for them, children
who will grow up into soldiers, all have a combat func-
tion. Signed treaties preventing wars are openly, cynically
flaunted, and the long, lost custom of sacking cities has
returned. Consequently, our future conflicts will likely
be wars of extermination. Nothing in our crass modern
philosophy would seem to prevent it.

All this may to some appear overdrawn, but let us
look around a bit. T oda\', an army in a modern MalSinot
Line is relatively secure from anvthinf; less than a volcanic
eruption. But for a thousand ~iles behind the line all is
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open to the aircrafr. In 3gricultural China and in Spain
the air W3r produced litrle mor31 result on the people.
Bur what would happen to a highly industri31ized n3tion
when faced b~' overwhelming air-power? Great indus-
tri31ization means 3 clustering of humans 3nd establish-
menrs inro compact areas th3t furnish admirable 3ir tar-
gets if one does not wor~r 3bout killing noncombatanrs.
Judging from wlut befell Czechoslovakia, the conclusion
is pretty definite tlut industrial nations fear 3ir att3ck and
expect noncombat3nrs to be slaughtered in the effort to
destroy b3sic W3r indust~r. But there is a d3rker picture
yet. Gas bombs can have litrle effect on materiel or
~st3blishmenrs. Gas is a we3pon for destroying personnel.
Yet England is manufacturing forty million g3S masks for
its civilian population.

Is it expected that the civilian will be sprayed with
g3S? Can it be that a modern nation at W3r will immedi-
3tel" att3ck the basis of the enemy army-the people-
and' ende:lVor to destroy it? Vvh; kno\~s, or can guess?
But the equipmenr of :111 entire people with g3S m3sks
is an ominous sign. logic says if the 3rm)' cannot be
crushed quickly, smash the people who furnish ir. A
brut31 conclusion, to be sure, but we are living in a brut31
age; we 3rt the inheritors of 3 m3terialistic culture. There
is too much selfishness. too little idealism; too litrle senti-
ment, too much senrimenrality; too little high religious
sentimenr, too much hedonistic thinking. In bct, we 3re
living in 3n age of scientific pragmatism wi1ich sees man
onl)' as a fairly high-type animal and litrle else. We
slaughter animals for the good to society or for sport.
Why not men? It is but 3 short logical step to reach the
conclusion th:1t the slaughter of great groups of men,
women, and children Olav be necesS3ry when such
groups oppose us. Frankly,' in many place's in the world
today, when 3 group differs from the ideology of the
mass, it is being promptly liquidated. look about ,ll1d
see it! In war, the outbnders will get short shrift from
such a mass melltality.

To some this all m;y seem sheer nonsense. But they are
but wishful thinkers. How can the speech of Premier
Hiranuma in the Japanese Diet on January 21, 1939.
be explained? "Persistent opponenrs of Japan," he says,
"will be exterminated." So speaks one great nation in irs
legislative halls. And one should note that a nation picks
its enemy and defines wh3t are "persistenr opponenrs."
That means much to the realist.

It may be stated that the war of the furure, even
though its tactical type cannot be predicted, will be a
totalitarian war, quite similar to the wars waged b)'
primitive savages except that modern science will make
the war more savage, more ruthless. Popular philosophy
will furnish logical reasons, enrirely convincing to the
true modern, as to why the war of annihilation is neces-
sary, and modern invenrions will disseminate the ideas.
Perhaps the radio will be the modern war drum.

Smugly satisfied and ensconced behind two broad
oceans, the American thinks he is safe from the flaming
wars that will arise between older counrries. He forgets the
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speed of the Industrial Revolution. With great rapidity
both oceans-in a militaty sense-are shrinking. Within
a decade a plane will be produced that can cross the
Atlantic with a bomb payload and return. For all we
know, that very plane may be on the drafting board today.

We may do our best to remain aloof but it will be of
no avaiL No one can build a Chinese Wall around this
country that ideas or an airplane cannot leap. No question
about it: We are in the swirling current of world affairs
with certain countries coyly-and selfishly-angling for
our support, while others are consolidating their attack
position. Already we are under attack in our foreign
markets. In some casesit may be noted that this attack is
wholly state-directed. The solid democratic ideology pos-
sessedby the American people is also under steady pres-
sure. Thus, of the three elements of a nation's power, two
are undergoing an offensive and a vicious one at that.
Only the armed forceshave been left undisturbed. Their
time has not yet come.

We need not expect to keep out of the war that is now
brewing-a war between ideologies that will shake all
civilization to its foundations-or, it may be, the first
of a seriesof wars that will do much to shatter civilization
completely. Unless revolutions abroad stop these wars for
the time, we must face the matter squarely. It is not a
pretty picture, to be sure, but it needs studying. For
while nobody will win such a gigantic war, the loser will
faceextinction or at the best, become an industrial peon.

Science has produced the lethal tools of war; modern
philosophy, the ideologies which are slowly driving
peoples against each other. It is not a pretty result that
emanates from centuries of scienceand education, but the
peoplewho have had charge of these two fields must take
the blame. To the philosopher who shrieks that it is not
his philosophy that is causing all this, the plain answer
is that he has not evolved a modem code that people be-
lieve in--that guides their lives. Rudderless, unsatisfied,
they are easy victims for demagogues with a satisfying
even if bloody code of life. It is silly to blame the profes-
sionalsoldierfor wars. He only wages them.

Once different interpretations of the Bible caused a long
series of frightful and devastating wars. Today we are
face to face with a like situation, but a far more serious
one. For the human has at hand weapons of immense de-
structive power; no philosophy or decency to stop him
from using them; no feeling of honor that the advocates
of advanced ideologies will not uproot ruthlessly; no
brotherly feeling that might ameliorate war's harsh con-

ditions. Rather, he has-or will have-a logical, scientific
attitude and a definite knowledge that the fewe!;of the
enemy left, the better it will be for industry and his job.
One could wage a very popular-and frightful-war on
that slogan. Concealed by modem hypocritical subli-
mations, such a war is now being fought. From the news
that trickles by the censors, th~ modem human would
be far better off under the heel of a Napoleonic army than
confronting a modem one.

Today armies are not the only implement of war;
they are but the final one. A whole people is the tool and
target of war. A few months of war servicedoes not make
a soldier. It needs a lifetime of spiritual training-not
military training-before the professional soldier receives
sound material for a soldier or before a people can with-
stand the tremendous impact of modem war. Our industry
can floodus with a veritable torrent of machines, but our-
social organization may, if we do not watch out, furnish
us only with defective material.

The human is the product of the civil schools. Un-
questionably, then, the schools are a statecraft problem,
not a problem for schoolmen who are mainly technicians.
The fact that they have a philosophy of their own does
not necessarily mean that such philosophy is adequate.
Measured by their philosophy they may turn out a satis-
factory product, but if such a product cannot help a
state to exist in this hostile world, it is worthless. The
schoolmasters need guidance. Permitting them to de-
termine the type of product they will turn out and the
method for doing it is putting more power in one group's
hands than any democracy can permit. The folly of this
can be seen when the latest study of the Julius Rosen-
wald Fund flatly states that the educators as a group lack
brains and distinction. It is high time for the statesman
to look into his schools. They produce the people that
must withstand tomorrow's wars and produce tomorrow's
army.

The war of the mechanistic age will strike with a ter-
rific impact; nothing, no one, will be spared the shock.
We must regard it as an eventuality even though we strive
adroitly to avoid it as long as possible. We must build
physically and mentally for it; there is no escaping its
coming. It will take human sturdiness for a nation to win
through the era of mechanistic wars that faces this and
succeeding generations.

Or perhaps we should place our trust in treaties-
unbacked by bayonets-and go through the same agony
but end in oblivion. Take vour choice.



------------------------------

\\Then a war-however righteous-is protr;lcted for
more than the customary four years, it rapidl~, begins to
lose, for the participants, its character of high adventure.
The nap welrs off the glamour, leaving onl." the shabby
and ignoble verities eternally in view, winter's bitter cold,
summer's exhausting heat, hunger, filth, blood, and
death. To the man in the ranks, to the officers who com-
mand, even to the generals who make the headlines, the
whole business becomes a bore, a disgusting and tedious
chore in which everything seems to be marvelousl.', mis-
managed to the end that the longed-for return to homes
and families and resumption of normal peacetime exist-
ence is no more than a tantalizing mirage.

So thought the Arm." of the United States in the
autumn of the year 1782, herded miserably in rude can-
tonments among the hills along the Hudson River in the
neighborhood of Newburgh. Seven weary years had
dragged themselves our since the "embattled farmers"
had chased Lord Perc)' and his redcoated brigade from
Lexington to the safet)' of Boston town. The eighteen
year old boys who filled the trenches on Breed's Hill were
now men of twenty-five, veterans of a score of battlefields,
who had tasted both victon' and defeat until the first had
lost its savor and the htter-so often experienced-
could no longer bring humiliation. Six months before,
Yorktown and Lord Cornwallis had surrendered; the war
was over and independence a fact. In London valiant old
John Adams was sparring for a treat)' of peace. In New
York Sir Guy Carleton still held his regiments in bar-
racks, a sullen and menacing garrison.

At Newburgh the Continental line setrled down to
wait for demobilization. Winter came early that year and
life in the chilly camps was deadly dull. For eight months
the paymaster had failed to put in an appearance; the
<Iuanermaster storehouses were empty of clothing, sub-
sistence and supplies. The soldiers were in rags, an army
of gaunt scarecrows interested in onl." one topic: When
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do we get paid off and go home? No commanding officer
ventured to prescribe drills or marches lest the tattered
shoes of his men fall apart and leave them barefoot to
me snow and ice. The officers were in little better case.
Their pay was long in arre:us, most of them were deepl~'
in debt, and the prospect of any substantial remuneration
for their years of sacrifice and service was gloom~' indeed.
Across the river lay the French Allies, warml" clothed,
regularly paid and amply supplied with pro~'isions b~'
their quartermasters, whose kegs of good louis d' or came
up from the fleet. 1\fore than one American captain or
major, invited to dine sumptuously at a French officers'
mess, was shamed to think that he could offer nothing in
return hospitality but "whiskey hot from the still. and
not always that, and a bit of beef without vegetables."
Their situation, declared General WashillO"ton, "merited

::>
the attention of every grateful mind." As commissioned
officets, he reminded the government, "thev have been
obliged to dress and appea~r in character, to 'effect which
they have been obliged to anticipate their payor draw
from their estates. Bv the former, debts have been con-
tracted, by the latter ~heir patrimony injured."

Down in Philadelphia the Continental Congress was
wrangling over the endless problem of finances. They
had promised the Army that before being disbanded. it
would at least be paid off. In October, 1780, when des-
perate attempts were being made to hold the troops to-
gether, Washington had suggested that a life pension
of half-pay be granted to every officer and soldier who

, remained in setvice until the end of the war. Not without
opposition, the act had been drafted and passed. After
Yorktown, when it began to look as though this glitteting
":.Idjusted compensation" would have to be paid, Con-
gress heard from the people. A roar of indignant protest,
especially vociferous in New England, whence most of
the troops had come, went up from the civil population.
\Vhat! Burden the taxpayers with a charge of millions to
support in idleness for the rest of their lives those tatter-
demalions at Newburgh! Create an aristocracy of wealth
in this republican nation? No! A thousand times No!
Let them go home and get back to work like the rest of us!

The cantonments boiled. with hel pless rage. The Army
was certainly going to be reduced, probably disbanded
entirely. Once scattered to their homes, what chance
would the troops have of ever collecting that back pay?
What certainty that Congress would fulfill its promises of
half-pay for life-or any lesser period? And anyhow,
where was the money coming from? The central govern-
ment had few sources of income; it was entirely depend-
ent upon the fiercely jealous States to raise money by taxa-
tion and had no means of compelling them to do so.
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Robert ~lorris, the harassed Superintendent of Finance,
had already borrowed far beyond the limits of sound
credit and was at his wits end to provide enough cash so
that Colonel Pickering, the Quartermaster-General, could
buy food for the troops from day to day. When he did
manage to supply that unhappy gentleman with a little
specie, Pickering was under the necessity of shamefacedly
begging for the necessary apparatus with which to clip
the coin. He thought it a disgraceful business and one
that he could not fairly be expected to carry on. Needs
must when the devil drove, however, and he urged wforris
to send him "a couple of punches, a pair of good shears
and a leaden anvil." Shearing the edges from the Spanish
milled dollars, Dutch guilders and English guineas would
provide an extra beef or two for the ravenous troops.

The 1\tfassachusetts Legislature voiced the opinion of
that commonwealth when it passed a resolution declaring
that half-pay for life would be more than an adequate
reward for soldiers whose services were no longer needed.
Such senseless extravagance would "tend to exalt some
citizens in wealth and grandeur to the injury and oppres-
sion of others." The well-to-do burghers of Boston, who
had stayed warm and comfortable in their red brick homes
winter after winter, were not minded to be taxed that :r
"licentious soldiery" should milk the treasury fot the rest
of their natural lives.

The Army had some friends in Congress. Alexander
Hamilton, Chairman of the Military Committee, had
served long on \Vashingcon's staff and knew well enough
what the sufferings and toils of the troops had been. He

was disgusted at the disposi-
tion of the people to turn out
his former comrades unre-
warded, now that the need
for their bavonets was no
longer felt. :vroreover, he had
in mind some verv devious
and startling plans to
strengthen the financial posi-
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tion of the government and he thought that the discontent
of the Army could well be employed in furthering his
schemes. "I have an indifferent opinion of the hon-
esty of this country," he wrote to his old chief, and he
hinted that the military, goaded beyond endurance by
injustice and neglect, might initiate some action which
would lead them "beyond the conhnes of duty." It
would be highly advisable, he urged, that the Com-
mander-in-Chief "take the direction of their discontents."
Republican jealousy, he added, "has in it a principle of
hostility to an army, whatever be their merits, whatever
be their claims to the gratitude of the country." More
and more it began to appear that unless pressure of some
sort was brought to bear on the proper quarters, the Army
was going to hnd itself distinctly out of luck.

All winter Washingron worked faithfully to persuade
Congress that favorable action on the claims of the troops
for recompense and settlement should be taken. He
warned the legislators that "very serious and distressing
evils" would follow unless something was done. "No one
I have seen or heard of," he wrote, "appears opposed to
the principle of reducing the army as circumstances may
require; yet I cannot help fearing the result of the measure
in contemplation ... when I see a number of men,
goaded by a thousand stings of reflectionon the past, and
of anticipation of the future, about to be turned into the
world, soured by penury, and what they call the in-
gratitude of the public, involved in debts, without one
farthing of money to carry them home, after having
spent the flower of their days, and many of them their
patrimonies, in establishing the freedom and independ-
ence of the country, and suffered everything that human
nature is capable of enduring this side of death ... with-
out one thing to soothe their feelings or dispel the gloomy
prospects.... " In reply to Hamilton's broad hints that
the Army might take matters into their own hands, he
wrote that the idea of redress by force was too chimerical
to have a place in the imagination of any seriousmind in
the army, but he admitted that there was no telling what
unhappy disturbances might result if the troops were
demobilized without their accounts being liquidated.

For a time the officersand soldiersat Newburgh waited
uneasily. They had plenty of leisure in which to reflect
on their wrongs-nothing to amuse or divert them from
their single pastime of grousing at the ingratitude of the
country they had saved from British tyranny. Heavy
snow and icy wind kept them huddled about the fires.
With mounting anger thev discussed ceaselesslythe one
topic of interest-"When do we get paid and go home-
if ever?" And if ever there was an army that stood in
need of those attentions to be provided ~ century and a
half later by that admirable organization the Y.M.CA.,
this was it.

As Congress continued to talk, the States to refuse
contributions, and the paymaster to visit the camps, the
tide of indignation and rancor crept higher. The officers
elected a committee, and with the approval of Washing-
ton drew up a respectful memorial explaining their

grievancesand humbly begging for early redress.To carry
it to Philadelphia and to explain the situation verbally to
Congress, Major General Alexander McDougall, Colonel
Matthias Ogden of the 1st New Jersey, and Colonel John
Brooks, the Assistant Adjutant General were named.
General McDougall had been a member of Congress
himself and would know how to talk to those evasive
lawyers. The memorial was drafted with great care:

To the United States in congress assembled: We, the officers
of the army of the United States, in behalf of ourselvesand our
brethren the soldiers, beg leave freely to state to the supreme
power, our head and sovereign, the great distress under which
we labor. Our embarrassments thicken so fast that many of us
are unable to go farther.... We have borne all that man can
bear. Our property is expended; our private resourcesare at an
end. We therefore beg that a supply of money be forwarded to
the army as soon as possible.

The uneasiness of the army for want of pay, the me-
morial went on, was great and dangerous. There was a
balance due for retained rations, forage, and arrearagesfor
clothing allowances.Although the army saw with chagrin
that the States were reluctant to approve the bill placing
the veterans on half-pay for life, it hoped, "for the honor
of human nature that none are so hardened in the sin of
ingratitude as to deny the justice of the award." It was
willing, however, in order to avoid altercations, to accept
a commutation of the promised life pay for either full
pay for a number of years, or a gross sum. Attention was
called to the fact that general dissatisfactionwas gaining
ground in the army. Congress was entreated to convince
the world that the independence of America would not
be grounded on the ruin of the very men who had
achieved it.

General McDougall and his two coadjutorswent off to
Philadelphia, where they put in a week of arduous spade-
work among the members beforepresenting the memorial,
"lest the want of information should retard a favorable
resolution of it." They had a long conferencewith Rob-
ert Morris, the Superintendent of Finance. He told them
regretfully that he could not give them a shilling, because
he had none to give, and that it would be foolish for him
to even pretend that there were hopes of future payment
until he had some idea where the funds were to come
from. His strong box was empty; his accounts in Europe
long since overdrawn.

The deputation then appeared before the "grand com-
mittee of Congress," one member from each State. To
an unsympathetic audience they explained that unless an
immediate payment of some nature could be arranged,
there was no telling what might happen at Newburgh.
Very cautiously they hinted that a mutiny was not out-
side the bounds of possibility.Were they expected, in such
an unfortunate event, to punish the soldiers for break-
ing faith with the people, when the people had so many
times flagrantly broken faith with them? "The Army,"
observed General McDougall ominously, "is verging to
that state which, we are told, will make a wise man mad."
They had not failed to note the fact that Congress itself
never adjourned until its own pay accounts had been
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meticulously made up and setded. !\ [ore than one penl1l-
less second lieutenant on the Hudson had suggested that
for a change some of those Congressional pay-checks
ought to be passed up. and the money they represented
paid to the military who made possible the existence of
a legislature. General Washington himself had alread~
told Mr. Jones. the Congressman from Virginia. that ir
was "idle to expect more enthusiasm in the public service
from the military than from the civil officer." If both
were to fare alik; "with respect to the emoluments of of-
fice. the military would not be the first to complain,"

The grand committee. in a report drafted by Hamilton
himself. recommended tlut steps be taken to insure some
pavment to the troops "as soon as possible." For the rest.
it was suggested that they wait until the entire debt of rhe
United States be funded. and that the officers be confirmed
in their claim to half-payor the acceptance of a comIl1u-
tatlon. Under the Articles of Confederation. the consent
of nine States was required to provide funds for Con-
o-ressional disbursement-and that number favorable [0~
a settlement of the military's demands could not vet be
counted ...

Superintendent Morris managed to scrape together
enough credit to make a partial pa~rment in Februar~'. B~'
n piece of financial legerdemain he drew bills on the
cred,t of applications for loans in Europe. and sent the
officers of the army one month's pay in notes; the soldiers
had to be content with a month' s pay in weekly install-
ments of half a dollar. Colonel Brooks went back to

:--.Jewburgh with a letter from General iYfcDougall to

Knox, reporting the menger results of the mission. tvfc-
Dougall remained in Philadelphia to do what he could
to spur on Congress. and Ogden went off to New Jersey.
his home State, to visit his familv and do n little mission-
al) work in a locality where opposition to the Arn1\"s ,
demands was particularl~r strong.

Meanwhile the proponents of an imprm cd financial
polic) in general were at work perfecnng a plan under
which the creditors of the government would unite their
efforts to strengthen the position of Congress and compel
the States to furnish ir widl funds. If the holders of
Continental obligations could enlist the cooperation of the
Army-the second lat<Test creditor-they mia-ht be .tble::> • ::>

"Sheari1/g the edges fr011l
tbe Spanisb milled dollars,
Dulch guilders a1/d E1lg-
lish gui1leas would prol ide
tlTl exIra beef Of two for

Ihe ra l'e1/OUS troops,"
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to exact from the States contributions in taxes sufficient
to liquidate all claims. Some quiet and rather mysterious
visiting took place in the camps. Conferences were held
behind locked doors and blanketed windows. Gouverneur
Morris, Assistant to the Superintendent of Finance but no
relative, made an unheralded trip to Newburgh and did
some unostentatious calling on a good many of the higher
ranks. He was, like his chief and Mr. Hamilton, con-
vinced that the feeble confederate government of the
loosely linked States was a hopeless failure; that a strong
central power would have to be set up, and that this
could never be done without the assistanceof the armed
forces. Already he had written privately to General
Greene, commanding the southern army, telling that
solid Quaker soldier that there was no hope of the union
subsisting "except in the form of an absolute monarchy,"
but admitting the convictionthat such a government" did
not seem to consist with the taste and temper of the
people." To John Jay, over in Paris with Adams and
Franklin, laboring to get a peace treaty out of the stub-
born English, Morris betrayed his foreknowledge of the
slowly maturing plot. 'The army," he declared, "have
swords in their hands. Good will arise from the situation
to which we are hastening; much of convulsion will
probably ensue, yet it must terminate in giving to gov-
ernment that power without which government is but a

"name.
At Newburgh Morris discovered that the troops were

firmly determined not to forego easily their rights and ex-
pectations. Their murmuring, he found, though not loud,
was general and deep. Knowing that the unconstitutional
designs of the group he represented could expect no
sympathy from Washington, he did not venture to ap-
proach the Commander-in-Chief. But to Knox he inti-
mated that the Army ought to cooperate in bringing
about a closer union of the bickering States and the
emasculated central government. From the chief of artil-
lery he got slight satisfaction. All that the phlegmatic
Knox could suggest was that "you great men," as he
called Morris and his friends, should get together and
tell the nation frankly that the constitution was defective
and ought to be rehabilitated. The Army, said Knox,
were good patriots and would do what they could to
forward plans for a sound union, but as yet they had no
idea how their influence could be employed. Morris was
more than willing to instruct them.

Washington was deeply disturbed by the critical situ-
ation. He had intended to go down to Mount Vernon for
the winter, but while the camps seethed with rumors, dis-
content, and possible disaffection, he would not take the
risk of leaving the troops. The untrustworthy Gates was
present, and Hamilton, who had no desire that a con-
firmed bungler should direct the interposition of the
Army in forwarding a revolutionary movement, was dis-
creetly warning His Excellency that some unlawful pro-
ceeding might take place unless the "conductor of the
army in their plans for redress" should be the Com-
mander-in-Chief himself.

As a matter of fact, :Nbjor General Horatio Gates was
already busy at his old trade of army intrigue. He had
come up from the South after his defeat at Camden, had
been exonerated by Congress, and was now indulging in
day-dreams in which he saw himself supplanting Wash-
ington in the leadership of the Army. These resuscitated
ambitions were dearly perceived by his chief. The" old
leaven," Washington wrote to Hamilton, "is again begin-
ning to work, under a mask of the most perfect dissimu-
lation and apparent cordiality." Colonel Brooks had
scarcely returned to camp with the unpalatable congres-
sional reply to the memorial, and Knox had not yet form-
ally transmitted this to the Army, when there appeared
on the scene another rather unaccountable visitor. This
was Colonel Walter Stewart, a retired officerwho let it be
known that he represented, somewhat vaguely, the
"friends of the Army in Congress." He had been one of
Gates' aides in '77, had commanded a New Jersey regi-
ment, and had enjoyed the reputation of being "the hand-
somest man in the Revolutionary Army." More confer-
ences behind closed doors, in which he was seen to par-
ticipate, immediately let loose a flood of exciting rumors
among the officers and men. At the mess tables and
around the camp fires it was declared that in high quarters
the expectation was held that demobilization must not be
accepted until justice had been done. All who held the
obligations of the Continental government looked to the
Army to help them collect-and would even join them
in the field if it became necessaryto coercethe delinquent
States.

At General Gates' headquarters the seedsbrought from
Philadelphia and subtly implanted by Morris, Stewart,
and others, took root and flowered before the cultivation
of the ground was sufficientlyadvanced. It is improbable
that either Morris or Hamilton desired that action by the
Army should be controlled or initiated by Gates. Btit the
opportunity was one that suited that arch-plotter to per-
fection. In company with his staff, he formulated a plan
to bring matters to a head. Profound secrecy surrounded
their deliberations, and the general scramble, after the
event, to disclaim any connection with their scheme, has
made it impossible to name definitely the chief collab-
orators. An anonymous call for a meeting of "a commis-
sioned officerfrom each company and a delegate from the
medical staff" was prepared for circulation. The assem-
blage was requested for Tuesday, March 10, 1783, at the
Public Building in Newburgh, at eleven o'clock. "The
object of this convention"-so ran the notice-"is to
consider the late letter of our representatives in Phila-
delphia, and what measures, if any, should be adopted to
obtain the redress of grievanceswhich they seem to have
solicitated in vain."

At the same time it was determined to circulate an
elaborate and moving address to the Army, setting forth
in detail its wrongs and injuries, warning against further
display of patience, and urging that direct action of some
sort be discussed and initiated. Looking about him for a
facile and trenchant pen to indite such an appeal, the eye
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of Gates fell upon his twenty-six year old aide, Major
John Armstrong, Jr. This young field officer was a
Pennsylvanian, the eldest son of that doughty old Irish
major general from Carlisle who had fought so gallantly
in the French and Indian Wat and commanded a brigade
and division throughout the Revolution. Young Arm-
strong had begun his education at Princeton, deserting
his classrooms in '76 to enlist in Potter's Pennsylvania
Regiment. Until Mercer's death at Princeton, he had
served on his staff. Later he had joined Gates as an aide
and had been with him almost constantly since Saratoga.
He was a past master in the use of the orotund and sen-
tentious style that marks the public papers of his day, and
the address, when completed by him, was nothing less
than a masterpiece among its kind.

The originals of the two papers, the address and the
call for the meeting, were taken to the officeof the Adju-
tant General where they were presented for the inspection
of the brigade majors, regimental adjutants, and aides-de-
camp who were accustomed to assemble there each morn-
ing. Most of them took copies, and, returning to their
commands, promptly put them in circulation. By noon
they were being eagerly perused and applauded in every
section of the camp. The adjutant of General Washing-
ton's bodyguard hurried with his copy to the quarters of
His Excellency, the Commander-in-Chief.

Armstrong's address was composed with consummate
skill. As one historian observes, "It was calculated to make
a deep impression on the minds of the malcontents."
Washington himself admitted that the writer's art had
rarely been equalled in the English language, a compli-
ment which must have swelled with pride the breast of
the ex-Princeton freshman. The General, however, was
far wrong in his guess as to the authorship of the docu-
ment. He strongly suspected that Gouverneur Morris was
its composer and there is reason to believe that the As-
sistant Superintendent of Finance actually had a hand in
suggesting its general tenor.

"My friends!" the anonymous trumpeter sounded off,
"after seven long years your suffering courage has con-
ducted the United States of America through a doubtful
and bloody war; and peace returns to bless-whom? A
country willing to redress your wrongs, cherish your
worth, and reward your services? Or is it rather a country
that tramples upon your rights, disdains your cries, and
insults your distresses? Have you not lately, in the meek
language of humble petitioners, begged from the justice
of Congress what you could no longer expect from their
favor? How have you been answered? Let the letter that
you are called to consider tomorrow make reply!"

What would they have to expect, the appeal continued,
when the swords in their hands, "the instruments and
companions of their glory," should be taken from their
sides when demobilization began? It would be well to
awake now, and discover sufficient spirit to oppose tyran-
ny. If the present moment be lost, later threats would be
as empty as entreaties were now. Let them appeal from
the justice to the fears of the government, and "suspect

the motives of the man who counsels further forbearance!"
The obvious advice followed. The Army was urged in

stirring words to come to some final opinion on what it
would bear and suffer. It was plainly told that now was
the time to change the "milk-and-water style of the last
memorial" and assume a bolder tone. Let them tell Con-
gress in unmistakable terms that the slightest mark of
indignity thereafter would operate to part the army and
the civil government forever. The Army had its alterna-
tives, and they were peace or war. As a last resort, if Con-
gress chose war rather than peace, the military were ad-
vised to court the auspices and invite the leadership of
their illustrious General, and "retire to some unsettled
country, there to smile in their turn."

The' unsigned call for the meeting was, of course, in-
subordinate and irregular; the address itself was mani-
festly inflammatory and subversive of discipline; a plain
and seditious appeal to the passions of the troops, already
seared by months of neglect, injustice, and bitter suffer-
ing. Probably not more than a score of the officers and a
handful of the men but heartily approved the incendiary
advice and welcomed the, as yet, anonymous leadership
that suggested it. Here in good round terms were ex-
pressed the very thoughts that were milling in the minds
of the inarticulate soldiery. We have fought, bled, and
died for our country, they growled, for nearly eight years,
and what has it got for us? Congress sits comfortably in
Philadelphia and draws its salary; the members ride about
in carriages and give parties costing thousands of pounds,
and what do we do? Sit here in the cold and shiver, half
clothed, hungry, unpaid for months, and about to be sent
home to beg for a living! After all, we have swords in our
hands, why not talk to them in a language they can under-
stand?

But the movers of the scheme had failed to count on
the good sense, the firmness, the far-seeing patriotism,
and the almost God-like influence of the much tried
Commander-in-Chief. On the morning of the 10th, when
his adjutant returned to his quarters with a copy of the
call and address, Washingron swung at once into action.
He saw clearly the appalling consequences which would
attend a general attempt by the Army to coerce Congress
and the nation. It required no extraordinary perspicacity to
guess that what he called "the old leaven" was at work,
and that the disloyalty and intriguing propensities of
Horatio Gates might bring down in ruins the whole
structure of American independence.

A General Order issued from camp headquarters the
next morning--on the very day that the meeting was to
take place. In it Washingron characterized the proposed
assemblage as "irregular" and "disorderly," but he was
too wise to forbid it. He merely sparred for time by him-
self postponing it from Tuesday until Saturday. At that
time, he directed, all the generals and field officers, with
one officer from each company and representatives of the
staff, would meet at the New Building and listen to the
report of their delegation to Congress. To preside over this
meeting, he selected (masterly stroke!) the senior gen-



"In profound silence tbe Commander-in-Cbief be-
gan bis address. So man stirred in his place."
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era! present-who was none other than Major General
Gates! Occupying the chair. the Hero of Saratoga could
not join in the debate; as president of the meeting and
charged with the duty of reporting its deliberations to the
Commander-in-Chief he could hardly with good grace at-
tempt to influence its decisions.

On Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday Washingron
took counsel with the faithful: men like Knox, old Israel
Putnam, and honest Phil Schuyler, who could be de-
pended on to seethe light and labor to avert a catastrophe.

Temporarily checked, the group behind the addresswere
not yet stopped. On Tuesday night, Armstrong with
Gates looking over his shoulder, composedanother anony-
mous manifesto which was circulated throughout the
cantonments by early morning. The tone adopted was
much less belligerent than that of the first appeal. Clever-
ly the postponement of the meeting by Washington was
accepted as a tacit approval of the general principles
enunciated in the first address, and as authorizing, or
"sanctifying" the summons to a meeting. For three days
the camps seethed with discussion, argument, denunci-
ation, and persuasion.

On Saturday, at noon, a crowd of officersjampacked
the large hall of the New Building. There was no need of
a roll-call; they were all there. Most of them were pre-
pared to accept with enthusiasm the seditious advice
tendered them by the first of the unsigned addresses.
The atmosphere was distinctly hostile to any spirit of
moderation or compromise. The popularity of Washing-
ton, which had at times approximated a religious de-
votion, had declined to a nadir. That he should wish to
block them in their endeavor to secure their rights, elicited
only a passionate resentment. As he rose to speak he
faced a sea of eyes in which he was accustomed to read
affectionand loyalty; today those eyeswere hard and icily
respectful.

In profound silence the Commander-in-Chief began
his address. No man stirred in his place as the high-
pitched, rather halting voice broke the hm.h. In dignified
and resolute terms the General told them that the at-
tempt to convene them by an anonymous call was incon-
sistent with the rules of propriety, and unmilitary and
subversive of all discipline; how much so he would let
the good sense of the Army decide. He complimented
the unknown author of Tuesday's address on the excel-
lenceof his pen; he wished he could grant as much for the
rectitude of his heart. But he thought that the nameless
agitator should have shown more charity than to mark for
suspicion the man who recommended moderation and
longer forbearance. He took that imputation to himself,
and proceeded to demolish it.

"If my conduct heretofore has not evinced to you that
I have been a faithful friend of the army, my declaration
of it at this time would be equally unavailing and im-
proper.... But as I was among the first to embark on
the cause of our common country; as I have never left
your sideone moment but when called from you on public
dun:; as I have been the constant companion and witness

of your distresses,and not among the last to feel and ac-
knowledge your merits ... it can scarcelybe supposed,
at this stage of the war, that I am indifferent to your inter-
ests. But how are they to be promoted?" .

For the attainment of complete justice, and the gratifi-
cation of their everywish, so far as they might be sought
consistently with duty he owed to his country and the
civil power they were bound to respect, he pledged his
servicesto the utmost extent of his abilities. The foolish
suggestion that they threaten to abandon the country and
"retire to some unsettled wilderness," he dismissed as
impracticable and cowardly. Let them rely on the plighted
faith of their country, and place full confidence in the
purity of the intentions of Congress.

"And let me conjure you, in the name of our common
country, as you value your own sacred honor, as you re-
spect the rights of humanity, and as you regard the mili-
tary and national character of America, to express your
utmost horror and detestation of the man who wishes,
under any specious pretences, to overturn the liberties
of our country ... open the floodgatesof civil discord,
and deluge our rising empire in blood."

He begged them for one more "distinguished proof of
uuexampled patriotism and patient virtue, rising superior
to the pressure of the most complicated sufferings."

As he laid on the table the last sheet of his written ad-
dress, he took from his pocket a letter. He had recently
receivedit from a Member of Congress, and as it touched
on the subject of that honorable body's sympathy and
concern for their grievances, he asked permission to read
to them certain passages. The handwriting of Joseph
Jones of Virginia was perhaps a bit difficult to decipher,
and with a friendly and humorous smile the General fitted
on his nose a pai~ of new spectacles, just received from
their maker, David Rittenhouse of Philadelphia. Itwas the
first time he had worn them in public.

"You see, gentlemen," he remarked, "that I have
grown gray in your service-it now appears that I am fast
growing blind as well."

That quiet observation, so simply expressed, had in it
a terrific impact. Quick tears welled to the eyes of every
man in the room; shabby veterans to whom the tired old
soldierhad represented for years their ideal of military per-
fection, integrity, and purity of purpose, felt their throats
constrict as they heard that good-humored little jest.

He read to them Mr. Jones' assurance that Congress
was minded to do all in its power to render them justice;
that they were not forgotten, and that they might have
confidence in an ultimate fair adjustment of their case.
Calmly folding the letter, the General bowed to them
in formal fashion and withdrew with his aides. Gates as-
sumed the chair and the discussionbegan. It proceeded,
says one of the officerspresent, "with order, moderation,
and decency." Dispelled by the magic of their revered
leader's words and mien, the spirit of recalcitrance was
gone. Mutineers no longer, they were eager to reassert
their patriotism. Men who came to the meeting ready to
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abandon the chief they Iud followed from Cambridge to
Yorktown were now back in the ranks.

Five resolutions were drafted and put to the meeting.
Five times the vote was unanimous for action followin~
\Vashington's recommendations. Armstrong himself. wid~
the rest of Gates' coterie, voted aye when the chairman
put the most terrific of the resolutions:

That the officers of the American Armv view with abhorrence
and reject with disdain the infamous pr~positions contained in
a late anonvmous address to the officers of the Armv. and resent
with indig~ation the secret attempts of some unk~own person<
to collect the officers together in a manner totall.\' subversive of
all discipline and military order.

It was, perhaps, the greatest triumph of \ Vashingroll' s
fabulous career. Had he failed to swav the decision of
those embittered soldiers; had they allowed themselves
to be carried away b}, their resentments, and "with swords
in their hands," asserted the physical power of the mili-
tary over the civil government, the whole history of the
early Republic might have been altered and the solid
foundations of democracv, so soon to be constructed. de-
layed indefinitely or c~mented in accordance with a
formula totally at variance with that employed b:, the
Founders. "He spoke--evec;' doubt was dispelled. and
the tide of patriotism rolled again in its wonted course.
Illustrious man!"

General Gates, perhaps with some understandable em-
barrassment, reported the action of the meeting to His
Excellency the next day. Washington at once transmitted
all the papers to Congress, informing them that the result
of the proceedings could be "considered as the last glori-
ous proof of patriotism which could have b:':en given b,.
men who aspired to the distinction of a patriot armv." It

would not onk "confirm their claim to the justice, but
increase their ~itle to the gratitude of the country."

Congress saw the light: the subject of compensation for
the troops was taken up again and soon the necessary nine
States concurred in a resolution commuting the half-pay
promised. into a sum equal to five :'ears full pa:'. The
grant was discharged b:' the issuance of certificates bear-
ing interest at six per cem. ~ fone:' borrowed by Morris
in Holland made good the certificates, Only New Hamp-
shire :ll1d New Jerse:' voted in the negative.

\\'ho actually wrote the Newburgh Addresses was for
half a centuc;' a matter of doubt and speculation. Cobb.
\Vashington's aide. was certain that at the time, no
suspicion at headquarters had fallen on Armstrong. His
chief. he says, thought that Gouverneur ~rorris was re-
sponsible. But in 1825' in an :micle published in the
United States Gazette. Armstrong himself declared that
they had come from his pen. :lSSerted that his motives
were patriotic, and displayed a letter from Washington in
which the Commander-in-Chief assured him that he had,
since the event "sufficient reason for believin?; that the
object of the author was just. honorable and friendly to
the country, though the means suggested by him were
certainl:' liable to much misunderstanding and abuse."

In the whole history of the United States Armv, the
meeting :It Newburgl~ on March 15, 178} suppli'es the
sole instance of a suggested attempt by the men "with
swords in their h:lnds" to dictate to the constitutional
powers of the state. It was a suggestion born of intolerable
injustice. but it was rendered ineffective and abortive by
the genius and compelling patriotism of George Washing-
ton :llone.



.{JntltZl'Cc'CtZut P'C~ptZ'C~dn~~~
By Captain John R. Lovell, Coast Artillery Corps

The seaward defense of the United States consists of a
powerful navy backed b:' a well organized system of forti-
hc.1tions which protect the important harbors and est:1b-
lishments :1long our shores, The N:1v:', popubrl:' called
the hrst line of defense, relies on the CO:1stArtillery which
nuns the co:1stal forts for the second line of defe;1se,

The condition of the Navv :1nd of our Se:1CO:lstdefenses
has Huctu:1ted during our history :1nd h:1sdepended brgely
on our rebtions with other powers :1nd on internation:11
rel.1tions in gener:11. Our isobtion :1nd friendly rebtions
with our neighbors heretofore have m:1de it possible for the
LT nited States to deb:' brge-scale prep:1ration for defcnse
until an emergcncy actuall:, :1rosc. But the invention of
the airpbne :1nd the adv:1nces made in othcr forms of
transportation h:1ve changed the picturc. The United
States does not now enjoy the isolation upon which it
once depcndcd, Our defensc must change with the
[)[lleS,

After thc \Var of 1812 and the burning of \Vashington,
the United States built the strongest fortihcnions in the
world on its east coast. These have been rcpeatcdl.v mod-
crnizcd and in some instances :1restill a part of the c1osc-in
defcnscs of some of our important harbors, It is signihCant
that this cxccllcnt svstcm of defenscs was constructcd
during thc administr~tion of Thomas Jcffcrson, an ardent
p,lCihst,

Thc Endicott BO:1rdof 1885 gave us the hrst principlcs
which were to govern thc dcsign, construction, and main-
tcnancc of our modern h:1rbor defense system. The pro-
\"isionsof this board werc btcr modihed in minor tcchnical
dctails by the Taft Board of 1906. As a result, our system
of fortihcations was the most cfficient in the world at the
timc wc entercd thc World \V:1r.

Sincc 1920 the armament of our harbor defenses h:1s
been augmented by fixed long-range b:1tteries and thc
addition of tractor-drawn :1nd railw:1V units. A few hxcd
antiaircraft gun b:1tteries have :1lso been inst:1l1cd. Com-
nllllJic:1tions have been improved and :1ction has becn
takcn to improve the hre control s)'stem so :1Sto facilitate
hre a~ainst modern hi~h-speed nav:11 t:1rgets. During the
past few )'ears mone:' has been appropriated by thc Con-
gress to start rehabil itation of the seaCO:lstdefenses aftcr a
lon~ pcriod of ncglect.

Such in brief, is the situation of our scacoast defenses.
Thc great wcakness in the United States defcnsc svstcm

i, dut an entirely new frontier of :1tt:1ck h:1s bcen o'pened
for which we h:1vConh- limited defense. The :1dv:1nceof

;l\.iation has been so r:1pid in the bst decade th:1t nun)' of
our people do not yet :1ppreci:1te its full signihc:1nce.

A proper defense for this country consists of a first class
N :1vy, second to none in the \ \' estern Hemisphere; :1
system of se:1ward defense so strong th:1t no enem~' naval
force would dare to att:1ck it; an Air Corps c:1pable of
destroying :1ny adv:1nced b:1ses est:1blished by :1 hostile
power within striking distance of the Americ:1n continent;
:1nd hnall.,', an anti:1ircr:1ft :1rtiller:, force cap:1ble of pro-
viding an :1dequate defense against enemy :1erial attacks.
The Navv is still the hrst line of defensc-the seacoast
;miller:', the Air Corps, :1nd the anti:1ircr:1ft artiller:' arc
the stout bulw:1rks of the second line.

This paper will discllss the antiaircraft artillerv situ:1tion
in detail. :1nd will submit proposals designed 'to provide
:1n adequate defcnse for the continental United States
against all forms of aerial attack.

l\IISSI01"

As is commonly known, the antiaircr:1fr artillcry's mis-
sion is to give day :1nd night protection to ground forces.
aircraft at rest, and important establishments. The object
of antiaircraft weapons is to :1ttack :111enemy airplanes
within rangc, to destroy them, to causc them to abandon
their missions, or to decreasc thc effectiveness of their
operations. Thc particubr mission of the heavier caliber
antiaircraft gullS is to hght bombardment aviation, espe-
cially that flying :1thigh altitudes. The particular mission
of intermcdiate c:1liber cannon (37-mm.) is to hght ob-
servation craft oper:1ting ovcr forw:1rd :1re:1S,:1nd :111avia-
tion :1t :1lritudes from 6,000 to 10,000 feet. The p:1rticular
mission of light c:11iberC:1nnon (20-mm.) is to hght tow-
flying planes-the hedgehopper.

The n:1ture of the :1nti:1ircr:1ft :1rtillery mission is pri-
marily defensive.

Thc function of the anti:1ircr:1ft artillery nuy be better
illustr:1ted by a comparison with the se:1coast artillery.
Elements of the btter :1re emplaced at strategic locations
along the coasts to protect import:1nt areas which contain
vit:tl establishments. The seacoast artillery insures frec-
dom of movement in the h:1rbors it defend~; it protects
harbor facilities, installations, and friendly ships from
enel11:' naval gun and torpcdo hre; it dcnies entrance to
thcsc harbors; it furnishes :1rtillery support to the ground
forces :1g:1inst land :1tt:1cks. This mission m:1kes possible
the concentr:1tion of the n:1v:1lforces for offensive. :1ction.
Thc se:1CO:1st:1rtillcry relieves thc n:1VVof defcnsive as-
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signmems and gi\'es it freedom of action and maneuver.
The amiaircraft artiller~' should perform the same func-

tion for the Air Corps. It should release our aviation
from defensive missions and enable it ro concemr3te for
offensive action.

ORGANIZA nON

The basic org:lI1ization in the amiaircrafr ~If[iller~' is the
regimem, a unit which was originally imended to operate
with a corps and was primarily designed for the purpose
of accomplishing forward area missions.

\Vith the increasing importance of militar~' aviation
and the realization in recent years of its much wider scope
of operations, the present organization of the antiaircraft
artille~' regiment has become quite obsolescent. From
time to time studies of proposed changes in organiz:Hion
have been made bur due to the uncertain rrend in develop-
ment, and the lack of adequate antiaircrafr weapons,
positive action has been delayed.

The reorganization of the antiaircr3ft regiment is at
present one of our most pressing needs. The new regiment
should be designed to fulfill rear area assignments; for the
bulk of the antiaircrafr ;If[iller~' will be assigned that im-
portant dut~, in future wars. Antiaircraft forces in the
forward areas should be kept to the minimum; and the
personnel of the arms oCCllp~'ing the forward areas should
utilize small arms fire and be held responsible for their
own prorectlon.

The increasing effectiveness of attack aviation :lgainst

personnel. lines of communications. and supply establish-
ments makes it advisable to include an amiaircraft bat-
talion as 3n organic part of the division. Ami3ircr3fr pro-
tection for troops. their equipntent. tr3nsporration, and
supplies is needed at all times-in the from line, in move-
memo or in bivouac. The addition of an AA battalion
will give the division commander an officer for his special
staff who is trained to combine all the antiaircraft defense
of the division into a coordinated whole.

The mission of this proposed divisional antiaircraft bat-
talion will be to combat all enem~' aircraft within range
in the forward areas. especiall:' observation avi3tion. \Vhen
enough medium caliber automatic cannon (37-mm.) to
prevent enem~' observ3tion aviation from operating and
when enough light caliber automatic cannon to deal with
low-Hying aircraft :1fe available in the forward area. the
antiaircraft regiment, an organic part of the Corps, may
be released from forward area assignment. It can then be
used to provide adequate defense for important rear area
establishments.

Last spring the membcrs of thc :ldvanccd tcchnical class
:H the Coast Artillery School madc a thorough study of
the reorganiz~ltion of the antiaircrafr rcgimcnt. It was the
consensus that the proposed regiment. designed primarily
for rear area defense, should be a unit equipped with all
types of antiaircraft weapons. ;\t[oreover, it was contended
that this regiment should be capable of providing an
:ldequate and effective defense of a circular area a mile in
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diameter against all t:'pes of militar:' aviation. This area
was chosen because manv of the objectives which would
normally be protected b:' an antiaircraft regiment are
approximately of this size or smaller.

The accompanying schematic diagrams show the pro-
posed antiaircraft regiment and battalion based on the
considerations and assumptions alread.v mentioned.

TRAINING

The need for well trained personnel is mandatory. Be-
cause of the great amount of complex technical equip-
ment, the involved s:'stem of maintenance, and the high
degree of coordination required for the efficient function-
ing of the antiaircraft team, a long period of time and
excellent supervision are required to train the personnel.

One of the principal shortcomings of antiaircraft artil-
ler:- in Spain and China was lack of suitable training. The
Germans released one batten' of modern antiaircraft ma-
teriel to Spanish troops but ~he:' lacked training and ex-
perience and so misused and abused the equipment that
the Germans reclaimed the weapons.

Our system of antiaircraft training is basic:lllv sound.
The state of training of the regular units is satisfactory
in spite of the shortage of modern aircraft and latest type
antiaircraft equipment for training purposes. Nfany of the
seacoast artillerv batteries, most of which have alternate
antiaircraft trai;,ing assignments in addition to their pri-
mary heavy artillery missions, have obtained verv satisfac-
tory results when firing antiaircraft batteries and their tar-
get practice records speak for themselves. Training of sea-
coast artillerv personnel in the handling of antiaircraft
equipment has created a large reserve of trained anti-

aircraft personnel which should be invaluable in war.
\Vhen the National Guard harbor defense organizations
take over the seacoast armament to which the:' are assign-
ed in event of war, Regular Arm:' personnel will be
released to form the nucleus for expansion.

Much of the tactical training of an:' antiaircraft com-
mand will have to be accomplished bv prior indoctrina-
tion. In the few seconds of time available after an aircraft
warning is received, it is impossible to employ an:' s:'stem
of fire commands such as is used in seacoast artillerv.

The theory governing the operation of the oftice~s' troop
schools is excellent but in practice the system has not pro-
duced the results it should. Because of the pressure of
other duties, the instruction is sometimes perfunctory
and the repetition of the same illStruction year in and year
out natudly results in lack of interest. The applicatory
method should be the basis of all instruction. More ad-
vanced work, especiall:' in tactics should be provided for
the senior officers. Extension course work supplemented
by lectures, conferences, and practical exercises conducted
under the supervision of the plans and training officer is
a suggested solution. For the junior officers, a course of
instruction similar to that prescribed for the officers serv-
ing one :'ear of active duty under the Thomason Act
would result in a higher standard of technical education
which would make possible more adnnced instruction
in the regular class at the Coast Artillery School.

As to the training of the enlisted specialists, two gen-
eral methods are recommended. The first is to send se-
lected students to the Coast Artillerv School for a course
of instruction. The merits of that ~nethod are too well
known to warrant discussion. The second method is to
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send selected students to factories where equipment is
manufactured for a course of instmction under the joint
supervision of plant technical personnel and permanent
military personnel detailed for that purpose. The Navy
uses this method and finds it satisfacton". In war, both
methods should be used. In any event: there is a real
necessity for a much broader svst~m of technical education
for the ~nlisted men of the an~iaircraft artillery.

A field officers' course, lasting from four to six weeks,
should be held at the Coast Artillery School during the
spnng or summer season.

The purpose of this course should be to acquaint the
senior officers of the various arms and services with the
mission and the proper employment of AA artillery,
especially when it operates as a part of a field force in
conjunction with the other arms. This course could also
be used economically, as a refresher course for the officers
of the Coast Artillery. The curriculum should include in-
stmction in aviation and antiaircraft tactics, supplemented
by practical demonstrations and exercises to acquaint the
student with the functions and limitations of the materiel.

The establishment of a Coast Artillerv Information
Center at Fort Monroe would facilitate th~ dissemination
of technical information to those who can best use it.
Many of the fine texts, pamphlets, and other instmctional
material never reach the service except as a part of the per-
sonal papers of a recent graduate. The eventual economy
of this bureau would make itself evident in better mainte-
nance of materiel and a higher standard of technical
efficiency.

MATERIEL

Many of the modern soldier's tools are of diversified
types and are complicated in design. Their characteristics
have a marked influence on the organization, mobility,
tactical doctrines, and the technique of training of an
armv.

L~rgely in the interest of economy, the materiel policy
in the United States Army has been one of continuous
experiment and development of a series of pilot models of
various weapons and pieces of equipment. The keynote
of our program has stressed quality rather than quantity.

During a war the rate of development of weapons is
much faster than at any other time .. The Italo-Ethiopian
and Spanish wars have resulted in a tremendous accele-
ration in the development of antiaircraft equipment. For
the first time since the World War we have a definite
indication of trends and it is now possible to determine an
armament policy which will provide the antiaircraft artil-
lery with weapons that will enable it to accomplish its
mission for a number of years to come.

The present standard antiaircraft materiel consists of
the 3-inch gun, the 6o-inch searchlight with the sound
locator, the 37-mm. gun and the caliber ,50 machine gun.
Some of this materiel is rapidly approaching obsolescence
and will have to be replaced by more modern materiel
within the next few years.

It has long been ~ecognized that the searchlight and

sound locator unit is the weakest link in our combination
of antiaircraft materiel.

The 3-inch gun is a splendid weapon. It is the best
antiaircraft equipment that is standardized at the present
time. Rugged and mobile, it can deliver a rapid rate of
fire and is easy to maintain in the field. The 3-inch gun
can be rapidly manufactured in large quantities, and is
not too expensive. There is no question but that it will
be a valuable weapon for five more years. It can fire at
targets at altitudes in excess of 20,000 feet and it has a rate
of fire of twenty-five aimed shots per minute.

During several of its staff studies last year the ad-
vanced technical class found that along our seashores
there is developing a serious weakness in antiaircraft de-
fense against high-flying aviation-particularly bombard-
ment. As the speed of the plane and the altitude of ef-
fective bombing increases, the bomb release line recedes
farther and farther from the objective. Obviously, the
only way to meet this threat is to use guns with longer ef-
fective ranges. The situation is so acute in some instances
that our present equipment can fire on enemy aircraft for
only a few seconds before the planes release their bombs.
It is probable that within a few years enemy planes will
reach the bomb release line without coming within the
effective range of our present 3-inch gun.

The Germans have adopted an 88-mm. AA gun as
standard. Reports from Spain indicate this to be a very
effective weapon, probably the best in the world. That
the United States Army needs a weapon of this type be-
comes more evident daily. Such a weapon can have a
gross road weight up to fifteen tons and still be mobile. It
must be of such a caliber that it can be operated by hand
with fixed loading ammunition and still maintain a high
rate of aimed fire. A gun with a caliber of about 3,7 or 3.8
inches should satisfy the need for a larger piece.

The increase in the effective bursting radius of shell
of the larger gun over the 3-inch weapon is negligible.
One method of analyzing the burst of a high-explosive
projectile assumes that the fragments are projected uni-
formly from the point of burst through a space the shape
of a hemisphere. A cylinder, whose axis coincides with
the axis of the shell, projects from the center of the hemis-
phere. The accompanying diagram illustrates this theory.
Assuming that one shell fragment per square yard will
disable a plane, the effective bursting radius of the hemis-
phere for the yinch gun is roughly only 12.5 yards. The
length of the projecting cylinder is about seventy yards
with a diameter of about eight yards. A larger gun in-
creases the effective bursting radius of the hemisphere to
about fifteen yards. This increase depends solely on the
enlargement in the side wall area of the shell case. Al-
though a controversial point, the effect of concussion has
been discounted because of the mgged metal construction
of the modern plane. The major and vital advantage of a
larger caliber gun is obviously the increase in its effective
range.

Since an increase in the effective range is so important it
is believed that an appreciable increase could be made in
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the muzzle velocity without materiall:' affecting the life
of the tube. An increase from 2,800 to 3,500 or 4,000 feet
per second would produce the needed increase in range,
decrease the prediction interval and probably result in
more accurate fire.

Since antiaircraft artillery guns must rel.v to a large ex-
tent on mobility for protection, the present policy of dis-
continuing the manufacture of fixed weapons is sound.
The only wayan antiaircraft defense may be altered to
meet a change in the tactics of enemy aviation is to change
the location of the mobile antiaircraft materiel.

Aviation pilots freguently report th3t gun R3shes dis-
close b3ttery positions by day as well as by night. A Rash-
le~s powder should be developed to cope with this situ-
3t10n.

The NI-4 director is the latest fire control computer to
be st3nd3rdized by our service. A very fine instrument, it
represents a great advance over previous models. Its most
noteworthy improvement is the ability to predict in three
dimensions. Operated entirel:, b:' electricity, it can be
handled in action by as few 3S six men. It has been noted
that a much higher degree of training is reguired to oper3te
this instrument than the other types which h3ve been
used. This compact mechanism gives a theoretically accu-
rate solution of the antiaircraft problem. and it has been
found generally satisfactory.

The greatest disadvantage of the NI-4 is its extreme
sensitivity. Unsteadiness in tracking or operating the fire
control computing handwheels causes a marked Ructuation
of the electrical pointers on the data dials at the guns.

CROSS-SECTION OF

Unless the range section is exceedingl:' well-trained and
stead:' in its operation the pointers on the dials ma:' oscil-
late through arcs as great as sixt:. degrees. The pointer
matchers at the guns report that they are able to keep the
pointers matched onl:' with great difficulc:'. It has been
observed that as newer directors are developed the:' be-
come more sensitive and complicated.

A manuall:' operated director is feasible and would be
a great advance in director design. One of the foremost
AA fire control engineers in the countrv 3cknowledo-es

~ . 0

that the idea has merit and he has gone so Ear as to com-
plete a tentative schematic diagram of such an instrument.
.fhis tvpe of director would cause a smoother How of firino-. 0
data to the guns; it would result in more accurate and
uniform fire; it would facilitate the application of accurate
corrections; it would not reguire such a high standard
of training and operation; it would be more rugged and
easier to maintain; and it would not depend on an outside
power source for operation. There are many in our service
who believe that the MIAI (Vickers) director, which is
manually operated, is the most efficient and reliable com-
puter in use. The results obtained by the firing sections
composed of members of last year's officers' classes at the
Coast Artillery School verif:' this opinion.

The value of the offset feature of our fire control di-
rectors must not be underestimated. This arrangement
permits the fire control instruments to be offset a consid-
erable distance from the guns so that they may take ad-
vantage of more commanding terrain. This results in bet-
ter observation, the guns get on the target sooner and have
firing data when the target comes in range. The directors
are out of the attack zone if the gun battery is assaulted,
and can still furnish firing data to the guns should the
enem:' blanket the firing battery with smoke. Several
firings utilizing the offset feature were conducted at the
Coast Artillery School during NIay, 1938, and the results
were guite satisfactory.

Until recently, it was felt that the data computer,
'N1-1917' might serve as a wartime emergency fire control
instrument. This has definitely been disproved and these
instruments are acknowledged to be obsolete. The prin-
cipal reason these instruments have been discarded is be-
cause the assumed errors in the computing cycle greatl:'
exceed any allowable limit. It is possible to redesign the
instrument to give a more accurate solution, but the fin-
ished product would not satisfy a sufficient number of the
necessary specifications for a standard fire control director
and the excessive cost of the modernization would not be
justified. 'Nlodern directors can be produced as fast as
guns are manufactured so there is no real need to retain
these obsolete computers.

During the fall of 1937, a series of tests were con-
ducted with several emergency fire control s:'stems that
would be suitable for use with antiaircraft guns. The
svstems were built around two instruments, a lead com-
puter and a tracker. The altitude was furnished by a height
finder. In the future the altitude may be supplied bv a
logarithmic device. Two c:'pes of computers were tested-
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a telescopic computer and a simplified computer-and
the former was recommended for standardization after
further deyelopment. The results of the tests were gen-
erall~' satisfactory, the firing data obtained having an
accuracy of about one-sixth that of the standard fire con-
trol dir~tors. It was believed that after the system is per-
fected that an accuracy of about one-third that of the
standard director may be obtained. The outstanding
feature of the proposed emergency fire control system is
that it is simple, inexpensive, and easy to manufacture.

Better optical instruments are needed so our observers
can spot airplanes more easily, especially at the higher
altitudes and under unfavorable weather conditions. Each
director should be equipped with several external trackers
stationed at different points to watch for the approach of
hostile targets. This arrangement would allow the director
to be kept under cover and would increase the chances of
detecting and tracking enemy planes.

The rate of production of stereoscopic height finders
will cause some difficulty in wartime. These instruments
require a large amount ~f hand work in manufacture and
at best the rate of production is slow. They are expensive
and the training of the stereoscopic observers to man them
requires expert supervision which will be very scarce in a
great antiaircraft expansion.

The use of a circular logarithmic computer, similar to a
circular slide rule and operated on the same principle, has
been suggested in order to find a simpler means of de-
termining the altitude or the slant range to the target. This
idea has considerable merit and gives promise of either dis-
placing the height finder entirely, or serving in an
emergency capacity. The experimental logarithmic com-
puter consists of a round metallic base about two feet in
diameter with a number of concentric circular scales on
its face. Two movable arms, a long one and a short one,
are set by data obtained by two instruments at the extrem-
ities of a short baseline of known length. A series of tri-
angles are simply and accurately solved and the altitude
or slant range, whichever is desired, may be obtained in
about five seconds. Since the error of the computer is less
than one-tenth of one per cent, the accuracy of the results
are dependent mainly on the amount of the observers' er-
rors at the two base end instruments.

There has been no system of fire control devised for
antiaircraft machine guns which meets the specifications
for speed, accuracy, simplicity, and economy. Some of
our most able technicians have done some fine work, but
the problem is still unsolved.

Assuming that an efficient s;'stem of fire control was
perfected, the machine gun's suitability as an antiaircraft
weapon is still seriously questioned. During the Ethiopian
War, only one in every thirty-three planes struck by small
arms fire was brought down. In Spain, planes have been
frequently hit and on several occasionshave been struck as
many as several hundred times and have stilI manaQ"edto
return to their airdromes. It is clear that a weapon ~ith a
more effective bullet must be used.

It has been repeatedl;" pointed out by military observers

in Spain that the outstanding materiel development of
the Civil War has been the medium-caliber rapid-firing
automatic AA cannon. Everyone has been impressed by
the efficiency of this type of weapon, especially the Ger-
man 2o-mm. and 38-mm. cannon.

It seems inevitable that the rapid-firing automatic AA
cannon with a supersensitively fused self-destroying high
explosive projectile will replace the AA machine gun. It
is also apparent that two calibers will be required-a
medium caliber (37-mm.) designed for use against ob-
servation aviation in forward areas, and a light caliber
(2o-mm.) designed to fight off low-Hying planes. The
medium caliber gun, with an effective vertical range up to
10,000 feet, is needed to keep observation aviation above
the maximum observing altitude of about 8,000 feet. The
light caliber gun, with an effective vertical range up to
6,000 feet, is needed so that more guns will be available
to provide more uniform coverage over a defended area
thus giving a faster rate of fire and increasing the proba-
bility of hits.

An exhaustive analysis indicates that the best combi-
nation of weapons to provide the most adequate defense
with the greatest economy in materiel, personnel, and
money, is a heavy caliber of about 3.7 or 3.8 inches, a
medium caliber of about 37-mm. and a light caliber of
approximately 2o-mm. The standardization of these
weapons will justify a more elaborate system of fire con-
trol than is now practicable for the antiaircraft machine
gun. The effective ranges of the proposed materiel would
overlap to such an extent that accurate fire could be di-
rected at aircraft operating at all altitudes below 30,000
feet.

Specially designed vehicles are needed to transport and
to provide stable mounts for the light-caliber rapid-firing
automatic cannon. The special vehicles are needed to ac-
company convoys so that the weapons can go in action in
a minimum time. This will permit rapid changes in the
antiaircraft dispositions so that the same materiel can be
used to protect different establishments at critical times.
These vehicles should be designed as mobile fortresses
with great fire power.

All antiaircraft materiel must be designed solely for
employment against aircraft targets. There should be no
dual-purpose design for this is bound to diminish the ef-
fectiveness of the weapons against their primary targets.
This statement is made with particular reference to the
proposed use of antiaircraft weapons for protection against
the attacks of mechanized forces. If antiaircraft weapons
are to be used against mechanized vehicles, this fact is
certain to affect not only the design of the weapon but
also its tactical employment. The efficiencyof the weapon
will decrease.

In concluding the section on materiel the following
recommendations for the establishment of a stable antiair-
craft armament policy are submitted:

(I) Develop and standardize a detection system not
dependent on vision.

(2) Discard the searchlight and sound locator unit.
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(3) Develop a heavier antiaircraft gun with a caliber
of about 3,7 or }8 inches using the present stan-
dard 3-inch gun to reinforce the fires of the larger
weapons.

(4) Develop a mechanically-operated fire control di-
rector.

(5) Discard the machine gun as primar:' armament
for antiaircraft artillery troops.

(6) Develop a light-caliber cannon (20-mm.) to re-
place the machine gun for antiaircraft artillery
troops.

(7) Develop special vehicles (mobile fortresses) to
transport the lighter caliber cannon for convoy and
special objective protection.

(8) Permit no dual purpose design.
(9) Place the development of a fire control system for

the automatic cannon in the highest priority.

NfAINTEl':Al':CE

It is essential that antiaircraft artillery alwa\'s be ready
for action on a few seconds notice. This me~ns that its
materiel must be in first-class condition. The introduction
of new and modern eguipment has brought new and diffi-

cult maintenance problems that reguire highly efficient
facilities for supply. repair. and replacement.

The detail of a maintenance officer on an AA :millery
regimental staff with functions comparable to those of d;e
artillery-engineer in the harbor defense command ap-
pears advisable. He should advise on all technical matters ;
supervise the test of eguipment; establish a system of
maintenance with special emphasis on preventive mainte-
nance; institute a channel for the transmission of technical
communications for the dissemination of instruction and
maintenance papers to the technical assistants in the com-
mand; and. finally. he should relieve all commanders of
the necessity of dealing with a mass of technical impedi-
menta so the:' could devote more of their time and energy
to tactical needs.

CO~I~IUl':ICATIONS

The present system of communications for the use of
the antiaircraft artillery needs a general overhaul. This is
especially true because virtually an entirel:' new combina-
tion of materiel will eventually be standardized. Consider-
ing the greatly increased speed of aircraft special emphasis
nlllst be placed on the importance of the time element.
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The first reaction in modernizing a communication
system is to use radio wherever possible. This is unsound
because the ether would soon be filled with a confused
mass of noise over a wide band of wave lengths and this
would actually make efficient radio communication prac-
tically impossible. Communication experts doubt that
the number of radio sets already authorized can operate
efficiently. Wire communication should be used where-
ever possible, especially by the more stabilized slower
moving units. Radio should be reserved for the use of
highly mobile elements.

In the new antiaircraft regiment telephone communica-
tions should be used within the regiment; telegraph com-
munications for the antiaircraft artillery information serv-
ice (AAAIS); and telephone, telegraph, and radio for
the aircraft warning service (A WS), depending on the
local situation in each case.

The telegraph is at least twice as efficient as the tele-
phone. By arranging a number of the AAAIS stations in
a loop, much less wire will be required. Training can be
facilitated by the use of a simplified code or, in more
elaborate defenses, by a teletype service.

A combination aural and electrical buzzer or bell alarm
system should be used to alert the numerous automatic
cannon fire units because a telephone service to each p0-
sition would mean a return to the evil of loading down the
defense under a heavy communications burden.

The need for a workable short wave radio set for convoy
control is urgent.

Commercial radio facilities should be utilized wherever
possible. Tests utilizing commercial radio stations have
been very successful and many of the antiaircraft fire units
of the other arms not in the regular communications net
have also received timely warning of the approach of
enemy aircraft.

Special development is very expensive, causes much
delay, and the results are not always satisfactory. Com-
mercial radio sets should be used.

The advance in commercial television should be care-
fully watched and this means of communication should
be developed to a point where it will be of practical mili-
tary use.

TACTICS

The tactics of the antiaircraft artillery are about as well
advanced and as sound as can be expected without actual
war experience. The subject has received a great deal of
consideration by the best minds in the Corps and the
majority of the differences have been reconciled.

In scanning the reports from various war fronts, some
may believe that our conception of antiaircraft tactics is
faulty, but a thorough analysis of the situation does not
support this point of view. More often than not, these im-
pressions have been gained in cases where aviation has
not been properly or most effectively employed.

In the teaching of antiaircraft tactics at the Coast Ar-
tillery School, two cardinal principles have been stressed.
The first is that the tactics of antiaircraft artillery are
based on the tactics of aviation. Second that there ~re no

fixed rules for the tactical employment of antiaircraft ar-
tillery. All AA officers must be prepared to make care-
ful antiaircraft defense studies, evaluate all of the con-
siderations in each particular case, determine a list of
priorities of objectives to be defended, and be able to
recommend to the force commander the best method for
the use of all of the means available in order to provide
the best possible defense of the force or objective as a
whole.

The problem of protecting troops on the march has re-
ceived much consideration especially in view of the Italian
debacle at Guadalajara in March, 1937. Here the full ef-
fectiveness of aviation against ground troops was demon-
strated. Some experts believe that aviation has stopped the
foot movement of troops off the battlefield. Troop move-
ments in the daytime must be made in single trucks or
small groups of trucks where the principal protection will
be the dispersion of the vehicles.

Large bodies of troops must be moved under the cover
of darkness. Where this is impracticable the movement
should be covered by pursuit aviation and antiaircraft
artillery moving along the column by bounds. Special
protection must be provided at defiles and bottlenecks.

Too much stress cannot be placed upon the importance
of the use of concealment, camouflage, and deception as
effective defense means. Recent developments in aerial
photography require great skill in concealing units. Po-
sitions must be changed frequently and dummy instal-
lations should be erected in the vacated positions to draw
enemy fire. The Chinese had considerable success in caus-
ing Japanese airmen to drop bombs in localities where
dummy planes and other targets had been constructed.

A treatise covering the tactical employment of the anti-
aircraft artillery with the other arms has recently been
completed. As new lessons are learned it is necessary to re-
vise the tactical methods for the employment of the ma-
teriel. Already, a closer liaison between the Coast Artil-
lery School and the other schools in the service-particu-
larly the Command and General Staff School-has been
noted.

CHEMICAL AGENTS

There is no practical use for the employment of chemi-
cal agents offensively against enemy aviation. Even the
most powerful incendiary chemicals are comparatively
impotent unless a direct hit is scored.

The antiaircraft artillery is concerned with the defense
against enemy aereo-ch~mical warfare. The extent to
which antiaircraft batteries will be attacked by chemical
agents will depend almost entirely on their effectiveness
against enemy aviation. In Spain, antiaircraft gun bat-
teries were so effective at one time that even bombard-
ment aviation was used against the gun positions. It has
been repeatedly proved over a number of years that per-
sistent vesicants and incendiary casualty agents are more
effective than high explosive in counterbattery. It is quite
probable that in any major war chemical agents will be
used against antiaircraft batteries.

Until recently, it had been thought that chemical agents
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would be released by low-Hying planes, but because of the
vulnerability of this type of aviation to fire of ground
forces, it is expected that chemical agents will be sprayed
from pressure tanks from higher altitudes up to 6,000
feet.

In a future major war where chemical agents are being
used, it will be necessary for a chemical defense squad to

be organized in each antiaircraft unit, especially the larger
caliber gun batteries. Persistent casualty agents, such as
mustard and Lewisite, are potent weapons and especially
trained personnel are required to decontaminate exposed
materiel quickly. A number of chemical solutions have
been produced which can be used to disinfect the exposed
parts in a short time. If an antiaircraft gun has been well
sprayed, it will require a well trained chemical unit of three
men, equipped with the necessary apparatus, at least
twelve minutes to decontaminate the piece.

Since an aero-chemical attack may be launched in con-
junction with other enemy air o'perations, gas masks
especially designed for use with instruments should be
worn when the battery is in action.

The use of collective protective shelter is impracticable
because of the great mobility of antiaircraft artiller:'. Indi-
vidual protective devices will have to be used almost en-
tirely.

The employment of smoke is a debatable subject. Its
effectiveness depends on the wind which is unreliable. It
is probable that smoke will not be used in attempts to
blanket the fire of antiaircraft batteries. There will be few
opportunities for screening the gun positions for defense

because of the lack of time necessary to establish a smoke
cloud.

Protection against enemy aero-chemical attack is im-
portant and training in this phase of military activity must
be part of the basic training of every soldier. The Chemical
Warfare Service has done fine work in developing chemi-
cal protective devices. The present standard gas mask is a
good one and provides adequate protection against all
agents likel:' to be met on the battlefield.

CIVILIAN PnEPARED:-:ESS

The protection of the citizen population against aerial
attack causes the nations of the world grave concern,
especially in Europe where the Hying distances are rela-
tively small. Some knowledge has been gained from the
attacks on the cities of Madrid, Barcelona, Shanghai, and
Canton but because the more effective chemical agents
were not emplo:'ed we may look for worse conditions in
the future. The subject of civilian preparedness is men-
tioned brieHy in order to outline its relation to antiaircraft
artillery in general.

The protection of the civilian population in any com-
munity must be a function of the local civil government.
The protection against enemy aircraft can be handled
b:, special agencies similar to the police force and the fire
department. It would obviously be impossible for the
armed forces to protect all of the population centers of the
nation. There would be no arm" left to conduct an active
defense ..

It is believed that the mayors of all large communities
should take the necessar:' action. in time of peace. to form-
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ulate plans for the coordination of all the civil agencies
and for the designation and training of all of the volunteer
officials and reorganizations needed to organize a defense
against air attack.

The help of veterans organizations, such as the Ameri-
can Legion, will be invaluable. Corps area commanders
should loan the services of staff officers to assist the mayors:
committees. These officer groups should include r~pre-
sentatives from the Coast Artillery Corps, the Air Corps,
the Chemical Warfare Service, and the Medical Depart-
ment.

The most practicable defense for a civil community is
to utilize all means of passive defense possible. 1\1any
aerial attacks will probably come at night and here the
blackout is the best possible answer.

CO:-:CLUSIO;-';

In time of war the antiaircraft artiller.v must be ready
to protect at once vital industrial and transportation
centers. Nforeover, it must be prepared to handle mobili-
zation tasks to enable it to expand quickly to full war
strength.

The Regular Arm:' has six antiaircraft regiments of
various assorted sizes, five of which are skeletonized and
under strength. These units are equipped with materiel
left over from a long series of experimentation and test.
The Regular antiaircraft artillery units stationed east of
the )'fississippi are not enough to protect a circular area

a mile in diameter, and the same holds true in the other
half of the United States.

National Guard conditions are but little better, for there
are only ten regiments in that component. The equip-
ment in these organizations is in most instances not of late
types and its battle efficiency is doubtful.

To protect the United States against sudden air at-
tack, the Regular antiaircraft artillery force should be so
well trained that it can move at once to protect the ob-
jectives most liable to attack. The National Guard anti-
aircraft artillery must be expanded in a short time to

complete the defensive force behind which the citizen
army can be mobilized. It remains for trained professional
personnel manning the harbor defenses and the members
of the antiaircraft section of the Reserve Corps to form the
nucleus for a great antiaircraft expansion. The National
Guard harbor defense units will play an important part in
this expansion by replacing such Regular Army seacoast
artillerv units which are trained for service with antiair-
craft a~tillery materiel.

The need for a coordinated antiaircraft defense program
is so urgent that an investigation b:' a special board is
merited. In this way, the local governments can be in-
formed of their new responsibilities in war, and the Con-
gress can enact a law for the progressive expansion of the
antiaircraft artillery, for the development and production
of modern equipment. and for the judicious appropriation
of public funds to provide a reasonable defense against
aerial attack.
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If the antiaircraft arrille~' is to take its rightful place
on an equal basis with the Air Corps and the seacoast ar-
tillery in forming the second line of defense, it must be
kept to the proper operating strength, provided with
modern materiel and equipment, and trained to the peak
of efficiencv so that it ma\' function with full effectiveness, .
on shorr notice.

Here are some recommendations to increase the ef-
ficiency of the antiaircraft arrille~' and bring it up to the
minimum strength consistent with national safety and
economy:

(I) Adopt a definite antiaircraft armament program
and direcr all development effort towards its
realization.

(2) Reorganize the present antiaircraft artiller:' regi-
ment.

(3) Include composite antiaircraft battalions armed
with medium and light caliber automatic cannon
in the organization of the divisions.

(4) Increase the strength of the Regular Arm:' anti-
aircraft artillery to twelve full regiments in the
continental United States, and increase the
strength of the National Guard antiaircraft artil-
lery to twenty-four full regiments so that there
will be available on outbreak of war thirtv-six war
strength regiments of antiaircraft ;mille;:'.

(5) Furnish all antiaircraft units-Regular Army a:ld
National Guard-with modern eguipment.

(6) Insure a supply of modern eguipment for sixt:,-
four additional regiments within ninety da:'s after
~vf-Dav.

(10 )

(12)

Assign the officers of the Coast Artillery Corps
Reserve to seacoast or antiaircraft artillerv to in-
sure that there are enough officers avaifable for
detail to antiaircraft artillery to man sixt:'-four
regiments.
Revise the system of communications for the anti-
aircraft artiilen'.
Remodel the s~'stem of antiaircraft instruction ro:
a. Permit mo~e centralh- coordinated and more

intensified instruction' in the troop schools.
b. Provide a field officers' course of from four to

six weeks' duration annuallv at the Coast Artil-
lerv School. .

c. Pe~mit more opportllnity for instruction for the
personnel in the antiaircraft section of the Coast
Artille~' Corps Resen'e.

d. Allow the National Guard to take part in the
field tests and exercises.

e. Provide an increase in the number of Reserve
officers who are detailed for one year of active
dutv under the terms of the Thomaso:1 Act.

Establish a Coast Artillerv [nform3tion Service at
Fort ?vromoe.
Conduct field exercises 3nd tests to perfect the
moderniz3tion ch3nges recommended b:' this and
other anti3ircr3ft :millen' studies.
[n m3king the much ne~ded improvements in the
se3coast fortification svstem, install modern fixed
guns in air condition~d turret mounts with com-
plete bomb proof subterranean Facilities so the
harbor defense batteries will be impregnable
against all types of enem:' attack.
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This pair of high-stePPing [talial/
soldiers demonstrates the passo
Roma. aI/ [talial/ renditiol/ of the
German Paradeschrill or goosestep

,t [talial/" lloll/I/teers" pass iI/ revieu' before Fral/-
T co dl/ril/g the recel/t Victory Parade iI/ Madrid
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These are Askaris, Italian co-
lonial troops nath'e to Eritrea

I(
The Italian colonial forces in-
clude a camel corps. The Pic-
ture shou's a mOlmtain bailer)'

on the march in Africa

I(
PaydaJ' gets a smile from thi!>
"Zaptie," a member of the
corps d'elite of the Italian

nat;,'e Libyan forces
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The Italian arm)' utilizes motorcycles for
trans port of radio commJ/1licatiom eqlli pment

King Victor Emmanuel impects a motorcycle .1-
radio /lnit d/lring recent ceremonies in Rome T



IT ALIAI' ARMY 3">3

Gas-masked artillerymen serve a motor-
ized field /liece during recentmanel/llers

.t Tbe ancient Coliseum looks down on massed
T ranks of tanks, bou,itzers, and antiaircraft guns



t Tbis experimellialmililary road. recellily lesled Ilear Rome
is designed 10 permil a lruck 10 lou' a siring of trailers

.I, Tbis squad of Italian infantry is ell-
~ gaged in combat practice high intbe Alps



t II D/lce inspects a motorized unit of dual
pllrpose - antiaircraft-antitank - g/lns

.t II Duce is photographed at
'f the sights of trench morlar



By GENERAL F. CULMANN, French Army

This new 24o-mm. gun with all-around traverse, manu-
factured by the French firm of Schneider et Cie., has
been designed to furnish the power, rate of fire, and service
facilities indispensable to a coast defense gun mounted on
a railway car.

The gun's most important characteristics are as fol-
lows:
Caliber: 24o-mm.
Weight of projectile: 165 kg; weight of bursting charge:

13.3 kg.
Ratio of weight of bursting charge to total weight of

shell: 1/12.
Propelling charge IS divided into two sections, each

weighing 45 kg.
Muzzle velocity: 1,065 meters per second.
Range: 52.6 km.
Ratio of range in km. to caliber in cm: 2.2/I.
Length of tube: 51 times the caliber.

A" 1" {in elevation: from ° to 50 deg.Immg Imlts " 60 dm aZimuth 3 ego
Total weight of gun on two bogies each having 4 axles:

143.5 tons (standard gauge track).

. , rempty: 18,420 kg.

{

Projectile car: 1with 80 projectiles:

W . h f 31,620 kg.elg to: r
. empty: 2}.<){)O kg.

Powder (carttldge) car:~with 160 half-
Lcharges: 30,290 kg.

ORGANIZATION OF THE MATERIEL AND FIRE IN AZIMVTH

The railway mount's advantages are well known. These
are, great strategic mobility, due to the high speed (3o.km
per hour or more): rapid emplacement, favoring the de-
livery of surprise fire; instantaneous preparation for
march order, which makes it possible to rapidly remove
the piece upon completion of a fire mission.

This gun finds useful employment in positions that
are difficult to locate. It can also be used to reinforce fixed

installations that are protected by concrete works and
armor.

The Schneider 24o-mm. gun has a differential recoil
carriage mounted on a rotating chasis whose circular roller
path is supported by a bridgelike platform consisting of
two braced metal girders, both ends of which rest on the
bogies. The bogy wheels are equipped with a compressed-
air brake and a hand brake.

The track used may be of standard gauge, in which
case the bogies have four axles, or it may have a I-meter
gauge, in which case the bogies have five axles.

When in march order, the materiel meets international
overhead and side clearance requirements.

Despite its power, the piece fires at right angles to
the track without damaging it. This is an essential re-
quirement for firing with all around traverse, but which
during the W orId War strictly limited the range and
caliber of "all around traverse" materiel. Then, the 16-
em. gun could fire a 50-kg. shell a distance of only
eighteen km; the I9-cm. gun could fire an 8o-kg. shell
only fifteen km; and the 24-(m. gun was capable of firing
a I6o-kg. shell a distance no greater than sixteen km.

The great process effected in the Schneider 24o-mm.
gun is due to improvements in the elements comprising
the recoil system. SpecificaIl)', the recoil system's weight
was so changed that it became possible to decrease the
length of the gun's recoil by means of a relatively weak
final resistance. The tube, weighing thirty-five tons with
breech mechanism and friction slides, is supported by the
small cradle with brake and recuperator, which itself re-
coils on a top carriage that inclines slightly forward. This
ensemble, which revolves about a vertical axis, turns on
the bridgelike platform.

In order to insure proper stability during transverse
fire, it will suffice, owing to the differential recoil process.
to let down from the girders forming the bridgelike plat-
form four articulated props (two on each side) which can
be adjusted by means of screw jacks and are supported on
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Ho;m 3nchored in the b3lbsr. The wheels of the bogies
.Ire fixed in pbce by wedges.

In the selected b3ner~' empbcements it is 3dv3nt3geous
to install in 3dnnce on e3ch side of the tr3ck m3sses of
concrete in which 3re embedded wooden cross be3tns be3r-
inv the bstenino-s for the props. These fixed inst3lbtiom~ n
LlCilitate speed up the empbcemenr of the guns.

Pointing

Pointino- is achieved e1ectricallv or manuallv.n .,
Pointino- in 3zimuth is effected bv a panoramic sightn .'

with a device which corrects for the inclination of the trun-
nions. The mechanism for b~'ing elevation comprises a
QT;1duated sector with level, fastened to the cr;idle.
:"'The electric current is (Tenerated bv a small locomotiven ,
Clocotractor"), which also can be llSed in moving the
materiel at low speeds.

Loading the gun

Loadino- is effected bv hand. with the barrel in the hori-n ,
zontal position, b~' means of a tray which can be lowered
.\I1d a rammeL

Folding loading tra~'s, ammullltion hoists operated
electricallv or m3nually, and trucks on circular tracks.
make it f~ossible to load for continuous fire.

The Replenishment of .-1m munitIon and .-l m munition
Cars

\\'hen in firing position the materiel comprises ;\ pro-
jectile car and a powder car. which follow the railway
mount. These cars. each of which contains a closed com-
partment with side doors. are alike in type, with bogies
each having two axles.

The body of the projectile car, which holds eighty
shells. is of special steel. Two trolley hoists carr~' the pro-
jectiles to the circular tracks feeding the piece.

The body of the powder car. which holds eight)'
charges, divided into half-charges weighing 45 kg. each.
is also of special steel. The inside of the C3r is lined with
corkboard and oak paneling. The bags of powder are
carried to the circular tracks through the projectile car
on tra~'s provided with rollers.

Employment of the Gun Against Land Objectives.
In coast defense. the gun is employed in firing upon

the enemy's Aeer. It can also be used for counterbattery
against e1i'stant land targets and particularly in interdictio~l
fire against rear area installations such :lS ports, p:lrks .
depots, bnding-fields, general headqu:lrters, reserve assem-
bl~' points and so on. These hostile agencies are sometimes
as much as two or three days' march awa~' from the front-
lines. As these objectives are nonll:llly located in the
most widely scattered directions, the A~xibilitv of fire of
the "all aro~lIld traverse" 24o-mm. gun will be 'particularly
valuable.

But when the guns are to. be employed in this manner.
it would be best to have recourse, at least for medium
ranges. to shells containing a heavier bursting charge 3nd
also to shrapnel provided with mechanical time fuzes.
which are more certain to function dun the powder-train
fuzes. When projectiles of these two kinds 3re used. spe-
cial firing tables should be prep3red in 3dvance.

Tbe lIell' Scblleider 240-111111.Roi/u'o)' GUll.
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Chapter 3: THE ENGINES OF ARCHIMEDES

By W. A. WINDAS

\Vhen the Romans under Marcellus laid siege to Syra-
cuse, Archimedes the defenders' great mathematician
( 287-212 Be), prolonged the siege for three years by his
inventions, but at length the city fell. This historic siege
is of special interest to Coast Artillerymen, for much of
the fighting was amphibious, and many of Archimedes'
machines were designed and employed as "coast guns."

Of all his engines, the "death ray" was perhaps the
simplest. It consisted of a series of small (6 x S-inch)
mirrors, worked into a single large (50-ft. square) mir-
ror. Ancient accounts tell of a Roman fleet set ablaze by
this mirror, which reRected the sun's rays upon the ships.
As modern replicas show, the "ray" could melt lead at
about 150 feet; ignite wood at 200 feet.

To deal with ships if they reached the city wall, Archi-
medes invented a huge caliper-like grappling hook. It
could catch a ship by the bow, lift her as high as possible,
then let go. The ship either swamped or capsized. As
many of the Roman ships displaced upwards of 200 tons,
the feat speaks well for the mechanics of the grapnel.
The ballism: mounted in defense of Syracuse were most-

ly 50-pounders and loa-pounders. Tl1ese were not the
largest known to the times, but seem to be larger than any
that Marcellus had with him. l'vloreover, since Archi-
medes had initiated aiming by triangulation. the effective
range of the ballista was gread~' increased.

As shown in the illustration, traverse was provided by
the turntable mount. Elevation could be secured bv
wedges or blocks. The engine is of the torsion type, 'a

twisted skein at A supplying power. The forked test at
B carries the projectile, which was released as shown in
the inset. The small hook at D is curved just enough ro
hold the rope containing the stone. The hook E is for
"cocking" the machine, accomplished by turning the
levers at F. When the rope was released from the E-hook,
the arm sprang upward like a sling; the rope holding the
stone in place would be Rung off the D-hook by centrif-
ugal force. The discs at C are leaden counter-weights,
intended to assist in breaking inertia when the arm was
loosed.

The Rom::ns attacked with all the skill and determina-
tion for which they were famous, but their fleet was re-
pulsed with heavy loss. The "coast artillerymen" of S)'ta-
cuse scored hits at impossible ranges. About 800 yards
was the maximum range of the machine shown; effective
ranges were, of course, less. As the ships drew closer, the
"death ray" was turned upon them. Some ships drove
through and pulled into the wall, scaling ladders ready-
only to be seized and capsized by the giant grapnel.

But in spite of all setbacks Marcellus refused to slacken
his grip on the city. He blockaded with his Reet, and COll-

fined brge attacks to the land forces. These were sound
tactics then as now; he captured the city from the shore
side.

~1arcellus had gi,'en orders that whatever else happened
Archimedes' life was to be spared, but unfortunately the
great scientist was killed in the confusion when the cit\'
was stormed ..
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A ny individual, whether or not he is a member of the service, is invited to submit constructive sugges-
tions relating to problems under study by the Coast Artillery Board, or to present any new problems that
properly may be considered by the Board. Communications should be addressed to the President,
Coast Artillery Board, Fort i\1onroe, Virginia.

THE COAST ARTILLERY BOARD
COLONEL WILLIAM S. BOWEN, CA.e., President
MAJOR GORDON B. WELCH, Ordnance Dept.
MAJOR FRANKLIN E. EDGECOMB, CA.C
MAJOR HUGH N. HERRICK, CA.C

TEST OF AUTOGIRO (PROJECT 1135). a. Extended ser\"-
ice test of an autogiro. in accordance with the program
published in the September-October. 1938 issue of the
JOI'RNAL,was completed in May. 1939, The test covered
J period of approximately eight months during which the
.1irplane was Hown more than 260 hours. Two Air Corps
.llItogiro pilots were detailed for the test.

b. The greater portion of the missions by the autogiro
were devoted to aerial position finding, as this airplane
was thought to have special adaptability to such use. Tests
included tracking the autogiro with radio direction finders
of a recently developed type. On account of its slow speed
and hovering capabilities, the autogiro was found ad-
vantageous for use with these radio direction finders.
which operate on the "null" principle. Results obtained
with the autogiro in other features of aerial position find-
ing were somewhat comparable to those experienced with
other airplanes. The hovering feature was found of
limited usefulness in aerial position finding because of the
relatively high wind required (30 mph) and the difficulty
of maintaining position with sufficient accuracy. The
autogiro, in common with other airplanes. is not adapted

The autogiro

UPTAIN ROBERT H. KREUTER, e.A.C
UPTAIN CORTLANDT VAN R. SCHUYLER. CA.C
UPTAIN CHARLES E. SHEPHERD, e.A.e.
CAPTAIN EDWIN W. CHAMBERLAIN, CA.e.

to the use of optical observing instruments. including
field glasses of the usual power.

c. Seacoast firings utilized for spotting tests included
one practice in which aerial position finding methods
were employed, and various firings including a battle
practice held in connection with the regular course at the
Coast Artillery School. "Clockface spots," magnitude
spots based on the gun-target line, or sensings of over or
short. were reported at times by the aerial observer. The
autogiro was found convenient for spotting because of the
superior visibility afforded for both pilot and obser\"er.
and the ease with which the airplane can remain in a
favorable position for spotting without excessive ma-
neuver.

d. Interesting possibilities in communication were
brought out during the tests. For example. it was found
practicable to shout short messages from the autogiro to
personnel on the ground when the airplane was proceed-
ing at very slow speed or hovering. Signal lamp com-
munication, ground to plane. was had up to a range of
two miles in daylight, the slow speed feature permitting
continuous accurate pointing of the signal lamp at the
autogiro. The low altitudes to which the autogiro can
descend with safety and its slow minimum speed permit
dropping and picking up messages from more restricted
areas than is possible with the conventional airplane.
The tests indicated the practicability of dropping mes-
sages on vessels. such as those of the inshore patrol. in
emergency. Attempts to establish wire telephone com-
munication between the hovering autogiro and the ground
were not successful.

e. The feature thought of greatest potential value to the
Coast Artillery Corps is the ability of the autogiro to
operate from comparatively small ground areas. Al-
though only one area within the military reservation in
the Harbor Defenses of Chesapeake Bay was considered
practicable in its present state for use as a landing field.
several areas in the near vicinity were found to require
relatively little preparation for utilization by the autogiro.
Such areas are thought to exist in or near most harbor
defenses, and would permit basing the autogiro for opera-
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Flank Spotting Rille Tl

rion in closer proximity to harbor defense command posts
rhan is possible usually with present types of observation
:Jirphnes. Adv:Jntages in having the operating area close
at hand were apparent during the aerial position finding
tests, when the autogiro landed on numerous occasions to
conserve fuel during delays, or for conferences between
air and ground personnel, and thereafter was available
immediatelv when it was desired to resume the tests. The
autogiro d~scends almost vertically and lands with little
or no forward run. Take-off with full load and no wind
reguires a 25o-foot nll1, and a clear space considerably
larger is needed when obstacles are nearby. The manu-
facturers are understood to be experimenting with a
"jump take-off" feature to enable reduction in the space
leguired for take-off.

f. Although considered of limited application to COJ~(
Artillery use, the detailed reconnaissance capabilities of ~
the autogiro were investigated during the tests. On one
occasion the suitability of antiaircraft gun positions tenta-
tively selected from a map was verified by means of a
reconnaissance in the autogiro at slow speed and low altl-
rude. The observer also examined the condition of roads.
and selected routes into positions. On another recon-
naissance, islands off Cape Charles which are accessible
onlv by small boat were examined as to their suitabilil:'
as ~ite~ for seacoast artillerv observation stations. The
slow speed and low A:'ing features of the autogiro were
found to permit rapid reconnaissance, with detail some-
what comparable to that obtainable by terrestrial methods.

g. The autogiro tested is capable of carr:'ing a com-
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parJti\'ely small normal useful load, 655 pounds, and was
found sensitive ro load increases. This characteristic was
most noticeable in connection with endurance, which is
J maximum of two hours :lI1d is considered somewhat
short for reconnaissance, surveillance, or even fire control
use b~' the Coast Artiller~' Corps. The limited load capac-
in' also precludes the installation of desirable accessories,
s;,ch as Rotation equipment as a safet)' feature for Rights
O\'er water, pyrotechnic signalling apparatus, reconnais-
sance Rares, and possibly a defensive machine gun.

h. Routine maintenance requirements for the aurogiro
were found to present no special difficulties except possihl~'
in relTard to the rotor. The three blades must be carefullv~ .
matched in order to eliminate vibration or prevent danger-
OliSstresses in the rotor system. This usually requires re-
placement of all blades in case of damage to one. On ac-
count of the rotor, the autogiro is thought to be somewhat
less mgged than the fixed wing type airplane, and more
Sllsceptible to heavy damage from minor accidents in
servICe.

i. The Coast Artillery Board recommended continua-
tion of development of 'the autogiro, particularly with a
view to increasing its weight carrying capacity. The Board
recommended also that a fixed wing type observation
airplane with slow minimum speed and short landing
and take-off run characteristics be developed, in order to
enable comp:trative test of the two t!'pes.

FLAl"K SPOTTIl"G INSTRU1\IEl"T FOR ANTIAIRCRAFT
GI'l': BATTERIES.A new type of R:lI1kspotting device for
antiaircraft guns was recently tested by the Board (see re-
port on Project 1105, COASTARTILLERYJOURl"AL,January-
Februar!', 1939) and recommended for standardization.
This action received the approval of the Chief of Coast Artil-
ler~, who then requested the Chief of Ordnance to pro-
ceed with manufacture of a pilot model. This pilot model
has now been completed and shipped to Fort Monroe for
hnal inspection and test by the Board. The device includes
the Flank Spotting Instrument T 5 and the Flank Spot-
ting Rule T I. Together the~' provide a means for reading
de\'iations in the slant plane comainil1lT the tawet and~ ~

Flallk Spollillg illstrumellt T5

spotting base line, and for readily converting these deyia-
tions into corrections in terms of yards altitude. Tables of
basic allowances provide for th;ee spotting instruments
and one spotting rule per antiaircraft gun batte~'. It is
expected that the instruments will be tested during the
month of July. An earl," report will be rendered covering
such changes, if an~', as ma~' be found desirable. ?vlanu-
facture of a considerable number of instruments will be
starred as soon as practiclble after receipt of the Board's
report.
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The United States
Coast Artillery

Association

x
T hr purposr of thr Association shall br to promotr

thr rfficiency of thr Coast Artillery Corps by main-
taining its standards and traditions, by disseminating
professional knowledge, by inspiring greater effort to-
wards the improvement of materiel and methods of
training and by fostering mlltualllnderstanding, re-
spect and cooperation among all arms, branches and
components of the Ref!.lIlar Army, National Gllard,
Organized Reserves, and Reserve Officers' Training
Corps.

OFFICERS

;..IA/OR GENERAL A. H. SUNDERLAND
PRESIDEI\T

COLO~EL A VERY J. COOPER
\'ICE-PRESIDEl\:T

~IAJOR AARON BRADSHAW, JR.
SECRETARY-TREASURER
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Cm.o:-;EL H. K. LOUGHRY

COLO!,;EL C. C. DAWES

COLONEL E. C. \VEBSTER

COLONEL E. \V. THD:-ISON
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LIEUTE!,;ANT COLONEL J. P. HOGAr-:
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The Coast Artillery Journal
~IAJOR AARON BRADSHAW, JR., Editor

The JOURNAL prints articles on subjects of
professional and general interest to officers of all
the components of the Coast Artillery Corps in
order to stimulate thought and provoke discussion.
However, opinions expressed and conclusions drawn
in articles are in no sense official. They do not re-
flect the opinions or conclusions of the Chief of
Coast Artiller)' or an)' other official or branch of
the "'ar Department.

The JOURNAL does not carry paid advertising.
The JOURNAL pa)'s for original articles upon
publication. Manuscripts should be addressed to
the Editor. The JOURNAL is not responsible for
manuscripts unaccompanied b.y return postage.
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The Convention
As all Coast Artiller\'men know, the annual National

Convention of the Uni~ed States Coast Artillerv Associa-
tion will be held in New York on Fridav, Satl;rdJ\', Jnd
Sunda~', October 13, 14, and 15, 1939, A more th~n full
schedule of meetings and amusements has been worked
out b~. an industrious committee. This schedule begins
late Frida" afternoon with a raste of New York NationJI
GUJrd h~spitality Jt the historic 9th Coast Defense
Armor\" now the home of the 244th Coast Artillery
(AA): New York National Guard. The festivities end
SundJ~' night with a blackout of the World's Fair, JC-
companied b~' a simulated air attack-and repulse. All
these and other high points have been worked out by J
committee of the New York Chapter of the Association
under the direction of Colonel Charles S. Gleim, new
Chapter President, and Lieuten:mt Colonel Charb I.
Clark, Secretar\'- Treasurer.

Sunday, Oc'tober 15, has been officiJlly designated
"Coast Artillery DJy" at the \\Torld's Fair, with special
events schedllled in honor of the Association.

The full program for the Convention is guaranteed to
make this trip to New York a memorable event for COJst
Artillerymen and their bmilies. Not only are arrange-
ments being made for J record attendance of officers from
New York and vicinit" but Jlso from all over the countr\'.

/ .
No det3il which m3Y 3dd to the comfort and enjoyment
of visitors h3s been overlooked. In selecting the Com'en-
tion d3tes it WJS rightly felt th3t n13n)' members would
3ppreci3te the opportunity to spend more than just a d3\
seeing the sights of the \Vodd of Tomorrow and of New
York. Therefore Convention headquarters will open on
Columbus D3v- Thursd3v, October 12-but no e\,ents
will be scheduled either th~t cbv nor on Frid3v until e\'e-

/ /

llIng.
After the reception and party at 5: 30 P}'I on Friday (the

13th!) the night is left free for informal entertainment of
which 3 substantial quantity will be available. Registra-
tion of visitors starts Frida" afternoon and continues at
Fort Totten on Saturday m~rning.

At a convenient hour on Saturday morning a busine~<
meeting, which will include an interesting program, will
be held at Fort Totten located at Bayside, Long Island.
within the New York City limits. This meeting will
be followed by a reception for General Sunderland.
Chief of Coast Artiller\', and a luncheon served (ex-
pansively but not expen~ively) by the Officers' Club ot
the post under the auspices of the 62d Coast Artillery
(AA). During the afternoon a display of antiaircrafr

I
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materiel will be staged on the poSt parade ground and
there will also be an opportunity for a tour of the grounds
and old fortifications of historic Fort Totten. Then there
will be an interlude to allow enough time for return to
~ew York for the high-spot of the Convention-a formal
dinner-dance at a Park Avenue address. The dinner will
be preceded by a series of rec~ptions, perhap~ served
progressively,by Reserve a~d NatIonal Guard ~mts of ~e
metropolitan area. There IS no doubt that thts functton
will be the largest Coast Artillery social event of many
"ears.
. Sunda,', "Coast Artillery Day," will see the Conven-
tion mo~eto the World's Fair grounds. New Convention
headquarters, placed at our disposal by the Fair manage-
ment, will then open at the World of Tomorrow. New
and complete antiaircraft equipment will be in position
at Camp George Washington, the Fair's army post. The
officersand men of the 212th Coast Artillery (AA), New
York National Guard, through the courtesy and cOOpera-
tion of Colonel Edward E. Gauche, commanding, will
displaythe equipment during the day. An evening patade
of th~ troops of the Army, Navy, and Marine Corps,
stationed at Camp George Washington will be held at
5:00 PM in h~nor of the Association. An impressive roster
of distinguished guests will be present.

After nightfall, a most striking and realistic aerial at-
rackon the Fair can be expected from planes coming from
metropolitan fields. The air-raid alarm will be sounded
and will be followed by a complete short blackout of the
hrilliant Fair Hghtino- system. The blackout will be

t:>. £hrokenby the lights of antiaircra t searchlights going into
action. Then there will be firing by 3-inch guns of latest
type as well as by quick-firers and machine guns und:r
Roodlightsto be dropped by the attacking planes. ThIS
demonstration, the ground events of which will be staged
by the 212th Coast Artillery (AA), New York National
Guard, promises to be quite complete and will have full
cooperationfrom the civilian and military authorities. It
will be broadcast bv radio.

The new Execu;ive Committee of the New York Chap-
ter of the Association, in whose capable hands rest the
plans for the Convention, consists of-

Captain Leo Schisgall, 212th CA (AA), NYNG,
chairman

Captain James J. Griffin, 245th CA (AA), NYNG,
secretan'

Captain Frank Coleman, 245th CA (AA) NYNG
Captain Weber deVore, 502nd CA (AA) ~I
Captain Edward Lauder, 244th CA (AA) N'fNG
Captain John Paulding, 212th CA (AA) NYNG
Ist Lieutenant Truman Forbes, 910th CA (AA) RAI
1St LieutenantE. D. Herr, 244th CA (AA) NYNG
Ist Lieutenant Leonard Allen 530th CA
1StLieutenant M. Geminiani, 244th CA (AA)

NYNG
1st Lieutenant Joseph Tierney, 6O]th CA
1StLieutenant P. V. Doyle. 62d CA (AA) RA
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2d Lieutenant H. J. Willis, 620th CA-Res.
2d Lieutenant Mercandino, 212th CA (AA) NYNG
For complete information on train and hotel accom-

modations, and for answers to questions of all kinds re-
lating to New York, sightseeing, amusements, tr~nspor-
tation, maps, Fair itineraries, oases, and so on to mclude
"baby minding" - address Captain Frank Colema~,
Chairman of the Hospitality Committee. His address IS
7040 Colonial Road, Brooklyn, New York.

Now you know enough of the plans for the convention
to immediately decide to attend. We shall look for you.
But please signify your intentions-if ~nly tentatively-
by filling out and mailing the coupon pnnted on page 381.

Honor Roll
Ist Coast Artillery-Fort Randolph, Panama.
3d Coast Artillery-Fort Rosecrans, CaL
5th Coast Artillery-Fort Hamilton, N. Y.
7th Coast Artillery-Fort Dupont, DeL
8th Coast Artillery-Fort Preble, Me.
9th Coast Artillery-Fort Banks, Mass.

11th Coast Artillery-Fort H. G. Wright, N. Y.
13th Coast Artillery-Key West Barracks, Florida.
59th Coast Artillery-Fort Mills, P. 1.
60th Coast Artillery-Fort Mills, P. 1.
63d Coast Artillery-Fort MacArthur, CaL
64th Coast Artillery-Fort Shafter, T. H.
91st Coast Artillery-Fort Mills, P. I.

202d Coast Artillery-Illinois National Guard.
206th Coast Artillery-Arkansas National Guard.
213th Coast Artillery-Pennsylvania National Guard.
242d Coast Artillery-Connecticut National Guard.
243d Coast Artillery-Rhode Island National Guard.
245th Coast Artillery-New York National Guard.
248th Coast Artillery-Washington National Guard.
249th Coast Artillery-Oregon National Guard.
250th Coast Artillery-California National Guard.
260th Coast Artillery-District of Columbia National

Guard. '
Senior ROTC, University of Los Angeles.
Senior ROTC, University of Delaware.
Senior ROTC, University of Alabama.

The Honor Roll starts the summer season with a gain
of three members-the 249th Coast Artillery (HD) ,
Oregon National Guard; the 59th Coast Artillery (~D),
Fort Mills, Philippine Islands, and the 63d Coast Artdle!)'
(AA), Fort MacArthur, California. Meanwhile our
workers in the field inform us that before fall comes the
Honor Roll will be augmented by many additional names.

The 249th Coast Artillery, commanded by Colonel
Clifton M. Irwin, is hardly unknown to readers of The
JOURNAL. For in our March-April, 1939, number we
announced that this regiment had won the United States
Coast Artillery Association Trophy for 1938, having been
judged the highest unit in general proficiency for the
training year.
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The 249th's record has been little short of remarkable.
In 1932 it took fifth place in the national rankings. Com-
ing to the front in 1933, it won the national award. Sec-
ond place was taken in both 1934 and 1936; third place
in 1937; and fifth in 1935, It can be seen that these gun-
ners are accustomed to placing high in competitions.
Therefore it is a keen source of pleasure to The JOURNAL
staff to announce this new laurel: A place of honor with
the Coast Artilleryman's magazine.

We felicitate Colonel Irwin on the command of a sterl-
ing regiment and congratulate Major Kenneth Rownrree,
unit instructor, on being fortunate in his assignment to a
winning outfit.

The 59th Coast Artillery brings to the Honor Roll a long
and distinguished history that begins with battle honors
won at Gettysburg and culminates with three major
World War engagements: Lorraine, St. Mihiel and
Meuse-Argonne. The regiment's arrival on the Honor
Roll puts us well within reach of our ambition to number
every Coast Artillery officer in the Philippine Islands on
our roster. We extend our thanks to Colonel George
RuhIen, who commands the 59th and wish him and his
regiment a successful training year.

First organized as a battalion in 1921, the 63d Coast
Artillery attained regimental stature in 1924' For many
years there have been few military activities of any con-
sequence on the Pacific coast that did not find the 63d
taking an active part. The JOURNALsalutes not only the
commander of a successful regiment, Colonel E. A.
Stockton, Jr., but also the able assistant, Major Linton
Y. Hartman, who sent us the ever-welcome check.

To digress for the moment from the affairs of the
Honor Roll we want to announce that a Reserve regi-
ment has found that The JOURNALmakes an ideal gift
and is a certain stimulus to greater effort. The 607th
Coast Artillery (m) of New York annually awards a
subscription to The JOURNALto that officer who demon-
strates outstanding qualities of character and military ex-
cellence during the year. If he is already a subscriber-as
any officer in that category naturally would be-his sub-
scription is extended one year. For 1939 the award goes
to Lieutenant Vincent Macdonald. We are glad to wel-
come him to the ever-growing list of JOURNALreaders.

If you have already started to think about your Christ-
mas list, remember that The JOURNALmakes a grand
gift. The recipient has cause to remember you the year
round and you don't have to worry about wrapping and
mailing. Let us hear from you.

.,. .,. .,.

Military~NavalJoint Operations
At the same time that the German Army is rapidly ap-

proaching its pre-\Vorld \Var state-some authorities even
claim that it has surpassed its 1914 figures, at least in
strength-the Reich Navy is also undergoing a renais-
sance. According to present accounts the Reich plans to
have within four years: five capital ships, three pocket
battleships. fourteen cruisers. rwo aircraft carriers, fom'

destroyers and torpedo boats, plus submarines to a number
that no one is sure of definitely.

The foregoing facts give ri~e to interesting speculation
as to whether the new-born German Army and Navy will
be able to achieve the degree of cooperation necessary to
successful joint operations in a future war. This question
is discussed at some length in a stimulating paper by Lieu-
tenant Commander Roland E. Krause, U.S.N., contained
in the current number of our contemporary, The U. S.
lVaval Institute Proceedings.

Commander Krause points out that the military-naval
operations incident to the capture of the Baltic Islands in
1917 were marked by a degree of cooperation that was
outstanding. But, he observes that the "mutual sympa-
th:', intelligent understanding, correct command organi-
zation, division of duties, and zeal" that characterized the
German joint effort did not spring full blown. Rather it
was the result of three years of trial and effort on the part
of the army and navy authorities to find a common meet-
ing ground for the planning of joint operations.

These three years were usually marked by failure to
obtain cooperation between the sister services, due in part
to misunderstanding of each other's role and partly to the
excessive secrec:' regarding plans maintained' by the water
and land High Commands.

For example, Admiral von Tirpitz remarked that the
operation plan of the Navy (which he claims was un-
known even to himself) had not been made in conjunc-
tion with the war plans of the Army. Each service went
off to war with little thought of the other. This naturally
resulted in the fiasco that attended a belated naval effort
to assist in capturing the channel ports during the "race
to the sea" and the earlier efforr-or lack of effort-to in-
terfere with British troop movements to France.

A second failure to bind the sister services in a land-sea
operation occurred during the operations around Memel
in March, 1915. The German land forces were about to
begin operations looking toward the recapture of Memel,
recently taken by the Russians, and it was hoped that an
attack from the sea would materially assist the army.
After a deal of backing and filling on the part of both
land and sea forces the upshot of the matter was that the
naval vessels fired upon their own troops before being
warned off. In the meantime the Russians had evacuated
M emel and little remained to be done from the seaward
side.

As Commander Krause so ably points out, these lessons
were not lost upon the Germans. Their later joint opera-
tions w~re built upon the lessons of past failures" and thus
through the trial of these war years there was developed
that smooth cooperation that featured the capture of the
Baltic Islands."

As to the future relations between the German naval-
militan' leaders, Commander Krause has this to sa\':
'Ther~ is no basis for friction and it is to be expected that
the lessons in cooperation taught them in four hard years
of war have not been lost on them. United in their aims
and united in a common knowledge of cooperation, the
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Army and Navy of Germany are certain to be found
work-inghand in"hand should the need arise."

'f -f -f

AA Defense of Important Areas
The current issue of the British Journal of the Royal

Artillery carries an excellent article dealing with antiair-
craft layouts for the defense of vulnerable areas, by Colo-
nel W. R. Shilstone, M.B.E.

To begin with, Colonel Shilstone takes issue with the

British Manual of Antiaircraft Defense, 1937, which de-
clares that "observation must begin at a range of about
I 1,000 yards." According to Colonel Shilstone, "there is
no justification in assuming that observation can begin" at
this range under service conditions. Therefore, because
lack of timely warning of the approach of aircraft will be
the usual thing, he maintains that there should be a local
warning system for the purpose of giving the gun sections
the necessary information.

The article then discusses various technical aspects of
the problem of antiaircraft layouts, the communications
methods to be used, and an analysis of the time factors in-
volved..

Colonel Shilstone's conclusions should be interesting to
all antiaircraft gunners. Briefly summarized, these con-
clusions are as follows:

( I) When planes travel at 200 mph at altitudes of
15,000 feet in clear weather it will not be usual to spot
the target at ground ranges of over 3,000 yards, if a system
of forward observers is not used.

(2) But, with a trained crew and system of forward
observers, it should be possible to pick up approaching air-
craft by the time it is within about 7,000 yards.

(3) A local warning system should send information
as to location of approaching aircraft (including altitude
and range) to a pre-arranged set-up of gun-sections, ap-
proximately three in number.

(4) In designing antiaircraft defense layouts, Colonel
Shilstone believes that the line of guns sho~ld be placed at
least 4,000 to 5,000 yards in advance of the vulnerable
area. He remarks, parenthetically, that if the line of gun
sites is close to or on the edge of the defended area that
the target cannot be engaged before it reaches the bomb
release line.

(5) There should be a line of forward observation
posts 18,000 yards in advance of the defended area-that
is, 13,000 yards in front of the line of guns.

(6) The outer line of searchlights must be at least
14,000 yards in advance of the defended area.

In closing, Colonel Shilstone says that notwithstanding
future improvement of instruments and methods that
there will be little change in the dist~nce of pickups of ap-
proaching aircraft, and that the pickup distance must gov-
ern the location of the outer line of guns.

-f -f 'f

Antiaircraft Merchant Ships

From foreign press reports it appears that the British
admiralty looks forward to arming and equipping mer-
chant ships with antiaircraft materiel. Lord Stanhope,
First Lord of the Admiraltv, recently stated that the Royal
Dockyards were busy "i'n strengthening the decks' of
ships in the Mercantile Marine so that they could take
anti-submarine, and ultimately antiaircraft, guns."

By the end of the year, it was Lord Stanhope's expecta-
tion, 1,000 merchant ships would have been converted.
The United Services Review sees in these anthircraft armed
merchantmen a new threat to rhe airman bent on the at-

28 pounds
40,000 feet
15 rounds per minute

(maximum)
Automatic
Semi-automatic
Travels on 4 pneumatic tires
Scammel tractor
Up to 30 m.p.h. (on level roads)
Loose liner, held in jacket by 3

keys at muzzle end and by
screws at breech end.

Fuze-setter:
Loading:
Carriage:
Towing Vehicle:
Speed:
Barrel:

United States Small Arms

Captain James E. Hicks informs us that in early fall
he will publish Notes on United States Ordnance, 1776-
1938, Volume One-Small Arms ($4.5°). This will be a
tall 8 vo. cloth-bound book with hundreds of illustrations
showing all types of arms. The arms illustrated are to be
shown sectionalized so that the student may see the
component parts of each piece.

In addition the book will contain reproductions of many
of the original letters which bear on small arms, including
the original sheets listing the contractors of 1798 with no-
tations made later as to the delivery of each parcel of arms.
One of the original contracts of 1798 will be reproduced
together with a receipt for the pattern musket given at the
consumation of the contract.

Captain Hicks will be recalled for his Notes on French
Ordnance published last year. If his forthcoming book
meets the high standard set by his other work it will be a
notable contribution to the American history of small
arms. Upon publication, Notes on United States Ord-
nance will be reviewed in these columns.

New British AA Gun
A recent issue of the Journal of the Royal United Serv-

ice Institution contains a complete description of the new
British 3,7-inch antiaircraft gun and the details of its con-
struction. This weapon, which has been many years in
development, has now been approved for large-scale manu-
facture.

Here are some of the characteristics of this weapon,
which is designed for use against high-speed and high-
fl~'ingaircraft:

Shell:
Range:
Rate of Fire:
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tack of vessels. The British periodical sums up: "The
collective antiaircraft fire of the mercantile ships of even a
small convoy should prove a very unpleasant addition to
the barrage from the escorting warships."

l' l' -f

Some Lessons of the Spanish War
The following extracts from the personal observations

of Vincent Usera, formerly Captain, Spanish Loyalist
Infantry are of interest. These observations are contained
in his article which appears in a recent United States
Naval Institute Proceedings:

"The effect of aerial attacks on ground troops is a ques-
tion which troubles every officer nowadays. During my
service in Spain I personally witnessed many aerial attacks.
It is still my firm conviction that even a poorly en-
trenched unit, if it possessesany firmness, cannot be driven
out by planes alone even if its antiaircraft guns are inade-
quate. It is true that I have seen undisciplined or de-
moralized troops leave their positions under aerial bom-
bardment and strafing but invariably these were excep-
tions traceable directly to lack of morale. I have seen
many more attempts to dislodge infantry through the
fire power and moral effect of aircraft fail miserably.

"At Azuara our battalion of green men was attacked
sixteen times in one day, each time by 120 planes which
bombed and strafed us at ridiculously close range since
they soon discovered we had no antiaircraft guns. Our
casualties from the aerial attack were eleven men in the
entire battalion-and we had only had time to dig shal-
low foxholes.

"Let none think that I wish to belittle the part aviation
takes in modern combat. I only wish to emphasize the
fact that aviation has not proved capable of radically
changing ordinary tactics despite exorbitant claims made
for it by enthusiasts. On the whole aviation was improp-
erly used by both sides in Spain; this, of course, is an
opinion based on my own observation. For example, I
take the case above mentioned. During the aerial attacks,
I observed the same phenomena which occurred in all
such attacks. As soon as aircraft come overhead, there is
a complete cessation of fire on both sides as though every-

one were a mere spectator in the drama to follow. This
might be excusable in the force being attacked but scarcely
necessary on the part of the troops whose planes were at-
tacking. Not once did I see troops take advantage of this
lull in the fire to dose within nearly assaulting distance so
that when the planes ceased strafing, they could use those
precious moments of temporary"shock and demoralization
to assault with every chance of success.

"The plane, despite its definite limitations and lack of
accuracy, is still new enough to be terrifying to even the
most seasoned soldier. Men can be forced to continue
firing even under heavy artillery fire, especially since that
arm is usually present on both sides at the same time, but
let planes attack and one's fire power is virtually nullified.
It is well to remember that it is usual for onlv one air force
to be in the air at anyone point at the sa"meinstant so
that at that moment planes can unquestionably establish
fire superiority for their side. It is then that a vigorous as-
sault should be effective."

l' -t -t

Germany's Antiaircraft Guns
The five inch or the 5.4 inch antiaircraft guns which ap-

peared so surprisingly before the German public in the
course of Hider's birthday celebrations are truly an alarm-
ing proposition provided they can serve their purpose well.
In the South African War the last thing in mobile artil-
lery was the "cow-gun," pulled about by twelve span of
oxen and regarded as the saviour of Ladvsmith.

These guns were only of 4,7 inch calibre, though
thought of, for land warfare, as the wonders of the
world, and now much bigger weapons are to be utilized
for throwing projectiles at aircraft, implying that they
can be elevated, traversed, and in general handled with
all the celerity demanded for such a purpose. It is claimed
however, that they will be too clumsy for effective use,
thereby defeating the object for whi~h they were con-
trived. In any case the Nazi citizen should keep his head
well under when these guns go off and the metal frag-
ments fall back again to earth. London has had a full
experience of casualties from such a cause.

D nited Services Review.
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OFFICE OF CHIEF OF COAST ARTILLERY
Chief of Coast Artiller)'

~IAJOR GENERAL A. H. SUNDERLAND

Execlltit'e
COLONEL JOSEPH A. GREEl'."

,\fateriel and Finance Section
LIEUTENANT COLONEL H. B. HODIES. JR.
MAJOR J. T. LEWIS
MAJOR S. 1. MCCROSKEY

Plam and Projects Section
LIEUTENANT COLONEL A. G. STRONG

Organization and T raillin g Section
LIEUTENANT COLONEL D. D. HINMAl'."
MAJOR AARON BRADSHAW, JR.
CAPTAIN J. E. HARRIMAN

Persollnel
LIEUTEl'."ANT COLONEL K. T. BLOOD

~~***************************
Hawaiian Separate Coast Artillery Brigade

BRIGADIER GENERAL FUL TOl'." Q. C. GARON ER, COlllllidlldillg
liEUTENANT COLOI':EL C. M. S. SKENE, Chief of S/,tt!

MAJOR F. A. MACON, Adjlltallt General & 5-1

CAPTAI!\: \'\'. H. DCI':HAM, S-2 & G""ner) LIEUTENANT COLOl\"EL J. H. LII':OT. 5-3
MAJOR H. R. BEHREI':S, 5-4 & War Plam

CAPTAIN I. H. RITCHIE CAPTAII': W. H. KEI':DALL
COlli. and Ellgineer Officer See. A/h. Officer

CAPTAIN S. E. WHITESIDES, JR. LIEUTEl\"ANT \Y.!. A. CALL
Chemical \17arfare Officer Ordnance Officer

COLONEL H. C. MERRIAM

Commanding Harbor Defemes of Pearl Harbor

LIEUTENAl'."T COLOl\"EL F. F. GALLAGHER COLONEL \X'. D. FRAZER
COlJJlIJalldillg 64th Com/ Artillery (AA) COlIJlffdlldillg Harbor Defemes of HOllol"l"

By Lieutenant 1Hilan G. Weber

:YIANEUVERS

The brigade has been occupied with maneuvers and
preparation therefor during the major part of the past two

~ months. The maneuvers were divided into four phases:
the deployment phase; the joint Coast Artiller:'-Navy
Exercise; the joint Antiaircraft-Air Corps Exercise; and
the department phase.

During the deployment phase, ration and ammunition
~llpply took precedence over all other movements. As a

I result, actual figures are now available regarding the ade-
<juacy of transportation and the time consumed b~' such
supply work.

]Ol:-':T COAST ARTILLERy-NAVY EXERCISE

A joint Coast Artillerv-Navv Exercise was held in con-
junction with the man'euvers: In addition to tracking
the usual destro~'er targets, special stress was laid on

tracking targets behind smoke screens. Excellent oppor-
[Unities in changing obser\'arion stations and baselines
were afforded in this phase. Some very fine training in
tracking suddenly emerging submarines was secured by
all rapid-fire batteries during another phase.

JOINT ANTIAIRCRAFT-AIR CORPS EXERCISE

In this exercise, units of the Air Corps occupied landing
fields on other islands of the Hawaiian group and simu-
lated enemy attacks on Oahu b~' all types of aircraft.
Since no units of the defense knew of the time or direc-
tion of attacks, this phase was actuall~' a test of all antiair-
craft elements of the defense of the island.

BL:\CKOCT

The joint Antiaircraft Artiller:'-Air Corps Exercise
culminated in a blackout of the entire Island of Oahu for
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about twenty minutes on the night of lvlay 18th. Like
the Fort Bragg blackout, this was accomplished entirely
through civilian cooperation. Crowds flocked to Punch
Bowl and other high points to witness the unusual sight
of a well-lighted city of over 200,000 suddenly going into
complete darkness.

The organization of the blackout was under the direc-
tion of the Hawaiian Department, the procedure conform-
ing very closely to that developed in the Joint Antiaircraft-
Air Corps Exercises at Fort Bragg.

Publiciry, an essential element in preparation for a
blackout, was liberally given by all agencies. For several
weeks before the event, the word BLACKOUT was
printed in boldface type each time it appeared in the
Honolulu Star Bulletin. The radio stations ran several
interesting half-hour programs during which Generals
Herron, Gardner, and Frank gave talks on the blackout.
On the night of the blackout, the department commander
saw the event from the air and pronounced it successful.
A national radio hookup broadcast a program during the
period. The 64th Coast Artillery took a prominent part
in this program and secured some excellent publicity for
antiaircraft artillery.

DEPARTI\IENTPHASE
During the department phase of the maneuvers, all

troops of the department went into action against an
enemy landing in force. The movements demanded by
the situation were actually made whenever possible. Usu-

ally there was no prior warning for these movements
and thev were made with normal traffic on the roads. All
personnel gained much experience and many time-and.
space theories became established facts. The enemy's
main forces were counter-attacked by troops of the
Hawaiian Division on the Ewa plain. The artillery sup-
port rendered by Coast Artiller:r units in this counter-
artack was unique. Three 155-mm. batteries, one 8-inch
railway batter:' and one 3-inch antiaircraft battery sup-
ported the infantry counter-attack with prepared fires.

TARGETPRACTICES
During the past two months, only two target practices

were held. These were additional assignment machine.
gun practices of Battery B, 41st Coast Artillery and D,
55th Coast Artillery, held at Fort DeRussy. While scores
were not high, excellent training was afforded all partici-
pants. LEIDAY

On May 1st, the Territory of Hawaii celebrated color-
ful Lei Day. This day, originated by Don Blanding, was
set aside for the purpose of keeping leis constantly before
the public mind. Many army officers went down to
Thomas Square to see the hundreds of beautiful leis of all
description on exhibit, representing thousands of hours
of handiwork. The pageant which followed is one of the
"musts" to be seen during a tour in beautiful Hawaii.
The slogan for the day was "Make a lei, buy a lei, wear
a lei." 'f 'f 'f

Harbor DeFenses of Puget Sound
Colonel James H. Cunningham> Commanding

Although we have not broken into print for a long time
we do not want to remain "The Forgotten Harbor De-
fense." During 11ay, General Burgin paid us a four-day
visit during which time he conducted the annual tactical
inspection, which culminated in a minor joint Army-
Navy exercise. A few days later, General Bowley, corps
area commander, witnessed a review, inspected Fort
Worden, and after lunch with the commanding officer
returned to Seattle.

We are now in the midst of the National Guard camp
period. The 248th Coast Artillery, Washington National
Guard, commanded by Major Dohm, arrived on June
10 for a two-weeks' tour.

The annual C.M.T. Camp begins July I. A special
feature this year will be the inclusion of antiaircraft drill
and firing, in addition to seacoast drill and firing. This
additional training is not only for the purpose of making
the instruction more interesting, but also for the benefit
of the 509th Coast Artillery (AA) which is conducting
the camp. Colonel Walter Pollitz who commands the
509th, is an old resident of Fort Worden, having been
stationed here during the World War as executive officer,
when over 5,000 men were here. He likes to tell the story
of the onl:" shot nred here during the war, at a German

submarine represented by a log with four seagulls on it.
Colonel and Mrs. Peace left the post on leave pre-

paratory to retirement, on May 2d, turning over com-
mand to Colonel Cunningham, who arrived at Fort
Worden after a tour in the Philippines. Although Col-
onel and Mrs. Peace had to start at 5:00 AI\I in order to
catch the Victoria boat, all the officers, the band, and
over 200 men voluntarih' turned out. Colonel Peace ends
a long and unusually -brilliant military career, during
which he has held many important commands. His de-
parture is a great loss to the entire post. They were pre-
sented with two beautiful gifts, one from the officersand
ladies of the post, the other from the residents of Port
Townsend.

Isolated as we are, special efforts are made to' have a full
athletic schedule. Our post has carried off a number of
places in the Northwest International Bowling Congress
in Spokane. The baseball diamond has been placed in
excellent condition, an improved sprinkler system in-
stalled, and the inter-battery league is in full swing. Later,
a post team will be formed. The nine-hole golf course.
unused for a long time, has been renovated, and is a
valuable mean.<.of recreation.



Fort Monroe
BRIGADIERGENERAL F. H. SMITH, COJJJ1ll.t1Jding

LIEUTENANT COLO~EL PALL H. FRENCH COLONEL F. P. HARDAWAY
Comma1Jditlg 2d Coast Artillery (HD) Commanding Harbor Defel~ses of Chesapeake Ba)'

aud 51st Coast A/tilJery (TDJ
Captain A. B. Nicholson

Commanding 52d Coast Artillery (Ry)

By Major L. W. Goeppert and Lieutenant 1. Du V. Stevens

\Vith the arrival of summer, activity of every kind at
Fort Monroe goes into high gear. It is the season of
graduation for the Coast Artillery School, opening of
summer training camps, preparation and departure for
First Army maneuvers by organizations of the post, the
closeof the post athletic troph:' race, and a time of fare-
wells to departing officersand families, and of welcome to
new arrivals. The beach club is the mecca for social and
recreational activities, affording a welcome relaxation to
all, after the day's work.

On June 20th, forty-six officersof the regular class, six
officersof the advanced technical class and seventy enlisted
men of the enlisted specialists' department were gradu-
ated from the Coast Artillery School. The principal ad-
dress, delivered by Major General A. H. Sunderland,
Chief of Coast Artillery, was replete with timely and
cogent remarks.

During the summer the following units, comprising a
total of 1,534 commissioned and enlisted personnel, are
engaged in intensive training throughout the Harbor De-
fensesof Chesapeake Bay:

The ROTC Camp is under supervision of Colonel E.
K. Smith, camp executive. The CMTC is under the su-
pervision of Lieutenant Colonel R S. Atwood. CMTC
training is conducted by the 622d and 913th Coast Artil-
lery. Colonel J. B. Bentley, 622d Coast Artillery, Lieu-
tenant Colonel R. R. Hendon, 913th Coast Artillery, and
Lieutenant Colonel W. W. Nairn, Jr., 622d Coast Artil-
lery are CMT Camp Commanders, in turn.

The following Organized Reserve units are engaged in
training at the post: The 42d, 43d, and 52d Coast Artil-
lery, Major W. J. Darmody, commanding; the 917th
Coast Artiller:' (AA) , Colonel H. P. Newton, com-
manding; 503d Coast Artillery (AA), Colonel E. A.
Zeigler, commanding; and the 523d Coast Artillery
(AA) , Colonel C. M. Deakin, commanding.

The 246th Coast Artillery (HD) Virginia National
Guard, Colonel A. E. Wood, commanding, is encamped
at Fort Story for training.

Fort Monroe is furnishing thirteen officersand 338 men
to III Corps Special Troops during the First Army M~-
neuvers to be held in the vicinity of Manassas, Vir!?;inia.
Three local contingents have already departed and all par-
ticipating units from the post will be in the field by Au-
gust 2d. Major N. E. Hartman will be Headquarters
Commandant, III Corps Special Troops.

\Vith all events except baseball completed, Head-
quarters Battery, 2d Coast Artillery is leading Head-

quarters Battery, 51st Coast Artillery by one-half point
for the annual athletic supremacy trophy; Battery "F,"
52d Coast Artillery is in 3d place, 6}1zpoints behind the
leader. Headquarters Battery, 51st, assumed its chal-
lenging position by annexing the post track and field
meet. At the end of June, Battery F, 52d, is tied for first
place in baseball with Headquarters Battery, 2d, and it
appears that the championship in this sport will decide
the award of the supremacy trophy.

Early in June, Battery B, 2d Coast Artillery, command-
ed by Captain C. F. Tischbein, returned from a trip to

Baltimore, where it had provided searchlight illumination
at the National Shriners' Convention. Battery B also set
up its lights for the night regatta of the Han~pton Yacht
Club during the Independence Day celebrations.

The social highlight of the season was occasioned by the
arrival in Hampton Roads of HMS Exeter, comm;{nded
by Commodore Harwood, RN. A reception at the Of-
ficers' Beach Club was held for officers of the Exeter,
while the NCSO Club entertained the petty officers.
Numerous social invitations were extended the British
officers by individuals of the garrison. The cordial rela-
tions were further cemented by a delightful party held on
board the Exeter, which was highly enjoyed by officers
and ladies of the post.

On June 23d, Major General Pedro Aurelio de Goes
Monteiro, Chief of Staff, Brazilian Army, visited Fort
Monroe accompanied by his staff. After the rendition of
appropriate honors and an inspection tour of the post,
General Monteiro and his party were entertained at the
quarters of the commanding general, Brigadier General
F. H. Smith.

Members of the garrison have recently extended con-
gratulations to five of the past year's Thomason Act of-
fleers, recentl:' named for permanent commissions as sec-
ond lieutenants, by the War Department. The garrison
is proud of the flne record made by these officers,there be-
ing only ei!?;htsuch commissions awarded throughout the
Coast Artillery Corps. Lieutenants B. R Luczak, W. J.
A. Hussey, O. K. Marshall, Jr., J. E. Wood, and C. w.
Reeves, the recipients of commissions, have been ordered
to Fort Monroe, for duty.

Sixteen new Thoma;on Act officers have reported for
duty at Fort 110nroe. They are: Second Lieutenants N.
On~ha, A. K. Adkinson, G. Bazaco, A. L. Cox, G. K.
Miller, E. J.. Wallace, Jr., C. 1. Olsen, W. H. NeilL J.
M. Edmunds, \V. H. Ewart, Jr., C. ~1. Gilbert, W. J.
Logan, \V. Y. "NIcCachern, W. R. Rainey, W. J. Wil-
liams, and W. F. Williams.



First Coast Artillery District
COLO~EL ROD~EY H. S:-.nTH, Commandina~

MAJOR ROBERT T. CHAPLIN, Adjufdtlt

COLONEL OTTO H. ScHRADER COLONEL MONTE J. HICKOK
Com/llanding Harbor Defemes of Port/and and Porls1JJollfh C01lJmandillg Harbor Defenses of Bosloll

LIEUTENANT COLONEL WILLIAM C. FOOTE MAJOR EDWARD L. SUPPLE
Commanding Harbor Defenses of Long Is/and Soulld Commanding Harbor Defenses of Narragal1sett Bay

CAPTAIN CHARLES N. BRANHAM

Commandillg Harbor Defenses of New Bedford

On June 14th General Daley left Boston and the First
Coast Artillery District en route to Washington and New
York to sail June 22d on the Borinquen for San Juan,
where he assumed command of the Puerto Rican Depart-
ment.

The General's final weeks in the district were crowded
with activin'. Not only did he find time before his de-
parture to nlake a tacti~al inspection of all the harbor de-
fenses in the district, but he also fulfilled numcrous
speaking engagements in many communities.

The entire district is keenly aware of our good fortunc
in having had General Daley in command for even so
short a period. We congratulate the p::rsonnel of the new
Puerto Rican Department in their good fortune, and
wish the general all success and ever:, happi!~ess in his
new command.

Colo:lel Rodnev H. Smith assumed command of the
District on June '15. \Vith the full summer scl'edulc of
camps, target practices, a:ld maneyvers, alre'ldy under
way under his leadership. the New England district is
certain to have a professionally profitable :'ear.

HARBOR DEFENSES OF PORTLAND AND PORTSl\iOVTH

A series of recent inspections have kept lIS bus:' for
some time. General Daley and his adjutant, l'vfajor Chap-
lin, were here for the annual tactical inspection on JlIne
1. They were house guests of ColO1~eland rvIrs. Schr~:der,
and several parties were given for them.

Colonel Baird was here for the annual Chemical War-
fare inspection and Major Cassard spent a week here 0:1

general inspection for the ye~r. l'viajor Imperatori is in
the hospital as a result of an emergency operation and is
doing well. The Mine Planter Baird (Captain McLamb)
is here for a month's mine planting.

Technical Sergeant Bales, recently arrived from the
Philippine Department, reported for duty as chief clerk,
artillery engineer's office.

HARBOR DEFENSES OF BOSTON

By Captain Normc.n A. Congdon

Fort Banks contributes its mite to this issue with par-
donable feelings of mingled pride and pleasure. District
Headquarters rated the AA gun practice fired on :viay
26, 1939, by Headquarters Battery, as excellent (score
180.5) .

The district commander, Brigadier General E. L. Daley
made his annual tactical inspection of this comm:md on

1\fay IS, ::nd expressed himself as well pleased with It:

spirit and showing.
Our primar.v target practice with submarine mines i:

scheduled for July. In addition to conducting mine prac
tice, Headquarters Battery will furnish nineteen men ane
one officer -for the First Armv Maneuvers in the Pbtts
burg Area, in August. -

First Sergeant Michael B:'rne, Headquarters Battery
9th Coast Artillen', leaves for Hawaii in July and will b(
replaced by First Serge:ll1t John A. Keidser. Staff Sergeal11
Charles A. Clark has been ~rdered to Panama.

HARBOR DEFENSES OF LONG ISLAND SOUND

By Captain Frank T. Ostenberf{

The hurricane of last fall which removed the sl:1t<
roofs, chimneys, and most of the trees, nevertheles:
brought in its' wake a great deal of good to Fort H. G
Wright.

Before the snow Hies we expect to see most of the fom,
buildings in the utility area removed and in their plaG
a new commissary with ample cold and dry storage room:
and additional space for the finance office; a new utilit~
building with work shops for the post painter, carpenter
plumber and electrician; a new garage with an up-to-datl
repair shop and storage space for vehicles; a new ordnal1G
office, storage and repair building. The old ordnanc(
machine shop will be remodeled and become the fin
station. Fort Michie is to have two-family caretakers
quarters and a new dock, in addition to rest~ration of thl
rip rap around the island. Captain Orville E. Davis, QMC
a constructing quartermaster. arrives from Fort San
Houston, Texas on June 30th, to take charge of the nC\1
construction ..

Construction in the National Guard camp is progress
ing, with new lavatories going up, concrete tent floor
being laid, and kitchens, roads, and street lights bein£
repaired. This area was a complete wreck after the hur
ricane but will be ready for -the National Guard or
July 1st. Upon the arrival of Captain Davis plans will bl
completed for the construction of new kitchens, mes
halls, and other necessary buildings.

All officers' and nearh- all noncommissioned officers
quarters have had electri~ stoves and ice boxes instalb
and a contract has been let converting the battery io
boxes to electricr:- before June 30th.

On May 8th, Major General J. A. VvToodruff, who re
cently ass~med command of the First Corps Area in
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GENERAL WOODRUFF INSPECTS FORT H. G. \,'RIGHT
uti to right: Maior Gener,11 fames A. W'oodrufJ, commanding First Corps Area: Lieutenant Colonel fohn Millikin:
Limten,lIIt Colonel W'illiam C. Foote: Cdptdin Norman B. Simonds: Maior Earl L. L)'om: Lieutentl.'lt fohn f. Stm'k

HARBOR DEFENSES OF NARRAGANSETT BAY

By Captain Virgil M. Kimm

On ~vIa:-' 2. 1939 our new corps area commander.
NIajor General James A. Woodruff. was welcomed to

Fort Adams. for his nrst inspection of the post. with a
review of the troops consisting of the JOth Coast Artillery
and thc 2d Battalion. 13th Inbntry.

On ivIay 18. 1939, prior to his departure for Puerto
Rico. the district commander. Brig'ldier General Daley.
conducted his annual tactical inspection. For this event
the mortar barren'. Barrer\' Grecnc. was manned. Gencral
Dale.v expressed 11imself ~s well satisned with the excel-
lent state of training that had been attained. He was p::r-
ticularl:-' well pleased with the snap and precision dis-
played at infantr:-' drill. His compliments to individuals
were a source of satisfaction to all.

Headgu:mers Batten'. JOth Coast Artiller\'. has com-
pleted its annual additional assignment target practice
with antiaircraft machine guns at Fort Rodman. A guick
estimate indicates the score will bet:er tile 140 mark. The
battery was comm:1I1ded by Capt:1in Ephraim P. Jails.
assisted by Captain Isaac Chener)' S:,:mon and Lieutcnant
Joseph C Bogert. Officers' Reserye Corps on duty with
the battery for two weeks' active training.

As a culmination of the spring training season. organi-
zation da\' for the loth Coast Artillery, was held at Fort
Rodman ~n June 24th. Events of the da\' included a track
and neld meet and a baseball game between the privates
and the noncommissioned officers. After a hard fOlwht~
game the noncommissioned officers nosed our the privates.11 I

4
4
8

peetcd thc past. An inspcction of the armament and 111-

talLuions followed a review of the troops.
Annual nrget practices were nred from prtlllar:-' as-

Ignll1em armament as follows:
On ~Ll\ 19th. Captain John M. Moore. conll11:1:1di'lg

8 uen A. nred the 12-inch mornrs. scorc 51.3. On ivla)'
3d. Captain \Villiam J. ;vfcCarrlw. commandina Bat-. ~

em B. nred the I2-inch disappearing guns. score 128.2.
Captain Charles E. Dunham. commanding Battery C.
fired the 6-inch disappearing guns. score 75.9. On May
15th. Barren C nred a calibratio:l shoot with their 6-i:1Ch
dIsappearing guns.

On Junc 7th. Brigadier General Edmund L. Daley. dis-
tn t commander. made his annual tactical inspection.
After impccting the command General Daley left with
the beq wishes of all for his continucd good'healrll and
UCcessIJ1 Puerto Rico.

, Th~ LT. S. Cable Ship Joseph Henry comn1:lnded by
CaPUIJ1 James B. Carroll, was attached to thcse defenses
rom ~by 16th to June 24th on cable maintenance work

tween f-Ort H. G. Wriaht and Fort Michic~ .
The post intcr-barrerv baseball series ended in a tic-
It did last ye:lt-b~tween Batten' C and Batten' B.

f On the play-off Batten' C won by a'scorc of 2 to I. 'The
Ilowing i~ the nnal standing of the teams:

Organ/zatlOn lVon Lost Percentage
Battery C. I Ith CA. 7 2
Baner~' B. I Ith CA. 6
Head9uarrers Batterv .. ; ;;1; 'C:A'.
Battery A. I Ith CA ~
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by a score of 7 to 4. Following the ball game a regimencal
dinner was held at "Oan's'" one of New Bedford's well-
known beach taverns.

On June 10th the garrison was increased b:' four officers
-Lieueenams \V. Bruce LO<Tan. F. ~L ~fcGo(drick.

:::>

Labr Lipscomb and George \Veitzel-and a decachmenc
of fort:'-eight men. all from Fore H. G. \Vright. to assist
in the ROTC and C~ITC training.

Fort Adams held its first ROTC camp June 13-26. The
trainees included 30 Inbmry, 42 Coast Artillerv. and
5 Ordnance. The camp was commanded bv Colonel Jere
Baxter. lnbncrv. with Lieueenanc Colonel Frank C.
Scofield. CAC 'as Executive Officer. Inbncrv instruction
was handled b:' ~vlajor Henry E. Kell:', 13th Inbncrv.
Instruction of the Coast Areillerv and Ordnance sections
was handled by l\ fajor Lucas E'. Schoonmaker. who re-
mained on due;' here for the C.l\'LT. Camp as senior ar-
tillerv instructor.

Reserve officers training :It Fort Adams earlier in the
spring included Captain Clarence O. Barker and Lieu-
tenanc T. T. Kauppinen.

Recenc changes among the staff noncommissioned
officers include Staff Sergeanc Richard J. \Veader. who
joined the regimenc from Fort Nlonroe. and Technical
Sergeanc Robert R. HUllCer. 00. who joined us from
Hawaii where he was replaced by T echniClI Serge:1l1t
Alfred V. Robinson. 00. who left M:1\' 18th.

H....RBOR OEFEl'SES OF NEW BEDFORD

By Captllin Charles S. Branham
The annual tactical inspection of the Harbor Defense,

of New Bedford was made on ). fay 26. 1939. by the
district commander. Brigadier General E. L. Dale,'" On
the following da:' Lieutenanc Colonel P. L. Thomas.
I.G.O .. inspector general. First Corps Area. made the
annual general administrative inspection of the post.

Following General Daley's inspection on the 26th a
reception in his honor W:1Sgiven at the quarters of the
commanding officer. l\ Ianv of his friends in this vicinin
were presem to wish him bon voyage co Puerto Rico.

On June 17 the Porcuguese destroyer Tejo visited New
Bedford :lI1d remained here unci] June 20. ;VIilitary. Coast
Guard. and civil auchorities joined in extending official
courtesies co the ship. her commander and his officers and
crew. For three days the whole conul1unitv. includil1<T.. ~
the personnel at Fore Rodman. was occupied with the
many functions :lttending the welcoming of the ht.lr
foreign warship co visit here in several years.

Fort Rodman was host co Headquarters Banery. 10th
Coast Artillery. during the period June 14th to 24th. The
visiting org:lI1ization from Fort Adams again conducted its
annual AA machine-gun target practice at this post this
year. and regimencal organization da:' was celebrated. at
the conclusion of the hring. following a cuscom begun in
1938.

GENERAL DALEY MAKES FINAL INSPECTION OF FORT H. G. WRIGHT
Left to rigbt: Captain Frank T. Osten berg; Lieutenllnt Colonel James S. Bmmette; Maior JosePh c. StePbe1lS; Colo-
nel Rodney H. Smitb; Captain Lutber }Y/. EI'a1lS: Lieutenant Colonel Jf/illiam C. Foole; Brigadier General Edmll1ld L.

Daley



Panama Canal Department
COLONEL WILLIAM R. NICHOLS

Depar/ment Ar/iller)' Officer
COLONEL EDWARDW. PUTNEY UEUTENANTCOLONEL AVERY J. FRENCH

Commanding Harbor Defenses of Balboa and COJlJmandingHarbor Defenses of Cristobal and
4th Coast Artillery (AA & HD) 1st Coast Artillery (AA & HD)

72•0

70•2

46,9
168,5
142.S

Battery G, 4th c.A. 14-inch Ry Guns

Battery 1, 4th CA. 16-inch Guns

SPORTS

The Pacific Sector defeated the Atlantic Sector in both
track and baseball for the department championship.
The baseball team, composed of all Amador players ex-
cept the centerfielder, won the first and third games. The
second game was won with a team composed of players
from all posts in the Pacific Sector.

After Fort Amador won the first half of the Pacific
Sector Baseball League and tied Fort Clayton in the sec-
ond half, Fort Clayton won the sector championship by
defeating the Amador nine, four straight. However, the
Fort Clayton jinx did not hold in the track meet for Pacific
Sector Championship. The Fort Amador Team, under
the coaching of Lieutenant Cherubin, won the meet by a
score of 50, the 2d Field Artillery, second 47, and Fort
Clayton and Corozal tied for third having 27 points each,
Albrook Field fourth 5.

The Battery Basketball League is now in its final stages.
Battery "I" with no defeats in either the regular season or
the Six T earn Playoff, looks like a sure winner.

Battery E, 4th c.A. so--cal.AA MG (1st Platoon) 72.6
(2nd Platoon) 38-4

3o-cal. AA MG (1st Platoon) 47.6
(2nd Platoon) 57.6

(Day) 28,7
(Da~') 57.7

(Night) 7,)
140.8

Batter~'F, 4th CA. AA Guns

Battery D, 4th CA. 6-inchDC
Submarine Mines

Battery C, 4th c.A. AA S/L

0.0

50-4
47,9
+9

47,9
~.6

Battery B, 4th CA. AA Guns

FORT AMADOR

By Captain John H. Kochevar

During the past four months the seacoast and antiair-
craft battalions have been busy with their annual record
firings. Lieutenant Colonel H. E. Small, commanding
the seacoast battalion and Major J. L. Hayden, com-
manding the antiaircraft battalion, dug deep' in the bag
for problems and hard-and-fast rules stressing service con-
ditions. Batteries G and I firing 14-inch railway and
16-inch guns respectively, were required to open up at
maximum ranges at high speed targets on 45-degree
courses. Both batteries opened fire on the first course pro-
nounced safe.

Battery D was required to fire at a target coming direct-
ly at the battery. The only fire control equipment pro-
vided was a percentage corrector and a coincidence range
finder. The most difficult problem in the firing of the
6-inch D.C guns by Battery D, was the improvising of
a target and a method of towing so as to get a zero degree
courseand comply with all safety regulations. This work
was done by battery personnel.

The antiaircraft batteries conducted their practices
against targets of maxiinum speed, altitudes and ranges.
All courses were "surprise courses." These practices were
conducted prior to the receipt of the new scoring formula.
When the scores were recomputed, decided cuts in all
scoreswere made. The following are the results of the
record firings. The antiaircraft gun practices are com-
puted under the new scoring formula:
Battery A, 4th CA. AA Guns (Day)

(Day)
(Night)

(Day)
(Day)

(Night)



Corregidor
BRK-ADIERGE~ERAL \X'ALTER K. \\'7ILSO~, COllllJl,mJillg

COLO~EL FREDERIC A. PRICE. Exemtire
COLONEL GEORGE RCHLEK COLONEL \X'ILLIAM C. KOENIG

C01JillJdllJing59th Coast Artillel) (HD) COllJlIJandillg60th Coast ArtillerJ (AA)

COLONEL WILLIS SHIPPAM LIELTEKANT COLOJS'ELJ. B. CRAWFORD

COllJlll,mdillg91st COdstArtillerJ (PS) (HD) Commdndillg 92d Coast ArtillerJ (PS) (TD)

By Lieutenant Colonel R. E. Phillips

This chronicle marks the end of the 1938-39 training
year for these defenses and the beginning of a new cycle
of training activities. The departure of the transport
Grant on lYfay }lst, after an unusually rapid turn-around,
inaugurated a general shake-up in assignments, both regi-
mental and staff. Lieutenant Colonel John B. Martin
now holds the artillery engineer job as replacement for
Lieutenant Colonel William R. Stewart, in addition to
commanding the Guard Battalion. Major C. E. Cotter
succeeded Lieutenant Colonel R. E. Phillips as harbor de-
fense plans and training officer. Captain Paul W. Cole
took over Major Swett's duties at the S-4 desk. Major
Dorsey J. Rutherford is the new cine, recreation, and
schooi officer, vice Major Conable. To add to our nor-
mal losses, Lieutenant Colonel C. M. Thiele was rushed
to Manila, just after returning from a month's cruise to
China and Japan, to become administrative assistant to
the Acting American High Commissioner. Major Wil-
liam F. Marquat is soon to forsake Fort Wint for a new
assignment in Manila, in the office of the military adviser
to the Commonwealth of the Philippines. Not to be out-
done, Captain "Sandy" Goodman also moved to the great
city where he now is assisting the department G-4.
lYfajorDelbert Ausmus is soon to take over the Philippine
Army Training Center at Fort Wint.

Since the close of our war condition period on April 8th,
the post has been mostly concerned with the activities
associated with the annual visit of the inspe:tor generd.
Also we have furnished antiaircraft and antimarine target
practice facilities for the }lst, 45th, and 57th Infantr.v
regiments and the 14th Engineers, each battalion spend-
ing a week with us. What with their moving da~'s-
one in and one out-and full programs of firings with
small arms and beach defense weapons, we have seen less
of our visitors than we would have liked. The weather-
man was unkind to our guests, who are camping in the
Kindley Field area, by starting the rains in good earnest
in the last week of 1.1ay and thereby further restrictino-

, ..r b

our opportunities to get acquainted with our mainland
neighbors.

The hot season, which began in the latter part of
~1arch, has blighted many of the post social activities
by sending large quotas of our officers and their families
to the cool refuge of Camp John Hay where Captain
Harold W. Brusher, officially of the 59th Coast Artillery,
is upholding the fame of the Coast Artillery Corps by
acting as master of ceremonies in addition to being host
and landlord. Nevertheless we have had some distinguish-
ed visitors. Major General Hughes, the department com-

mander, arrived on April 4th for the anmd t::cti:al in-
spection. After an escort of honor and a brigade review.
General Hughes spent the next two davs and ran of the
nights observing the tactical problems beinq; carried out
by the harbor defense troops. We were greatlv gratified
to receive the commendation that General Hughes o-ave

t>
us for the manner in which these exercises were performed.

Mr. J. Weldon Jones, Acting American High Com-
missi01~er,and I\:1rs.Jones were the guests of General and
Mrs. Wilson on Ma:v 23d and 24th. Commissioner
Jones, who is also Commander of the Americll1 Legion
of the Philippine Islands, installed the newly elected
officers of the local American Legion post, Oliver Davis,
No.6, during his stay on the island.

General Wilson gave the principal address, as army rep-
resentative, at the Memorial Day ceremonies held at Del
Norte Cemeterv, in Manila, iu"honor of the American
dead ..

59TH COAST ARTILLERY

Early in April this regiment took its part in the opera-
tions of the war condition period, and then, after the
armistice, began a period of relaxation and recovery from
the arduous training of the past year. Colonel Ruhlen,
Captains Fonvielle and Hendrix, and Lieutenants Lazar,
Frith, Lind, and McLain went to Baguio; :tviajor Camp-
bell toured Luzon; and Captain Tredennick and Lieuten-
ant Drake visited Japan. We report the loss of Captain
Burgo Gill and Lieutenant R. E. Frith, Jr., on the May
transport. Second Lieutenant John McM. Gulick who
arri~ed on the ~1ay transport has been assigned to the
regiment.

Other important losses are: Technical Sergeant Oscar
E. Smith, master gunner and batter of home runs who is
also commander of the local post of the Americlt1 Legion;
Staff Sergeant George J. Armstrong, all-around star ath-
lete; and Technical Sergeant Julian B. Carmichael, opera-
tor of the local amateur radio station that Ius helped a lor
in keeping us in touch with things back home.

\Ve have won the inter-regimental tennis match with
the 60th Coast Artillery. The six-man team consisting of
Staff Sergeants Sperle, Matheison, and Heath, Sergeant)
Farmer and Pedrotti, and Private Paczkowski, won five of
the six singles matches and two of tl~e three doubles
matches to take the contest by a score of 7-2.

Inter-battery bowling is in progress with the Quarter-
master Detachment in the lead. The winner is hard to

pick. Inter-battery volleyball is almost completed with
Battery E and B in the lead.
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In the one really important athletic event of the season,
we report, with becoming modesty, that we have been
successful. The baseball team has again won the ::ham-
pionship of the department. The Philippine Department
tournament (American Division) began on April 1st
wirh six teams participating. The 59th had only two
players who had seen regular duty with the team thc.t
won the Corregidor series in 1938. In spite of this handi-
cap, the 1939 team set up a brilliant record. Teamwork
was the keynote in a campaign in which the 59th lost
only one game in ten starts. Coach Captain Hendrix de-
serves a lot of credit for the manner in which he turned
an inexperienced squad into a championship outfit. The
fielding of Armstrong, Woods, Cummings, a!:d Sparks
was outstanding. Backstop Alldredge, who was converted
from a third baseman to catcher, starred not only behind
the plate but also with the bat. He batted ove; .500 for
tl-:eseries, which is good in anv ball club. The te:1111has
a g;ood nucleus for -next year's team and should repex
in 1940.

60TH COAST ARTILLERY

The Grant, after quite an experience 0:1 the GU:U11
shoals, arrived on 1\1a\' 28th, bringing Captain Arnold
D. Amoroso and Lieutenant Godfrev R. Ames to the
60th. On her departure she took 1vfaj~r J. H. Harrington
(ROTc' St. Ignatius High School, San Francisco) ; Cap-
tain Samuel H. 1vforrow (61st CA, Fort Sherid:m); 1st
Lieutenant Clifford W. Hildebrandt (Battery Officers'
Course, Fort Monroe) . We wish them the best, but their
places will be hard to fill. Lieutenant John W. Romlein
is leaving on terminal DS and J.eavepreparatory to board-
ing the July transport for duty at Fort Monroe.

1vfa:' saw the usual exodus for Baguio and points of
interest in the Islands. Somewhat cooled off and re-
freshed, the absentees are reporting in for dut.', and
preparation for the next target practice season.

Although relieved from the 60th to assume command of
the mine planter Harrison, the regiment still claims lieu-
tenant Harrv John Harrison as a member. His marri::ge
on May 2)d to Catharine Stewart Carswell, daughter of
Abjor and Mrs. Robert M. Carswell (a member of the
leg;:llstaff of the High Commissioner) ;t the post chapel,
followed by a reception at the Corregidor Club, h~s been
the social event of recent months. The best wishes of the
()Othare theirs.

The departmental baseball tournament has come to a
close. After splitting a hard fought two-game series with
the 59th, the 60th was unfortunate enough to drop a game
and come in second to the 59th, the new champions. \Ve
extend the 59th our hearty congratulations.

Volleyball is now the current event in the regiment but
the curtain is about to ring up on softball and bowling.
Battery standing in these sports will determine the winner
of the regimental cup for athletic excellence. Battery A
is now in the lead, slightly ahead of Battery D wh~ are
fighting them to a finish down the home stretch.

The officers' duckpin league starts next week and will

be followed by ten pins. The schedule will help pass awa.'o
the wet season.

Early April found the war condition period in full
bloom once more. In so far as the 60th was concerned
the results were eminently satisfactory. One of the prin-
cipal features was the pronounced improvement of the
AAIS. Communications were greatly improved over last
year and are hrgely responsible for the successful com-
pletion of this period. Plans are being fonnulated to
continue our progress next :'ear.

A new training year is starting. One of the features
will be continuous training throughout the year with air
missions. By this means a high standard of efficiency
is expected at all times. The brush-up period prior to
target practice should be shortened and it is expected that
a final savings in air missions will result.

j1ST COAST ARTILLERY (PS)
Camp John Hay attracted Major Lohmann, :Vfajor

Bowering, Captain Rousseau, Captain England, Captain
Hartman, Lieutenant Moore, and Lieuten:mt 1v1etz for
DS periods during the past two months.

Captain England and Captain Hartman each enjo."ed
a five-weeks' trip to Japan in preparation for departure for
the States.

The regiment also loses Lieutenants Moore and :vror-
gan on the May transport and Lieutenants D'Arezzo and
Rosenstock have been assigned from the Grant. Lieuten-
ant Yost was transferred to 59th Coast Artillery during
this period to operate the military police.

After a well conducted war condition period the regi-
ment is now completing the supplemental small ~ml1S

practices which will end the present successful trainil~g
Year.
o The regimental baseball team started play in the Philip-
pine Scouts League by winning the first four games. As
the Scout teams were evenly matched, all games were
closely contested and the outcome of the race was in
doubt until the final game. The 24th Field Artillerv,
the 45th Infantry, and the 91st Coast Artillery (PS)
battled for top honors through the season with the lead
changing hands several times. The final two games proved
disastrous to the 91st and, by dropping both, we lost dl
chances for the championship. We finished with six
games won and four lost. Interest in the games W:1S keen
and large crowds attended ever." g:!me. The season's pL'.."
developed several promising young players and prospects
for next year's team are bright.

We played the inter-battery volley leagee schedule
during April, and Battery A-Captain Newman, com-
manding-duplicated its baseball championship by going
through the ten-game schedule without a loss. Batter."
B-Captain Caluya, commanding-finished in second
place followed by Battery G, D, E, and C in order. Bat-
tery A wil1meet Battery B, 92d Coast Artillery (PS),
for the post Scout volleyball championship.

We are now engaged in the inter-battery duckpin tour-
nament and, at present, Captain Rousseau's Battery E is
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showina the way. Howe,'er. the rem:1Inmg teams areo. ~
strong and may displace the high-flying pin topplers from
Batten. E.

The 91st Tennis team defeated the 92d team b:' a score
of eight matches to one and thereb." won the pOSt Scout
tennis troph:' for 1939.

The officers and ladies of the regiment are practicing
duckpins dail:' in preparation for the tournaments sched-
uled to begin June 5th. \Ve lose several of our best play-
ers but have Captain Calu:'a. mainsta." of the 92d last
year. as an addition to the men's team. ~ fajor Lavery.
Captain Denson. Lieutenant ?\Iorgan. and Lieutenant
J. C. ~vloore leave on the next transports and their loss
will be keenly felt. The ladies' team, last year's cham-
pion. is brok~n bv the loss of Mrs. Pohl. ;\.lrs. Laven'.
1\frs. Routh. ~vlr~. Miner, and Mrs. \Vollaston. Ho~v-
ever. newcomers in the regiment are showing promise and
we hope to have strong teams again this :'ear.

92D COAST ARTILLERY (PS)
The months of April and ~la:' are comparatively quiet

months. in theor:'. at Corregidor. The time was taken up
with W:1I condition period (a vcr.,' strenuous period for
mobile seacoast artillery), overhaul of artillen' materiel.
small arms firing, and development of instruc~ors for the
garrison training period which begins June 1St.

Softball. :llld duckpins :Ire keeping the regiment well
occupied. Batter:' B took the volle."ball championship
over a close race but lost to the 91 st in the inter-regimental
ph.,'off. The legiment also came out second best in the
tennis match with the 91st. The officers' duckpin team.
led b." Captain Santos, has been practicing arduous!\- in
preparation for the coming tournament. The ladies' team,
captained b.y ~ frs. J. B. Crawford, is also putting in prac-
tice sessions at the allevs.

The regiment was' well represented at Camp John
Hay. during the past two months. Captain and ~ frs.
K."ster and daughter. Lieutenant and 1\frs. Cordes. Lieu-
tenant and 1\frs. Croker. Lieutenant and 1\ Irs. Kessler.
:llld Lieutel1;1nt and J\ Irs. Ha."nes have all paid shon visits
to the recreation center. 1\frs. James B. Crawford. the wife
of our regimental commander, and ~.!rs. Crawford's
mother, ;-"'lrs.Gordon. took the Bali-Java-Indo Chilu trip.
~vlany ladies of the post have taken the China-Japan trip.
the 92d being represented b:' Mrs. H. A. ;-..lc~ lorrow
and ivl iss Anne ?vldvlorrow and ~vlrs. Cordes.

The regiment welcomes Lieutenant and ivlrs. Kappes.
Lieutenant Kappes has been assigned to Batter:' D which
is commanded by 1st Lieutenant Harvev.

The regimen~ regrets to announce' the departure of
Lieutenant and ivlrs. Spann. Lielltenant Spann has done
splendid work with this regil.nent as commanding officer
of Batten' A and as barrio officer. Barrio San Isidro.
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(May 1 to June 30, 1939)
Lieutenant Colonel H. C. Allen. from

Office Chid of Coast Artillery to 13th. FI.
Rarrancas .

Licutenant Colonel R. D. Brown. for
duty as military attache to the ~cthcrlands.
The Haguc. in' addition to his other duties.

Licutcnant Colonel C. \Y. Bumh'. from
,tu(knt. ~aYal \\'ar College. ~ewi)ort. to
Org. Res .. Pucrto Rican Dcpl.. San Juan .

Licutenant Colonel E. B. Dcnnis. from
CCc. Schencctad\'. to 9th. Ft. Ranks .

Lieutenant Coionel Frank Drakc pro-
moted Coloncl j unc I.

Lieutenant Colonel B. 1.. Flanigen. from
Org. Hes .. .\Iinneapulis. to 51sl. FI. .\Ionroe.

Licutena11l Colonel F. E. Gross. from
Hawaii, to Gcorgia School of Technology.
Atla11la.

Lieutenant Colonel S. S. Giffin. will rc-
tire .. -\ug. 31. upon his own application.

Licutenant Colonel G. F. Humbert. from
13th. Ft. Barrancas. to Dcnyer High School .
Dem'er.

Lieutenant Colonel T. H. jones. from
Georgia School of Techno1ogv .. -\tlanta. to
Wth. Ft. .\dams ...

Lieutenant Colonel H. F. Loomis. to
General Staff Corps, \\'ar Department.

Lieutcnant Colonel J. S. Smylie, from
I IlSpector General's Depl.. Chicago. to Ford-
ham Lniycrsit\ .. ~. Y.

Lieutenant Colonel \\'. C. \Yashington .
from Panama. to Org. Res .. 2d Corps Arca.

Lieutcna11l Coloncl S. E. \\'olie. from
Org. Res .. St. Louis. to Hawaii. sailing
~cw York. Sept. 9.

.\Iajor ~. L. A.dams. from instructor.
c.:\. Ill. ~atl. Guard. Chicago. to Panama .
sailing ~ew York, Sept. 27.

.\1ajor .\1. G. :\ rmstrong. from 61 st. Ft.
Shcridan, to Hawaii, sailing ~cw York.
Aug. 15.

~Iajor E . .\1. Benitez promoted Lieuten-
a11l Colonel J unc I.

.\Iajor .\Iaitland Bottoms. from Ball High
School. Gah-eston. 10 Panama. sailing
Charleston. ~ 0\'. 24.

.\Iajor L. L. Dayis. from Hawaii. to (,3d.
Ft. .\lacArthur.

'\fajor j. G. De\'ine. from Denyer High
Schools. to il1Structor . .\Iass. ~atl. Guard.
Boston.

'\lajor A. F. Englehart. from Gcncral
Staff Corps. Hawaii. to 14th. Ft. \\'orden.

.\Iajor .\1. B. Gibson. from (,th. Ft. \\'in-
field Scott. to Org. Rcs .. ith Corps :\rea.
51. Louis. Prcyious orders reyokcd.

.\Iajor H. S. Johnson. from Hawaii. \(
instructor. South Carolina ~ atl. Guard.
Columbia.

.\Iajor J. P. Kohn. from Fordham eni-
,'crsity. to the Philippines. :,ailing ~e\l
York. Sept. 12.

.\Iajor L. H. Lohmann. from the Philip-
pincs. to 2d. Ft. .\fonr<'lC.

.\Iajor H. E. Pendleton. from \\'illiatn
Chri:'man High School. to Hawaii. :,ailing
~ew York. SCPI. 9.

'\lajor G. \\'. Rickcr. from General Staff
Corps and from duty in officc of the Chicf
of Staff. \ \. ashinglOn. D. c.. to . \ir Corp'
Tactical School . .\Iaxwell Field.

Caplain L. \\'. Bartlert. from ,lUdent.
C.&G.S.S .. Ft. Lcayenworth. 10 Panama.
sailing ~e\\" York. Sept. 2i.

Captain O. n. Bowman. from Atlantic
Branch. C. S. Disciplinary Barracks. \'0\'-
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ernor~ Island. to Panama. sailing Xew
Yt)rk. Sept. 27.

Captain J. Y. deP. Dillon. transferred to
Judge A.d\'ocate General's Department.
\Iav .!S-
. Captain R. E. Din~eman. from student,
C.&G.S.:3.. to Hawaii. sailing Xew York,
Sept. I).

Captain D. S. Ellerthorpe, from Hawaii.
to C.&G5.S.

Captain J. H. Featherston, from Hawaii,
to 13th, Ft. Barrancas.

Captain H. P. Gard. from Hawaii, to
lIth, Ft. H. G. Wrig-ht.

Captain E. ~L Gregory, from 62d. Ft.
Totten. to the Philippines, sailing New
York. Sept. 12.

Captai11John Harry. from the Philip-
pines. to 3d. Ft. Rosecrans.

Captain ~f. A. Hatch, from Panama, to
ti2d.Ft. Totten.

Captain E. F. Heidland, from 7th, to
CSA~IP General Ed1('(1rd O. C. Ord, Ft.
Hancock.

Captain Hobart Hewett. from student,
Army \Yar College. Ft. Humphreys. to
Hawaii. Previous orders revoked.

Captain David Hottenstein, transferred
to Judge .-\dvocate General's Department.
~fav 25.

Captain J. H. Kochevar, from Panama,
to Cniyersity of Delaware. Newark, Dela-
ware.

Captain J. H. ~fadison, from 62d, Ft.
Totten.. -\Ug. 14. Previous orders amended.

Captain W. ]. ~fcCarthy, from 11th, Ft.
H. G. "'rig-ht, to Hawaii, sailing J\ew
York, Sept. 9.

Captain F. C. ~fcConnell, from Panama,
to instructor, III. Natl. Guard, Chicago.

Captain O. A. Nelson. from Panama. to
10th. Ft .. -\dams.

Captain C. L. Partin, from Hawaii, to
69th. Ft. Crockett.

Captain ~f. B. Raymond, from 62d, Ft.
Totten, to Panama. sailing J\ew York,
Sept. 27.

Captain C. Q. Shelton, from student, Air
Corps Tactical School, to officeof the Chief
of Staff, \Vashington, D. C. Previous
orders revoked.

Captain P. \V. Shunk, from student.
~lass. Inst. of Tech.. to 62d. Ft. Totten.

Captain H. F. Townsend. from Panama.
to Uniyersitv of Alabama.

Captain C. B. \Vahle, from Panama, to
2d, Ft. ~lonroe.

Captain A. E. "Tilson, from 61st, Ft.
Sheridan, to Panama, sailing ~ ew York,
Sept. 27.

Captain \Y. L. \Yright. from student,
C.&G.S5.. to Panama, sailing Kew York,
Sept. 2i.

Captain X. D. Young. retired, June 30.
First Lieutenant R. L. Anderson pro-

moted Captain June 13.
First Lieutenant J. T. Barber promoted

Captain Tune 13.
First Lieutenant C. R. Bard. from \\' est

Point. to "Cniversitv of Virginia, Char-
lottesville. and to Judge Advocate General's
Department.

First Lieutenant F. T. Berg, from Pana-
ma. to 14th, Ft. \\' orden.

COAST ARTILLERY ORDERS

First Lieutenant L. H. Brownlee pro-
moted Captain June 13.

First Lieutenant G. R. Carey promoted
Captain June 13.

First Lieutenant X.. -\. Congdon pro-
moted Captain June 13.

First Lieutenant G. H. Crawford. from
student, CA.S., to the Philippines. sailing-
New York. Sept. 12. Previous orders re-
voked.

First Lieutenant K. 1. Curtis. from
Hawaii. to 61st. Ft. Sheridan.

First Lieutenant Paul Elias promoted
Captain June 13.

First Lieutenant '0;. H. Francis promoted
Captain June 13.

First Lieutenant O. H. Gilbert promoted
Captain June 13.

First Lieutenant E. G. Griffith promoted
Captain June 13.

First Lieutenant L. M. Guyer promoted
Captain June 13.

First Lieutenant \V. H. Harris. from
11th, Ft. H. G. \Vright, to Panama, sailing-
New York, June 1. Previous orders re-
voked.

First Lieutenant E. B. Hempstead pro-
moted Captain June 13.

First Lieutenant Joseph Horridge pro-
moted Captain June 13.

First Lieutenant R. K. Kauffman, from
63d, Ft. MacArthur, to Hawaii, sailing-San
Francisco, Sept. 7.

First Lieutenant G. E. Keeler, Jr. pro-
moted Captain June 13.

First Lieutenant A. A. Koscielniak, from
69th, Ft. Crockett. to Hawaii. sailing- San
Francisco. Sept. 7.

First Lieutenant A. M. Lazar, from the
Philippines, to 2d, Ft. Monroe.

First Lieutenant W. F. McKee promoted
Captain June 13.

First Lieutenant F. ]. Mc~10rrow, from
student, Ordnance School. Aberdeen Prov-
ing Ground, to \Vright Field. Dayton.
Previous orders revoked.

First Lieutenant E. C. ~fitchell, from
c.A.S., to Mass. Inst. of Technology.
Cambridge.

First Lieutenant C. J. Odenweller, Jr ..
from Panama, to 10th, Ft. Adams.

First Lieutenant H. C. Parks promoted
Captain June 13.

First Lieutenant W. H. Parr promoted
Captain June 13.

First Lieutenant P. E. Passarella, from
Panama, to 3d, Ft. Stevens..

First Lieutenant P. S. Peca. from stu-
dent, C.A.S., to Puerto Rican Dept., San
Juan. Previous orders revoked.

First Lieutenant P. A. Roy, from the
Philippines, to 63d, Ft. MacArthur.

First Lieutenant S. C. Russell, from
c.A.S., to Mass. Inst. of Tech., Cambridge.

First Lieutenant Andrew Samuels. Jr.
promoted Captain June 13.

First Lieutenant J. R. Seward promoted
Captain June 13.

First Lieutenant A. P. Taber, from Pana-
ma, to 13th, Ft. Barrancas.

First Lieutenant 1f. R. Thompson pro-
moted Captain June 13.

First Lieutenant J. F. Thorlin, from
C.-\.S., to Aberdeen Proving Gronnd.
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First Lieutenant]. H. Twyman. Jr .. from

Panama., to 3d, Ft. 11aC.-\rthur.
First Lieutenant \\'. ~L \'estal promoted

Captain June 13.
First Lieutenant X, B. \Yilsoll, from

Hawaii. to 14th. Ft. "'orden.
First Lieutenant K. J. \\'oodbury pro-

moted Captain June 13.
Second Lieutenant \\'. S. Blair promoted

First Lieutenant June 12.
Second Lieutenant B. R. Brown, from

Air Corps Training Center, Randolph Field,
to 6th, Ft. Winfield Scott.

Second Lieutenant A. S. Buynoski pro-
moted First Lieutenant June 12.

Second Lieutenant C. F. Cordes, Jr. pro-
moted First Lieutenant June 12.

Second Lieutenant P. R. Cornwall, from
51st. Ft. Monroe. to Hawaii. sailing- Xew
York, June 1. revoked.

Second Lieutenant L. R. Drake promoted
First Lieutenant June 12.

Second Lieutenant L. J. Ellert promoted
First Lieutenant June 12.

Second Lieutenant F. L Furphy pro-
moted First Lieutenant June 12.

Second Lieutenant G. H. Holterman pro-
moted First Lieutenant June 12.

Second Lieutenant \V. H. Jordan pro-
moted First Lieutenant June 12.

Second Lieutenant M. ~f. Kallman pro-
moted First Lieutenant June 12.

Second Lieutenant R. H. Kessler pro-
moted First Lieutenant June 12.

Second Lieutenant W. H. Kinard. Jr.
promoted First Lieutenant June 12.

Second Lieutenant Arthur Kramer pro-
moted First Lieutenant June 12.

Second Lieutenant C. A. Langford. from
63d, ~t. MacArthur. to Hawaii, sailing San
FranCISco,June 24.

Second Lieutenant H. D. Lind promoted
First Lieutenant June 12.

Second Lieutenant E. E. Lockhart pro-
moted First Lieutenant June 12.

Second Lieutenant R. H. Mattern pro-
moted First Lieutenant June 12.

Second Lieutenant O. A. Moomaw, from
Panama, to 65th, Ft. Winfield Scott.

Second Lieutenant D. B. Nve, from 2d,
Ft. Monroe, to Hawaii. sailing Kew York.
Aug. 15.

Second Lieutenant K. T. Perkins pro-
moted First Lieutenant June 12.

Second Lieutenant H. P. Persons, Jr.
promoted First Lieutenant June 12.

Second Lieutenant C. L. Register. from
Hawaii, to Aberdeen Proving Ground.

Second Lieutenant L. H. Ripley, from
Panama, to 63d, Ft. ~facArthur.

Second Lieutenant ]. W. Rom1ein pro-
moted First Lieutenant June 12.

Second Lieutenant C. E. Spann, J r. pro-
moted First Lieutenant June 12.

Second Lieutenant Oren Swain promoted
First Lieutenant June 12.

Second Lieutenant E. H. Thompson pro-
moted First Lieutenant June 12.

Second Lieutenant B. ~f. \\' arfie1d pro-
moted First Lieutenant June 12.

Second Lieutenant H. B. \Vhipple pro-
moted First Lieutenant June 12.

Second Lieutenant ]. B. Yost promoted
First Lieutenant June 12.
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~ !.\IOR I. HALPI:\'CO:\':\'OLLY is an officer of the Ann\' of
the United States.

GE:\'ERALF. CL'UdA:-1:-1.French Arm.". is an outstanding
artillerist. He is also widd\' known for his cO:1tribu-
tion to the field of technical iiterature: Tactique D'arti!-
lerie. He recentl.\' completed a tour of dut\, as Chid of
Secretariat. Commission for the Fortification of the
~ bginot Line.

,\IAJOR CHARLES\\'1:-151.0\\'ELLIOTT.U.S.A. Retired. has
seen service in the Philippines. China, i\ lexico. and
France. He is the author of Winfield Scott. The Soldier
and the lHan, published in 1937 bv the i\.lacmillan
Com pan,\'. He makes his home in i\.lanlius. New York.

C.~PTAI:\' JOHN R, LOVELL.CO~lstArtiller\' Corp.s. is a na-
tive of Iowa. Entering the service in 1920 as a private.
Signal Corps. he won an appointment to the Military
Academy in 1923. Graduating with the Class of 1927
he was appointed a second lieutenant. Coast Artillery
Corps. and has served with that :lrIn to date. He is a
graduate of the Coast Artiller~' School Regular Course
(1937) and the Command and General Staff School
( 1939). His :micle in the current issue is one of the two
entries in the 1938 prize essa~' competition that won
honorable mention from the judges. Captain Lovell is
now on dut\' as a student. German General Staff School.
Berlin.

LIElTE:-1A:\'TCOLONELAL'GI'5TI:\'~1. PRE:-1TIS5,Chemical

\ \'~Hfare Service. is an outstanding authorit~. on the
use of gas in war. His book Chemicals in Irar, pub-
lished in 1937. is the Bible of chemical officers of all
armies. Entering the service in 1913 Colonel Prentiss
served in the Cavalr\'. Coast Artillerv. and Ordnance
Department before j~ining his presen't arm during tht
\Vorld \Var. A graduate of George \Vashington Uni-
versin' from which he received the dearees of B.S. and. 0

Ph.D .. he has also graduated from the Chemical \\'ar-
fare School. the Command and General Staff School.
and the Arm~' \Var College. He was awarded the
D.5.,\1. for his services during the \Vorld \Var. Colo-
nel Prentiss is on dut\, at Headquarters Panama C:1I1.11
Department.

LIEL'TE:-1A:\'TlACK\\'. RI'DOLPH, Infantr~'. has been keep-
ing JOI'RNAL readers informed on the undeclared Sino-
Japanese \Var for the past ."e:lr. He is now on dm" in
the Panama Can:11 Zone.

DR. FRITZ STER:-1BERG.well-known German writer and
authoritv on economics, will be recalled as the author
of Cerr:zany ,md a Lif!.htning War which was reviewed
in the preceding number of The JOUR:\'''L. Dr. Stern-
berg has contributed extensivd" to periodiols in this
countr~' and Europe. He makes his home in Paris al-
though he is tem}Joraril\' li\'illu in New York.~ . 0

W. A. \\'I"IJAS. who lives at Holl~'wood. California, spe-
cializes in short feature articles.

&'3ct::l:~~~~~ ~~~~~ei<;:f2

" Wear the U.S.C.A.A. Insignia ,a., ~
~ :I

Official emblem to be worn on civilian clothes. bu officers of all components of the Arm?/. 1I
Bar is of bronze, gold-plated, center enameled red gold-plated shank back button. Illustration .is aU
(for Coast Artillery), with panel of black and gold actual size. Bar, is only part that shows, when .,

i at ends designating an officer. Bar equipped with worn. Neat and distinctive in appearance. iJ

Lapel Bar and Lapel Ribbon Now Official U.S.C.A.A. Insignia ~
The new -h" wide lapel ribbon comes in the same color combination as the lapel bar. a

f1 PRICES }l
f1 One lapel bar 50c 12" length lapel ribbon 50c J
f1 COMBINATION OFFERS ~

i Two lap,el bars : 75c Any comb}nation of 50c items, totalling $5.00. or :I
Two 12 lengths of rIbbon 75c more, subject to 10% discount when shipped to a
One lapel bar and 12" length of ribbon 75c one address. ' a
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HOOK lVllWS

BOMBS BURSTING IN AIR: THE INFLUENCE
OF AIR POWER ON INTERNATIONAL RELA-
TIONS. By George Fielding Eliot, formerly ?vfajor,
Military Intelligence Reserve. New York: Reynal &
Hitchcock, 1939. 173 Pages. $1.75. /

To some extent an elaboration of things which the
author touched upon in The Ram parts {Ve {Vatch, but
mainly a clear and sensible exposition of air power and
what it means to Americans in terms of present and
future, peace and war-and perhaps of life and death,
Major Eliot's new book, like his earlier one, is a contri-
bution of no small value to our national defense. The fact
that at least one writer is doing his utmost to present
vital military matters to the public in a clear and simple
manner is a fact to be thankful for.

Major Eliot opens Bombs Bursting in Air with a shorr
chapter on some of the fundamentals of warfare. Here he
treats most brieRy the ho;;,ry so-called "principles of war"
-which he appears to accept without question, and gi,'es
the merest sketch of what he considers to be the main
elements of invention or discoven' that have revolution-

/

"T went;' ~.,[illion Grand," which represents the sum we
lost bv our intervention in the \Vorld \\'ar. He also
menti~ns the 350.000 dead and wounded which the last
war cost us. giving us nothing to offset that loss.

Finall;', after proving that we can remain at home on
our own continent and live happily. peacefull;', and profit-
ably. he finishes b;, arguing that it is our dut;, to stay at
home and not mingle in the troubles of Europe. He h;:s
no love for !\ ferry England; he sa;'s that we are the
guardians of the civilization of the world which has "come
to us by default. perhaps." but has none the less come.
\Vithout painting quite so black a picture of the next war
as is cllStomarv, he insists that, if we are to preserve what
civilization we now have, we must solve the almost im-
possible problem of keeping out of the next war. It is our
duty, he says. to maintain the safet.v and integrit;, of our
own country and all the \Vestern \Vorld, not bv shoutina.. ~
the Nfonroe Doctrine or bv marching our Nfarines into
Central America, but bv followirw the "Good Neiahbor". 0 ~
policy and by having an Arm.,' and Navy adequate to
refJel anv would-be invaders. Whether or not vou aaree

/ ~
with NIr. Chase throughout. you will surel;' find some-
thing to think about when you read this LVew {Vestern
Front. That is, you will if you do not object to NIr. Chase's
trend toward over-simplification. This trend extends even
into his style of writing, which might be damned b;' seri-
ous students as jerky and colloquial, but is nevertheless
skilfully attuned to the taste of the Nfan in the Street and
results in a volume that is entertaining. instructive. and
easy to read. P. D. B.

fff

THE NEW WESTERN FRONT. Bv Stuart Chase .
New York. Harcourt Brace & Co .. 1939. 188 Pa~es;
Bibliograph;'; Index. $1.50'
Further simplifying an elementary exposition of politi-

cal economy at home and abroad. The ,Yew {Vestern
F rant is a ;uccinctly presented argument for a polic;' of
self-sufficient isolation for the United States to shield
it from the troubles of Europe and Asia. Nf r. Chase un-
doubtedly makes his points clearly and effectively; he
has expended much study and thought in arriving at his
conclusions, yet somehow he fails to convince us that
the situation 'is as simple as he says it is.

The book omits complicated statistics but does con-
tain several tables to show the relative self-sufficiencies
of the major powers and Continental groups of powers and
to indicate the pre-eminence of the United States in prac-
ticallv every material resource. Mr. Chase scouts the im-
port;nce of our foreign trade; he says we should consume
our own surplus though he does not object to devoting
some of it to cementing our relations with the remainder
of America.

In comparing our Army and Nav;' with those of other
nations the author bestows a modicum of praise on our
armed forces but. although his view is tinged with rosy
optimism, again we are beset with doubt that the situation
is so simple as he thinks. He seems to base the military
side of his arguments on The Ram parts {Ve {Vateh by
~bjor Eliot and argues. with no little logic that no nation
or combination of nations is in a position to attack us suc-
cessfull;' from overseas bases. From this he deduces (espe-
cially if we get rid of the Philippines) that we are immune
from attack. He blithely ignores the time element.

Having shown that it is but reasonable for us to live at
home and like it, Nfr. Chase goes on to show that it is
profitable as well. He does this in a chapter entitled



THE RISE OF AMERICAN NAVAL POWER. B\
Harold and Nfargaret Sprout. Princeton Universin
Press, 1939. 398 pages; illustrated; documented; ana-
lytical index; $3.75.

This book is not a technical stud\'. It can be read J
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&8~ta ized warfare. The airplane, of course. is the latest of theS{
~ U hD go This chapter. though it contains enoug academicalCO AS T a debatable material for extended argument, is simply aa introductor\' section and need not delav the reader lon<>

a The autho; soon gets down to busines~. ~
H He discusses in succeeding chapters the qualities of a1
a power, the elements of air superiority, the great gambit
a -Germam' vs. Britain, international blackmail b\' aira threat, the' general possibilities of air warfare in Eu'ropea and then turns to discuss at some length how the air
aa power of the rest of the world affects the defense of our

own nation, and what we should do about it. In conclu-a sion, ~'fajor Eliot asks "how much air power do we need?
a expressing some disagreement with our present air-power
0: objective. The program is weak, he believes, in that it

calls for only 178 long-range bombers.
There are always a few points in a sound book for J

critic to pick on. For one thing, ivIajor Eliot neglects to
point out, in discussing attack aviation and its uses, that~r'l ~ the full, concentrated antiaircraft fire power of ground

~ troops has never been tried in warfare against low-A~'ingrm planes. For another, when he indicates that the series
~ ) 0 of bombing r:lids on Barcelona in ~vIarch, 1938, destroyed

4(~\. ~ the morale of that cit\', he does not sav that its morale.
~O ~ ~., at the time of bombi~g, was already o~ the down-grade.

{;)~ ........~~ Also, in arriving at the numbers of bombers needed to
~ < - ~ raid large cities repe:ltedly, the author does not discllss

losses of planes from accidents. This was an important
item in the \Vorld War, and will be an important item
in the next, even if planes are safer to Ay than the~' used
to be.

Perhaps the finest part of Bombs Bursting in Air is the
discussion of international blackmail by threat of air at-
tack. Of all who have written in rece~t months on [his
most immediate aspect of European affairs, no other
writer has weighed the facts so accurately or done his
weighing with a better b:llance. It does any militar:
reader's heart good to find Major Eliot emphatiCJII~, sa~'-
ing, "There is no certainty whatever as to the result." It
is not hard to agree with him, either, when he writes as
follows: "In the physical field, it (air power) remains J

weapon of uncertain value and untried possibilities. In
the psychological field, it is dominating and ail-im-
portant."

It is to be hoped that nothing dams Major Eliot's Aow
of books on military subjects. Besides, there are still other
tides to be found in the National Anthem. But as one
commentator on such matters has said, may the state of
the world never reach the point at which a book b~' such
a writer as ~,rajor Eliot could be appropriately enti~led
And Our Flag Was Still There. G. \ .
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easily by a landlubber as by a seaf~rer. It is not a chron-
ology of naval exploits, history ot naval technology, or
description of naval organization; these topics are men-
tioned only incidentally and brieHy. Essentially this ex-
cellent work might be called an exposition, in historical
form, of the conditions, institutions, events, ideas, mo-
tives, personalities, and politics which have shaped the
development of American naval policy, strategy, and evo-
lution from 1776 to 1918. Studies of this nature fre-
quently are dull, uninteresting collections of facts and
figures. This one is different. It is fascinating.

Specifically, the authors go into: (I) the problem of
naval defense as envisaged by different persons, groups,
and sections at each stage in the expansion of the United
States; (2) the continuing historic debate over the nature
and scope of the Navy's functions in peace as well as in
war; (3) the arguments of successive generations as to
the size and kind of navy required to perform these func-
tions; (4) the evolution of ideas as to the principles of _
naval strategy and warfare; (5) the strategic and political
implications of advances in naval architecture and tech-
nolog:'; (6) the similar implications of changing ideas
as to the organization, disposition, and management of
the forces afloat; (7) the like implications of the prob-
lems of Navy-Department and navy-yard administra-
tion; (8) the process of formulating and enacting naval
legislation within our governmental system; (9) the re-
spective roles of organized groups and of unorganized
public opinion; and (10) the international repercussions
and consequences of the rise of American naval power,

The Rise of American Naval Power is a valuable con-
rribution to American history that can be enjoyed by
tveryone. This book is recommended as something that
should be read, and for those interested in a military-
naval library, something that should be owned. W. G. r

f f f

SEA DUTY: THE MEMOIRS OF A FIGHTING
ADMIRAL. By Rear Admiral Yates Stirling, U. S.
Navy (Retired). New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons,
1939. 309 Pages; Illustrated. $3.00•

Admiral Stirling had a real talent for being on deck
whenever anything exciting happened. He came from a
strong Navy family and first saw action off Santiago
where he attempted to rescue Hobson's crew. He com-
manded a gunboat in the Philippines campaign with a
self-reliance that exasperated superiors. He was in the
Asiatic fleet commanded by his father during the Russo-
JapaneseWar, and went around the world with the White
Fleet. During the World War he served in the transport
service. Other commands were the Yangrze Patrol, and
Hawaii during the famous Massie case. But no matter
where Admiral Stirling was, he saw plenry of action.
Moreover, he seemed to have a genius for pulling the
straw out of stuffed shirts.

His memoirs are full of rare stories, which seem dull

PLAN
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United States Coast Artillerv Association to be
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States Coast Artillery Association at New York,
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Please send information concern109 hotels,
rates, and activities.
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ti
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UNION NO\\'. Bv Clarence K. Streit. New York
Harper & Brothet;, 1939, $3.00.

This book has, in two short months, created intern.1'
tional attention. And small wonder, for it propose<
nothing less than a federal union of the democracies of the
North Atlantic now as a prelude to an eventual world
government. The purposes of this union are to prevent
war by opposing to the Fascintern and the Com intern an
International of Democracy, 280,000,000 strong and pos-
sessing 60% to 95% of practically every essential WJr
material as well as overpowering military and mval forces;
to end the depression through the economic advantage~
offered by a union free-trade area, single currenc.", and
single communications systems; to save our liberties bl
constructing a superstate too powerful to be attacked and
dedic3ted to the proposition that the st3te is made for
man, not nun for the st3te. This idea is developed bl
Mr. Streit as a sound and practical project with no ob-
st3cle to its consummation except that of overcomin!!"
national prejudices and selfishness for the general good.
That this sort of obstacle has been overcome he pro\'es
by the eX3mpie of the fin3l 3cceptance of the American
constitution by the thirteen original American colonies
3nd says that trends of American opinion as shown in th
recent Gallup and Fortune polls must be studied c10seh
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before saying too hastily that it could not be overcome
auain. The interest of this book to Arm\' officers,whether~ -
students of the international situation or not, lies in the
author's suggestion that all defense forces be combined
under a single head and general staff that would be sub-
ject to the orders of the Union government. Mr. Streit's
proposal offers a basis for peace and the orderly develop-
ment of civilization as we know it. Visionary? Yes; but
therehave been many visions in the histot;, of man.

D.S.B.

CANTIGNY: A CORNER OF THE \VAR. By Cap-
tain Jeremiah M. Evarts, 18th Infantry (1st Division,
AEF). Privately printed, 1939, ~ pages. $1.25.

In his preface to this book, Lieutenant General Robert
LeeBullard writes as follows of these brief true stories of
war: "Doubtfully, at the request of the writer whom I
commanded in the things he writes of, I picked them up
to read, two or three perhaps, surely not all. I laid them
down only when I had read the very last. With few
wordsand simple he more accurately and more truly than
any other that I have ever known makes us feel, take
part in what he and his comrades beside him were feeling
at the time of men's greatest strain, fears and passions in
perhaps all history. He felt with them and you feel with
him and them. Stories such as his will for the orator's
thousand years inspire writers who would really tell of
the men who fought this mighty war."

High praise? High praise for a small, privately (though
finely) printed book of war memoirs? Not one particle
toohigh! The reviewer will add no words to this accurate
praise except to say that he, too, could not put down the
book until its last word was read. J. E. L.

FREMONT: PATHMARKER OF THE WEST. By
Allan Nevins. New York: D. Appleton-Centur~'
Company, 1939. 629 Pages; Illustrated; Maps; Ap-
pendices; Index. $5.00.
On August 14, 1796, General Bonaparte reported to

the Directory on his subordinate commanders. Sauret,
he said, was good, even very good as a soldier; but he did
not have sufficient breadth of understanding to be a gen-
eral; and he was not very lucky. On the other hand,
Augereau had a strong character, courage, energy, de-
termination, and experience in war; he was well liked by
his soldiers, and he was lucky in his operations. Despinoy
was "very good in Milan, and very bad in command of a
division." As a major general in command of a military
department during the American Civil War John C.
Fremont was unlike Despinoy in all respects, like Sauret
only in that he was unlucky, and like Augereau in all
except luck. John C. Fremont as a general was unlucky.
\Vhy?

Seemingly Fremont combined happily in himself all of

1939
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and

CAPTAIN LEW M. MORTON, C.A.C.

By MAJOR JOHN T. DECAMP, C.A.C.

the principal qualities which make for success in w%,

He was unselfish in his devotion to his country. He w
upright, incorruptible, and honorable. He had physic.:
stamina in a high degree. He was physically fearless allCl
had high moral courage. He had initiative. He had tik
resolution necessary to overcome great obstacles. He hac
the gift of inspiring confidence, loyalty, and enthusiaslt
in his troops. He had public confidence and sUPPOrt tc
the degree that millions of his fellow countrymen hac
campaigned for him and voted for him co be President
His strategy was sound and even brilliant, except that itl
was more nearly related to his ardent temperament thar
reality. Ie may be all very well co say that it would ha\'r
worked if he had been supported: but he had the strate~
without the support. It appears, then, that Fremont h~~
the confidence of all except his political and military as-
sociates and superiors. The biographer and his readen
ask why.

One cannot help speculating on what might have beer.
had Fremont been given appropriate employment in the
sphere in which he had made his reputation (and in
which alone he was "lucky,") and had been placed in
charge of the topographical and cartographical work 0

the army; or even if he had been given a small but im-
portant command in the Southwest where his knowledge
of the country and his acquaintance with the people ~
might have been decisive, and have given him time to
develop as a general.

Nlr. Nevins's attempt to reveal the strength and weak.
ness of a romantic figure is a model biography-it is
scholarship, not on parade, but on field service. He pre-
sents the problem of the man who was Fremont, and lets
the carefully compiled story of his life unravel by degrees
before us. The resulting portrait is sympathetic and just.
It is the kind of picture that has a rare fascination; so that t
one is content to gaze one's fill. And it is the kind of ,
picture that is worth reRecting on, especially by those
who may some day hold a high command in war-if 1
they wish to be "lucky." J. M. S.

{;
FROM VERSAILLES TO MUNICH, 1918-1938. B~

Bernadotte E. Schmitt. (Public Policy Pamphlet No
28). Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1938. 57 l
pages. $'50'
For the reader who has seen the headlines jump dur-

ing the past few years from one part of Europe to another,
and therefore needs a sensible, accurate, and not toO long
review to set him straight, this pamphlet will serve ad-
mirably. Doctor Schmitt, its author, Professor of Nfod-
ern History in the University of Chicago, wrote also
The Coming of the War, 1914, which some fifteen years
ago went far to set the record straight on the origins of
the World War and still shares honors here and abroad
with Fay's Origins of the W orld War as a standard work
on the subject. The present pamphlet covers the two
decades since Versailles not onl" concisel" bur dead" and
readably. i i L. Iv£.

i

1mtructors in Motor Transportation,
Coast Artillery School

Pritt's art' retail. po~tpaid. On any order for to or mort' copiel
• distount nf 10% i~ allowed F.O.B. ""'ashin2'ton.

Outline of Automotive Vehicle Construction.
Explosive Cycles and Firing Orders.
Cylinders, Pistons and Piston Rings.
Connecting Rods, Crankshafts and Fly-Wheels.
Valves and Valve Operating Mechanisms.
Valve Timing.
Crankcase Lubrication.
Engine Cooling Systems.
Fuel and Fuel-Feed Systems.
Elements of Carburetion.
Carburetors.
Elementary Electricity and Magnetism.
Storage Batteries.
Battery Ignition Systems.
Starting Motors, Generators. and Lighting Systems.
Theory of Internal Combustion Engines.
Engine Test and Performance.
Diesel Engines.
Clutches and Transmissions.
Universal Joints. Drive Shafts, and Differentials.
Rear Axles, Frames, Springs, and Shock Absorbers.
Brakes.
Front Axles and Steering.
Tires. Rims and Wheels.
Engine Overhaul.
Automotive Vehicle Troubles.
Painting.
Convoys.
Organization and Supply.
Methods of Inspection.
Automotive Maintenance.

HERE is a concise, technical discussion made avail-
able to the service at a time when such a book is in
considerable demand. This one volume covers all
necessary information concerning the design, op-
eration and maintenance of automotive transpor-
tation issued to the military service. The text has
been reviewed and approved by Professor Erwin
H. Hamilton, B.S., M.E., of New York University,
acknowledged authority on automotive engineer-
ing.

HERE ARE THE TITLES OF 31 FACT-FILLED
CHAPTERS:
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